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ABSTRACT

This volume supplements Volume I of the SRI final report

"Combined Reccimaissance, Surveillance, and SIGINT Model (CRESS)"

by providing a detailed description of the model, explicit instruc-

tions for using it, formats for the data, and some of the required

data. The description includes models for photographic, IR, radar,

visual, TV, PNVD, laser, and SIGINT sensors. These sensor models

provide the core for the three major models (aerial, ground, and

SIGINT) that constitute CRESS.

Methods of providing for the effects of navigation error,

aircraft attrition caused by enemy ground AA weapons, attrition

of ground observation posts, equipment failure, terrain masking,

cloud coverage, vegetation coverage, camouflage, misrecognition

and misidentification of target elements, false targets, wultisensor

interpretation, various report criteria, delay times for reports,

and time-ordering of reports and of grouping elements into possible

area targets are also des.Lribed. Instructions for collecting,

collating, and processing of the data necespary for running the

computer programs are in tuded, as are instructions for analyzing

the compuiter output.
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GLOSSARY

Target Any collection of objects the are to be
processed together, usually a designated
military unit -uch as a tank platoon or
a rifle company

Target Element Type Any one of the type of things of which a
(Target Object Type) tr-get is composed (e.g., T-62 tank,

105-mm Howitzer, radio set R104).

Detection Target element detection is the determina-
tion of the presence of a nonnatural ob-
ject and the estimation of Ats general
characteristics (e.g., linear target,
'edium land object, FM r.ice signil at
38.00 Mlz). Detection can be axcomplished
by the sensor operator o!.' by an offtine
analyst who searches through the raw data
(image interpreter).

Recognition Target element recognition is the determi-
nation of the nresence of an object with
a sufficient level of detail to enable the
object to be classified as belonging to a
group of similar object types (e.g., %AalJ
animal, wheeled vehicle, tracked vehicle).

Ientkfication (1) Target element identJfJ •tion
is the de, -rmination of the presi ace of
an object with a suffic~ent level of
detail to enable the object tu be cla-ii-
fied by type (e.g., man, 2-1/2 t-: truck,
T-62 tank, radio set iA04).

(2) Tarzet identification is the
identification of a target thr3ugh the
identification of a characteristic set of
elements of the target.
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lHeaýabil:i y The ability of an electromagnetic
emitter to produce a signal at a speci-

fied remote location that .is sufficiently
greater than the background noise to be
detectable.

SIGIUT A generic term including the technical
and intelligence information derived
from foreign co.munications by othcr

than the intended recipients (COMINT),
or from foreign noncoi.wnunications electro-
magnetic radiations emanatirg from other
than nuclear detonation or radioactivE
sources (ELINT) .
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Conventions for forms to be filled in for keypunching

1. The first row will have one of the three entries A, I, or It

for each column of information

A denotes alphanumeric information. Er'ries
must be left-justified.

I dsnotes an integQr type number. Entries
must be right-justified. Blank entries
are converted to 0 by the computer

R denotes a real type number. Entries must

cocitain a decimal point and should be
Tight-justified. Blank entries are con-
verted to 0.0 by the computer.

2. The second row will contain the rightmost card column for

each form column of numeric information. It will contain the

leftmost card column for each form column of alphanumeric

information U/ indicates the start of a new card).

The third row will contain the headings for the form columns

of information.

At least one sample of realistic entries will be furnished.

5. The FORTRAN format will be given at the bottom of the form.

See Fig. 23 as an example of the, conventions.

xv



I INTRODUCTION

This volume presents detailed discussions of CRESS and each

of its three major submodels: CRESS-A for airborne collateral

sensor systems; CRESS-G for ground baseu collateral sensor systems;

and CRESS-S for SIGINT collection systems.

To use CRESS, or any one of its submodels, requires strict

compliance with the directions given for data preparation. Al-

though it is theoretically possible to use CRESS by simply following

the directions for use, in practice it will be necessary to become

familiar with the capabilities and limitations of CRESS by reading

both this volume which contains detailed descriptions of the models

and the K.Lrections tor their use, and Volume I of this report which

cont ins some supplementary information in its summary description

-d CRESS.

In addition to the descriptions of CRESS and each of its

submodels, Section II contains instructions and examples for each

type of required input data, and samples,* with explanations of

each type c.. computer output. Section III cr)ntains instructions

for organizing the data for computer proce'sing, and discusses

"the analysis of the simulated reconnaissance and surveillance data

contained in the computer output. Appendix A contains the char-

acteristics required by CRESS for a large number of target elements

* Section 1I -indl.eates which data arc well documented and which

are produced by the best judgement of a few analysts at SRI. The

typical values given in the samples for this latter type of data

should be qut-sti.oncd hv the user and replaced by values derived from
other studies or from tho user's best judgement, if necessary.

1•



and backgrounds. Appendix B contains detailed flow charts for

each of the types of collateral sensors modeled in.CR]SS-A and

CRZBS-G. Appendix C presents the propagation equations used

in CRISS-L.
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II CRESS DESCRIPTION

A. General

CRESS is a manual/computer model designed to simulate the

operational use and data output of reconnaissance and surveil-

lance (R&S) systems built around collections of sensois selec-

ted from the types listed in Table 1. The computer programs

are modular in nature and many of the subwodels can be used ar

bypassed at the option of the user. Use of the entire model

requires a large scale digital computer with a random access

dis1V unit and knowledge of intelligence and tactical use of

airborne, ground, and SIGINT sensors. While there are three

computer programs (aerial, ground, and SIGINT) that direct the

computer to do all of the mathematical calculations, most af I
the• bookkeeping, "nd the printing of the sensor systems output

data, users must provide the scenario development, collection i

plan, weather parameters, target and sensor deployment, the

criteria for making reports of sightings, and the intelligence

analysis of the reported sensor-generated data.

The sequence of participation by men and the computer is

men-computer-men-computer-men. It is anticipated that CRESS

will be used in support of studies that require a scenario for

other purposes than R&S (e.g., war ga,.•.s, feasibility and tacti-

ci. concepts studies, ammunition t.perditure rate studies, and

comparative tactical systems ;tudies). The data requirements

of the computer .odels in CRESS should be understood before the

3 4



scenario in developed so that the work entailed in developing

the scenario will only have to be done and considered once for

both CRESS and for whatever other purpose the study is being

generated.

Table 1

SENSOR TYPES

Aerial Ground SIGINT

Cameras IR .1 to 60 MHz

Vertical frame Ground surveillance Line of sight,
Side oblique radars near shadow
Forward oblique
Panoramic Passive night vision .1 to 60 MHz

devices
Transition shadowInfrared line scanners: " •.•Visuals

: ,..1 to 60 M~z
RadarsS~Eye

Far shadow
MTI Binoculars

Mapping 3 to 30 MHzLaser line scanners
MTI and mapping

IR binoculars Skywave
Visuals 60 to 40,000 MHz

Eye Microwa .J
Binoculars

Lastý, line scanners

Low light level tele-
visions

4



Typici R&S efforts undertaken by a Motorized Rifle

Division were used as guidelines in determining the qize of

the problems that can be considered by CRESS. However, this

divxi..in-size effort serves only as a guideline, and the actual

size of the R &S problem to be simulated is limited by the

amount of effort that can bu put iuto the problem by men and

by the size of the computer and the arrays that have been de-

fined for the computer. The limiting sizes of the arrays are

stated in Table 2.

Although the data produced by the sensors reflect the

targets as they were at one point in time, it is possible to

move the targets as often as the user wishes as long as the

tntal number of targctz and movements does not exceed 750.

The time interval that a target remains in one position is

specified by its beginning and ending click time. Since the

initial and final valid times must be given for each target,

each target may be moved at a time specified by the scenario

writer, or all the targets can be moved at the same time if

desired. The aerial seniors can be flown at any time as spe-

cified by the flight planner, and the flight paLh will be simu-

lated in time as it would be flown in real life. The duty

times for each ground observation post (O0) may also be spe-

cified for any time interval. Thus, CRESS can simulate the

movement of both targets and sensors whenever this movement

is scheduled at the outset.

5



Table 2

MAXIM• COMPUTER ARRAY SIZES

Descriptor Upper Limit

Grid areas on map 4y

Target groups 40

Targets 750

Target movements 749Y-

Object types 100

Object types in one target i9

Object types capable of anti-aircraft fire 30

Recognition classes 40

Detection classes 10

Weather types 4

Background types 25

Aerial navigation systems 10

Special objects (reports) 10

Aircraft types 15

a/ The map grids used must ')e conrained in a square formed by
four contiguous grid areas. 4

b/ Each time a target moves, it i counted as another target.
The total number of targets must be less than or equal to
750,

6
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Tuble 2 (Continued)

MAXIMUM COMPUTER ARRAY SIZES

Descriptor Upper Limit

Aerial sensors 40

Sensors of one type (except visual) 10

Visual 5

Sensors aboard one aircraft 4

Targets overflown 4096c/

Targets considered by OPse/ 4096-/

Ground sensors 35

Sensors of one type 5

Sensors in one observation post (OP) 4

OPse/ 125

Communication link types 5

SIGINT collection sites 50

Sensors per collection site 1

Emitters 4096

c/ A target is counted each time a reconnaissance aircraft

covers it with any of its sensors,

A target is coi-.ni again for each OP that covers it.

e' This includes ground patrols.

7



In addition to computer program for the mathematicoal

models of each of the mensor types listed in Tabl 1, computer

asibmdels are also provided for each of the item in 'xable 3.

Many of these Item my be bypassed by the selection of appro-

priate option. If the user is not interested in the effect

caused by then.

A good way to explain how CRESS might be used is by an

analogy with the gave of chess. To play chess, one must learn

the six aifferent t-pes of pieces used, the types of mnoves that

each type of piece can itake, the constraints placed un the

movement by the size and shape of the buard, the starting

points for each of the pieces, and the object of the game. Ti.1

interesting situations that can be developed in chess are

limited only by the ingenuity of the players in using their

resources.

To uwe CRESS to full advantage, one must learn what each

of the resources ie that can be used, the rules for using each

resource, an' the conatraicts on using each resource. Then,

as in chess, any situation that can be developed is allowed if

it does not break the rules or go outside the -onstraints. The

resourr.!s that o~ne can exploit when v, -.g CRESS include the

ter . of men that deploy the targets, the men who deploy the

sensors, the men who do tVie intelligence analysis based on the

simulated reconnaissance systems outputs, and the computer

models of the Items listed in Taoras I and 3. (The constraints,

or size of the board, are specified in Table 2.)

causd bythe8



Table 3

COMPUTER PLAYED ITEMS

"* Shadows * Amount of imagery tPken

"* Decision to make report o Timeliness of reports

"* Assigning stances to men * Real time fligit

"* Camouflage * Sensors on and off

Nets * Terrain &asking
NaturalI N Vegetation masking

"* Effects of weather
* Cloud masking

"* Position location error
Failures tion

Aircraft * False targets
Navigation systemns Multisensor enhancement
Communication links

Sensors * C-imulative looks by r ound.
sensors

* Attrition

Aircraft e Grouping of target element.-
near each other

OP
* F Reconnaissance by firingS* Flight path geometry

* Output
* Selection of targets covered O

Control copy '
* Selection of AA sites within 

-

Time-ordered Intelligence
range 

Co -,

9



For two chess playcrs of approximately equal ability to

play a fair and interestieg game of chess, it is fhectasary that

they hav'e a chessboard and all the pieces &nd that initially

all the pieces start out in their correct (or agreed on)

starting positions. Similarly, in using CRESS for any specified

use, it is important that all the necessary resources be present

and that all the initially needed data be generated and correctly

stored according to the appropriate formats. This initiali-a-
,

tion process is performed by the Ecenarlo developers and the

men who deploy the sensors and specify 'ow they arp to be use..

The collected and collated data are then fed to the com-

puter. The computer's job is to o.o all the necessary calcula-

tions and piint.ng to -display tne performance of the sensors

against the individual objects in accordance with the options

selected.

§.ext the inteli-ence team must atialyze the computer-

xi•mulated recetnaissance/sturveil cnce input data, determine

w-ý,ch data Fie sufficient to answer specific -- eds, and det--

aine whether mce t should be generated to meet othe:" intel-

i'.,oqa nceds. f 7ore data ae needed to meet intelligence

reeds, the tcam can elect to search in the desired area with

an e' aticed probability of detoction by deployiag its sc-s )rs

in that area and feeding the information to the computer to be

The detailed ->structic-is for collecting and collating the

necessary data are in Section i,1. of thi.4 handbooK.

l0



processed again with the option seleeted for enhanced probability

of detection. This second play by the computer fs fairly six-

ple to set up since only data for the changed deplcyment of

sensors need to be generated. When the results of the directed

search are printed out by the computer, the intelligence team

again makes its assessment of the situation; this process is

continued for as many times as desired. Note that rerunning

the sensors in a directed search with an enhanced probability

of detection could be equivalent to re-examining the imagery

of the first take of the sensors so that it can be a simulation

of this re-examination and not an actual redeployment of the

sensors.

ii
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B. Th Aerial VdeL.8 CMS-A

1. Flight Pficesleng

In a typical exercise of R8-A, fliht planners will

schedule a series of flights over areaf of inteiest. Each flight

coveru one L- more reconnaissance and surveillance (PRS) areas.

Bach R• area in tu.-' contains from one to ten parallel and

equidistant flight legs (see Fig. 1). Sensors are considered to

be turned on only while flying these legs, during which the plat-

form is flying straight and level.

Figure 2 is a sim:ple flow chart showing the orrer in which

the various parts of CRESS-A are processed in the computer phase

of the simulation. An overview of the model is given below, fol-

lowed by a more detailed discussion of each of the major elements

except input and output, which are discussed in Section II.F. A;

the end of each discussion is a list of the computer subroutines

that are related to the items discussed. Figure 3 shows how the

qubroutines are linked together,

The computer calculates the actual flight path, taking into

account position errors caused by navigation inaccuracies. Then,

on each leg of an RS area, each target in the vicinity is examined

to determine if it is within the swath covered by any sensor on

board the platform. If a target is covered by a sensor, its

image is considered to be tsken at the moment of closest approach

on that leg.

The flight time to each target is then calculated, and the

targets covered are ordered with respect to time, so that they

will be processed in the appropriate overflight order. If an

aircraft has a side-looking senaor and a vertical sensor aboard,

it is possible that the target will be processed twice, once

12
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RED NSAI DT

SS DAAFRAFIH
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YES 4 _ < :ARlE THERE MORE UI
AREAb IN FLIGNTP

PRINT CONTROL. COPY AND TARGET
L Z;ýGATOM NFORMATION FOR 'URRNENT FLIGHIT

YES_ _ _ < ARE THERE MORE FLIGHTIS
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PRINT INTELLIGENICE REPORT

FOR COMBINED FL.IGNTS

Fig. 2 CRESS-A FLOW CHiART
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i'F.

Whem the target is overflown by the aircraft for the vertical

Imstrweat and once on the next leg, possibly when the side-

looking sensor !ould sense it even though the target is then out-

side the maximum range of the vertical sensor.

As each target in an RS area is overflown, it is examined

for antiaircraft capability. If it has such capability, a simple

AA model determines if the platform is destroyed or is allowed to

continue its mission. This AA model is also played as the platform

makes turns between legs of an RS area.

The time at whicn each on-board item (platform, navigation

system, sensors, and links) will fail is calculated by Monte

Carlo processes at the beginning of the program. These times are

then ranked and stored in order of occurrence. At the end of

each leg, these fail times are compared to see if any failures

have occurred. If so, the effect of the failure is considered; a

sensor is not permitted to detect targets after it fails, communi-

cation links do not transmit data after they fail, ari a flight ib

aborted after the failure of the platform...r navigation system.

All failures, including those caused by k, are considered in

order of their calculated occurrence.

Each target is processed in the following maniner: the target/

background charactevistics are Jet and the slant range is calcu-

lated. Then, in turn, each object type within the target is con-

sidered. The object characteristics are set, and then, in turn,

each sensor on boaro the aircraft is considered. li,,e sensor

parameters are set, ind using the appropriate sensor model, the

probabiliti-s of detection, recognition, and identification are

calculated for that particular object. No matter how many objects

of that type are present in the target, ti.hy will all have the

same probabilities of detection, recognition, and identification.

16



However, each object is considered individually, In that a random

nui...ýr is drawn for each object to determine whether it is detect-

ed. If so, another random num.cr is drawn to determine recognition,

and if recognition is indicated, a third random number is drawn to

determine identification. Additional random numbers are drawn to

determine -ether recognitions and identifications are made cor-

rectly. If here are b,tween 30 and 150 objects of the same type

within a targe, they are considered five at a time. Tor between

150 and 300, they ýre determined 10 at a time, and above 300, they

are determined 20 at a time. After the individual sensors have

looked at an object, the performance of the system of combined

sensors is determined.

A target is considered detected for report purp'-es if any

sensor sig,.ts enough objects at a sufficient level of detail to sat-

isfy the report criterion. If the target is deteced, the time of

delivery of the informati-n to the 4tLe]ligence :enter is calcu-

lated. After processing the targets contained in each RS area,

the number of false targets to be ancluded in that area is deter-

mined, and the false targets are generated,

At the end of each flight, the Control Copy for that flight

is printed out, as is tVe target aggregation information for that

flight.

A; the end of the last flight, all of the target reports

are ordered in terms of their arrival times to the intelligence

team, and the Intelligence Copy is printel out in that order.

The remainder of Sec. II.B. is devoted to the discussion of

the primary topics (except targ,+ location accuracy) modeled in

CRESS-A. At the conclusion of the discussion for each topic a 4

reference is made to the subroutines lis'>! in Fig. 3 that are

germane to that particular topic. The lengthy mathematical

17



presentation of the routines for computing location accuracies is

written as Stanford Research Institute's Technical Note Ctd-TN

6205-15, "The Covariance of Pnoition Location."

2. Attrition

Not every reconnaissance mission is successfully completed.

Sometimes the observation platform is destroyed by enemy action,

while on other occasions some critical component may fail, causing

partial or complete failure of the mission.

CRESS-A provides for the simulation of failures of four

types of items: the platform itself, the navigation system, the

sensors, and .'he data links. The user is required to furnish the

mearn-time-between-failures (MTBF) for each platform, navigation

system, sensor, and data link that is available in the scena:io. A

time to next failure (TNF) is calculated from each MTBF as follows.

It is assumed that each failure mechanism fits a Poisson

distribution. That is, the expected TNF is independent of the

point from which time is being measured.

-kt
The Poisson distribution is given by p(x,t) = Ke , where

t = time and X =; l/i, where p = the MTBF. It is more convenient

to work with the cumilative representation where

t

k'(X,t) = j Xe-dx = 1 - e

0

This is the probability that a failui. occui- by time t, given k.

C;. given k anA a random number n, 0 < n < 1, the TNF. T, is given

implicitly by 1 = 1 - e From which we get,

T = 4 log(I/(l-n))

18
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In considering the possibility of platform loss because of

enemy action, each target is assumed to have a certain propensity

to fire on any reconnaissance aircraft flying within range. For

each target in the scenario, the user must provide the probability

that the target will fire at any platform within range, (a) given

that the pla form first fires upon the target, and (b) given

that the platform does not fire on the target.

As each target is encountered, the slant range distance

bet,.een the platform and the 4 arget is compared with the maximum

firing range of the target. If the platform is within the range

of the target, the response of the target Is ascertained (does

it fire?) by drawing a random number and comparing it against the

appropriate probability of target response. Probability (a) above

is used when the reconnaissance mission is employing reconnais-

sance by fire at the time of target encounter. Probability (b)

is used in all oLher cases.

If the target fires on the platform, each elemenc in the tar- :

get capable of AA fire gets one single-pass opportunity to destroy

the platform. The outcome of that one opportuaity is dependent

on the firing range of the particular objecL firing and the proba-

biliLy tlat that type of weapon will destroy the type of platform

being flown.

All failures are noted by messages that appear to have ori-

ginated at the time of failure. These messages are then priný.Pd

out on the i-telligence Copy at the appropriate time.

Pertinent subroutines are FAILTM, ACKACK, TURNAA, ATRI-

and FAIlAL.S.

19V
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3. Reconnaissance by Fire

CRM -A provides for the utilization of reconnaissance by

fire (33F). In this case, the user specifies that RBF Is one of

the sensors to be placed on the platform and then indicates for

each RB area of the flight whether RBF in to be used in that area.

When used, it is assumed that the platform brings under fire

a swath as wide as the firing range of the platform. Each target

responds according to its probability of firing at a platform,

given that it (the target) is first fired on by the platform. If

the random number draw indicates return fire from the target,

it is reported as detected.

Pertinent subroutines are ACKACK and TURNAA.

4. Target Masking

Four causes of target masking are considered in CRESS-A:

terrain masking, cloud masking, vegetation masking, and camouflage

nets. While all sensors are ojocked by terrain masking, radar

sensors r-un penetrate clouds, IR sensors can partially penetrate

vegetation masking, and both IR and radar sensors can penetrate

camouflage nets. The basic masking Parameters are determined on

a target-by-target basis and IR and -adar sensors are allowed to

penetrate that masking as appropriate.

Random numbers are drawn before any sensor processing to

determine '4he r.umbers of objects that will be in line of sight for

sensors In each spectrum. Only 'hrqe objects having line of sight

for the pa-ticular type of sensor will be processed for that r

If the line of sight probabilities were inclutdeu in each of

the sensor-generated probabil ities ane then random numbers drawn

to %-termine the number J•f objects seen by e•ch of the sensors (as

many reconnaissanc- models do), it would be oossibl- I-r one
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sensor to sight many objects of a target because of a lucky random

number draw while another sensor of about the same capability and

on the same aircraft sighted only a few. If this happens when

the probability of line of sight is low, an inaccurate simulation

of the aircraft reconnaissance system results for that target.

This circumstance is avoided in CRESS.

5. Personnel

As each target is processed for possible sighting, it is

necessary to know how many of each object type are included in

each target. Part of this informatior is prepared befo-ehand and

is read from data Lards. However, data for personnel and camou-

flage nets need fu-ther consideration.

The number of personnel in each target it read from data

cards, but there is no indication as to what these men are doing--

are they standing, in foxholes, riding in vehicles or other? To

allocate personnel correctly to various physical stances, rcfer-

ence is made to a table called MENARY (see SecLion 1I.D). This

array indicates the percentage of personnel in each of five 31

stances (standing, prone, slit trench, foxholes, or vehicles) for

cach of 16 postures (e.g., hasty retreat. prepared position, fc -.

ward march). Each target is identified as to its posture, and the

personnel are divided into the appropriate 2ategor.:-s.

MENARY also indicates what percet-,e of the perso':Iel in

each stance are under camoufla6• nets, and an entry .n the user

prepared target variable array (TARVAR) i. iicates the same for the A
equipment in each target. From this infrrma ion, the num' r of

camouflage netF of vai'ious 5izes is determined for each target.

The pertinent subro,,tine is TAROBJ.

21
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6. Sh"dows

The presence or absence of shadows can affeci the probability

of detocting an object by sensors that use the visual range

(camerav, eyes, and binoculars). CRESS-A recognizes the possi-

bility that it may be an object's shadow, rather than the object

itself, that is detected. The length of the shadow may be thought

of as having a north-south co,),ponent a-d an east-Ve3t component.

The north-south component will vary according to the time of

year ann the latitude of th- object. However, it is not a func-

tion of the time of day. For example, if -,ne has a wall running

in an east-west direction, the shadow line cast by the top of the

wall remaina the same distance from the wall all div long. That

di-tance will of course be different on diff:,rent days of the

year and at different places on the globe. The program requires

the day of the year and the latitude of th;ý center of the scenario

to calculate the approximate aorth-south comfonent of the 3hadow.

The east-west component o4 the shadow depends on the time of

day or the deviation of th, sun from a noon position. The devia-

tion at q given hour will not be the same ior every place on earth

every day of the year. Horever, it the number of minutes of day-

time for a given place on a given day are known and it the time

of .. y 1i, expressLJ as the numbex of minuies before or after

noon, the deviatlon of the sun frtr a ,o-a -P,_itio)n (and thus the

east-west component of the sna'F) c..n ne cuYculateJ. Only the

number oii minutes of daytime mus. be giver.. The computzr calciu-

la~eL tha number of minutes from noon after it calcolates the timn

of thp tarqet sightib.g.

If 'he calculated shadow length is over five imes the height

of tht' object, the shadov is ignored aad det ction is calculated

on the basis o.i tfhe object alone It is felt that if the shadow
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Is over five times the length of the object that shadows of
natural objects will make detection of the target object's shadow

unlikely.

Per.&nent subroutines are SHADOW, CL(10N, and SZNSP.

7. Incorrect Target Reports

In discussing the "sensor" performance represented in this

_ndel, what is really being discussed Is the proz:? of looking

at an area by a sensor end interpre'..ng the results of those

looks, thus including the role of a human interpreter. The fol-

lowing are possibilities:

a. Sensor-interpreter correctly detects presence
of target object; interpreter correctly

identifies object.

b. Object correctly detected, but incorrectly
identified.

c. Sensor-interpreter fails to detect presence

of object.

d. No object pressu3, interpreter assigns
object type to false target.

e. No target v.asent, no report made by
intsrpreter.

Cases a, c, and e are those usually covered in a reconnais-

I-ance model. This model also includes case b, referred to as the

misidentification possibility, and case d, referred. to as the

false target possibility.

Actually, this model considers two aspects of case b: mis-

Jdeitification and misrccognition. Misdetection was not included

on the reasoning that t':e likelihcod of such a gross error would

he reduced greatly by the cont2:•t of the target location %nd that

urn'. rtainty at tLht low a level of discrimination would often be

•tclected in. the failure of the interpreter to issue any report

23
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at all. This was a subjective judgment on the part of the analysi•

tcam and one that might be changed by further research on the per-

forwice of lmage interpreters.

Since, for example, it is unlikely tnat a truck would be

misiden•'fied as an airplane, but might be misidentified as an

APC, misidentifications are allowed only between objects of the

same tecognition group. Similarly, misrecognitions are allowed

only between objects of the same detection class.

A possible grouping of objects into recognition and detection

groups is shown for those objects having their characteristics

catalogued in Appendix A.

The probability of misidentifying or misrecognizing an o~.ject

was obtained as follows. First, an SRI staff member experienced

in image interpretation was presented the following problem.

Suppose that you have correctly detected an object
(which is really a T-62 tank). There are three
possibilities open to you: (a) you may correctly
recognize the object, (b) you may incorizz:sly recog-
nize the object, or (c) you may say you have only
detected it and not assign it to a recognition class.
Given "average" conditions and given that there is
a .5 probability for possibility (a) (i.e., correct
recognition), what probability would you assign to
possibility (b) (i.e., misrecognition)? Remember,
the probabilitics assigned to possibl4 ities (a),
(b), and (c) must sum to 1.0.

His answer, say .2, was taken as the average probability of

misrecognizing a T-62 tank in all likely background settings. The

same typo of question was asked for the identification level,

where it was now given that the object (really a T-62 tank) was

correctly recognized and the probability for correct identifica-

tion was fixed at .5. His answer, say .3, was taken as the average

probability of misidentifying a T-62 tank.

24
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ThNese same two questions were asked for each type of object

in the object characteristics list, and the results were entered

on data cards and in Appendix A of the User's Handbook.

It would seem reasonable that the nonber of items misrecog-

nized and misidentified would depend on he viewing conditions,

the !1stance of the object from the sensor, and so forth. There-

fore, the aver_ ý probability of misrecognition is used as the

basis for simulating an actual probability of misrecognition that

varies from target to target.

The mathematical model for each of the sensors calculates

a "performance number" representing the consequences of the physics

entailed in c:onsidering geometry, environment, and object and sensor

characteristics. This performance number is entered into an

empirically derived curve representing the interpreter's capa-

bility of correctly recognizing the object under the prevailing

conditions (see Appendix B). The higher the performanze number,

the higher the probability of recognitioa. In cons.dering the

misrecognition process, iý. is argued that a high performance num-

ber ard a high probability of recognition imply a low probability

of incorrect recognition. In the limiting case, the probability 4

of misrecognit.on should be zero when the probability of correct

recognition is one.

Similarly, it i* argued that the lower the performance number

and pruLability of correct recognition, the higher will t the

ratio of misrecognitions to correct recognitions. Howeve. that

ratio remains finite; 'he probability of inisrecognition bezomes

zero as tlE probability of correct recognition becomes zero.

Given these arguments, plus the fact that when the probabil 4 ty Iof recognition is .5 the average probability of misrecognition has

25
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been defined, it is possible to construct a simple model of the

misrecognition process.

Consider the following relation between the probability of

misrecognition (PU) and the probability of correct recognition

(PR).

PHR = K 1PR(1 - PR)

where K is some constant to be determined.

This formula satisfies the above requirements. It is seen

that the ratio of misrecognitions to correct recognitions in-

creases as PR decreases, as required by the argument made above.

PUR
R K(l -PR)PR

However, the actual number of misidentifications is zero

when PR is either zero or one, also required by the atove argu-

ments.

The constant K can be dete:mined as follows.

The average pn'obability
of misrecognition (APMR) =PMR

PR= .5

= K(.5; (1.0-.5)

APMR = .25K

Therefore, K 4(APMR)

The relatiuaship PMR = 4(APMR)(1h4(1 - PR) thjs satisfies

the arguments made above for the misrecognition process. It Is
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shown graphically below, normalized to 1.0 at PR = .5 by the

constant
APUR

1.

.75

.5

.36

I-.I PR
.1 .25 .5 75 .9 1.0

The same arguments applied to the case of misidentifications

lead to the fcllowing expression for the probability ot misiden-

tification:

PMI = 1(APi)PI)( - P1)

where PI is the probability of correct identification in a given

situation anr APMI is the average probability of misidentification

analogous to APN,

Returning to the example of the T-62 tank, suppose that the

probability of recognition is .15 in a given situation. The

probability o.f misrecognition in that case would be

27



PEM 4 4(.2)(.15)(1- .15)

=.8(.15) (.85)

= .102

The ratio of miurecognitions to correct recognitions would be

PUR .102
PR - .15

= .68

If instead the probability of correct recognition were .85,

then the probability of misrecognition would be

PWR = 4(.2)(.85)(1- .85)

= .8(.85)(.15)

= .102

:.he same as above. However, the ratio of misrecognitions to

correct recognitions would be only

MPR .102SPR -. 85

= .12

As the r'-ults of further reseai..h become avai'able, the

user may be able to provide better estimates of +he averag-

probabilities of misrecognition and misidentification for each

object.

If the user wants t, include the possibility of mistaking

decoys i~r real targets, the uecoys must ',e included in the list

of objects and located in the scerar!- aA any other fbject mu. oe.

28
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For war gaming purposes, it is desirable to have the reports

of false targets be indistinguishable from the reports of true

targets. Therefore, CRESS-A uses true targets as the basis of

any false targets that may be generated. As a true target is

detected, an entry is made in a reference table called FLSTYP

(FaLSe target TYPes). This table includes the recognition group

number of each object that is detected in the true target and the

sensor or sensors that detected that object. Thus, FISTYP be-

comes a table of represe-.ative target types or feasible target

compositions for false targets.

Each time a false target is to be generated, ref'--ce is

made to this table, an entry is selected, objects are selected

for reporting, and the sensor or sensors "detecting" each object

is/are obtained from the table.

The table FLSTYP is reconstructed for each RS area so that

the false targets will be similar to true targets in the sare

area. While false targets should be similar to true targets,

there are also some limitations that must be real!itically imposed

on any fal~e target. For exarple, while it is reasonable that one

tank' or three men will be reported when +-Pre was no true object

present, it is highly ~nlikely that i() tanks or 100 -9rn will be

so reported. Therefc -, the number of arv particular type of

ubject and the total number of false obeJects In any one target

are limited by the numbers deternmned by the dser and input to

the program (see Sec. II.E of the User's Handouok for further

diF ussion of these numbers),

The false targets are further re.=tricted in size 1y allowing

a inaximum of four types of object. to be included in any one

false targel.
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Another restriction on false targets is that the sighted

elemnts are reported only at the recognition level. This restric-

tion ts imposed since it is assumed that (1) an objeoL detected

under good enough conditions to cause the image i.aterpreter to

try to identify it will be seen in sufficient detail to determinv

whether it is a bona fide military target element, and (2) an

object detected under such poor conditions that only detection is

possible cannot be aetermined to be a military target element,

unless other information is available.

Reference I indicates that the number of false targets re-

ported for an RS area will depend on (1) the image interpreter's

prior expectation of finding a target in the area, =nd (1) the

number of targets he finds in the area. CRESS-A accouivts for

these two factors by us3ing the following formula to determine the

number of fvle targets to be generated for an RS area:

f = n + (n + t, p

where f number of false targets generated for the
RS area,

t number of real targets detected in the RS
area,

p - the expected perc.,ntage - "alse target"
for the entire scenario area; supplied by
the user.

and n = 1 if a random nu-cber draw is less thai,
the prior expectation 4L.-t a target
will be detect'd 'n the RS area

0 otherwise.

Pertinent •ubix,'wines are MISGRP, 7)TECT, MISID, MISREC,

PPOCES, and FLSTGT
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8. Multisensor Viewing

Research on reconnaissance models hab to dat-, focused on

the role of individual sensors. However, many potential users

of q'MESS may be more' interested 1A, the information produced by

the combination of sensors than in the performance of any sensor

in particui.:r. Therefore. SRI is placing greater emphasis on the

system of sensors :.nployed on a given mission. Consistent with

this, considerable attention hs been given to improved methous

of determining the probabilities and numbers of objects seen by

the multisensor combi,.'tion.

Since sensors using diff rent parts ,)f the electromajn'otic

spectrum are sensitive t different characteristics of an object,

it is possible that on- type of sensor may detect an object while

another may not. For the purposes o: nomenciature for this

section, mapping and MTI radai: will be considered as using dif-

ferent parts of the spectrum, since they depenA on different char-

acteristics of an object to detect it. It is also possible that

neither sensor could detect (or recognize) the object by itself,

out by considering the cturacteristics observed by both sensrs,

it is possible toc detect frecogni.e) the object. It is also

possible that when an object is first detected by one sensor, a

second sen..3or may then be used to add to the information provided

by the first sensor. For exampIP, a radar may detect a metal

objectt arid a pair of eyes, which had not previouslN noticsd the

obic- t, may -low be .bl-- tell what type object i.t _i. These

are exz j) i multisensor (or more correctly, mul.,.!-ectral)

enh,). -emei.

possible gain of information may also be attained b- using

twoj or more sepsors of the same spectrum instead of one. :nr

.xample, is possible that uwo paIrs of eyes will detect more



objects than either pair viewing an area alone. If a user wishes

to place two or more sensors of the some type (e.g., visual)

In• a reconnaissance airplane, be may do so by repeating the sensor

name (VIS) for each obse-ver--up to the maximum number of four.

The effect of doing this would be to allow each sensor an

igidependent look at each object. This -ffect is calculated by

cbe for-mula from classical statistics for independent triali,

n
P= 1 -J=17 (l - p)

which, in the case of multiple sensors of the game type, would

be

P•= il- (l- po)n

Pi being che probability that at least one independent look is

successful, P being the probability of sighting by one sensor
0

alone,ani -n being tie nu,,,h-r of sensorF. -- the same type employed.

H-v-ver, In the case tf ,iultispectral enhancement, it is

:-resumed that two sensorA employi"g different skectia will to-

get -her st- more then is accounted for by each of them viewing

the scene ihlependently. This s aa example uf the phenomenon

of synergy.

This might 6e represented as the bove formula f.r independent

look,%, rxodified ')- an enhancemt~nt ftL•r Q:

r
P = 1- fl (1 -p QM j--- I

where F is the prob,,,Jiit) ot7f ;ighting by the multisensor system.
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If Q is less than 1.0, P will be greater than P . It would be

desirable to split this enhancement facto. 'Into subfactors,

(1 - q ), that are depandent on the particr)-,- sensors used. A

representat.ion employing q in the same manner as Lhe p would then

be possible as follows:

n "
Q = TI (I p)

J= i
or,

n n
Pm = n (1-p) I1 (1 - q)

j=l j=l

Honeywell, Inc. (Ref. 2), has performed r3search to quantify W

these q. for various sensors. They have found that the following

representation gives good results:

qj = exp(p - 1)/K )

where the K depend on 'he spectrum being used and the type of
s

object being viewEd.

Values for the S. dete,mined Ly the Honeywell research,s

are found In Table 4. An example showing the use of that table

follows.

Sunpose that a regular camera and an IR line scanner ootii

produce film containing images of the same tank (tracked vehicle).

Further suppose that the probabilities of detect' ... or the camera

r and IR are .2 and .3 respectivelv. Also assume that the proua-

bilit es of recognition and ident fication for ,ach sensor are zero.

Then the combined probability of detecLion due .i independent

looks is:I
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Pi= 1 (I - .2)(1 - .3)

= .44

From Table 4, K = .4 (detection, photo, tracked vehicle)

and K2= .3 (detection, IR, tracked vehicle). Then

ql = exp(2(.2 - 1.0)/.4)

= .0183

and

q = exp(2(.3 - 1.0)/.3)

= .0094

So,
Q - (1 - .0183)(1 - .0094)

9725

Then, the combined probability of detection due to both irdependent

looks and multispectral enhancement is

P = I - (.56)(.9725)
m

= .46

This is .26 better than the camera alone, and .16 better

than the IR sensor o 4hout 10 percent of this improvement

came from the -ynerrgisti- elfect of having two sensors employing

different spectra; the rpst came from the independent looks

aspect 3f htnving twt,( sensor- view the same object.

In general, the independent look aspect of multisensor

viej img Js more complicated than in the above example. This is

because all three levcls of vie-.ing (detection, recog tion, and

iaentifiication) must 1-. considered at the sam. time. By way of
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Illustration, consider the example of two sensors each looking

at the sems 100 objects, yielding the results shown below.

Sensor 1 Sensor 2

Detected 40 25

Recognized 20 15

Identified 20 10

Total seen 80 50

Not seen 20 50

Applying the lormula for independent looks, one would expect that

a total of 90 of these 10 objects would be seen by at least one

of these two sensor,. ind that there would then be 40 objects seen

by both sensors. One would now ask how are those 40 common ob-

jects allocated among the ninc possible common-pairs (e.g., rec-

ognized by sensor I and also identified by sensor 2)?

Recalling the independent nature of the two sensors, one

would expect the 20 objects identified by sensor 1 to be allocated

as follows.

Sensor 1 [Sensor 2

Detected 5

Recognized 3

Identified 20. • 2

Total seen 10

Not seen 10

SThis independence assumes that the objec.- detected by one sensor

will be distributed among detections, recognitions, identifica-
tions and not seen f:r the second sernsor in the same proportions
as the 100 objects were distributed by that second .ensor.
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Similarly, the allocation of the objects recognized and de-

tected by sensor 1 can be determined. This is sumarized in

Table 5 below.

Table 5

CORREIATIOP Or sIGHTINGS

Sensor 2 Sensor 1
Detected Recognized Identified Not Seen jTotal

Detected 10 5 5 5 25

Recognized 6 3 3 3 15

Identifiti 4 2 2 2 10

Not seen 20 10 10 10 5

Total 40 20 20 20 100

This indicates that of the 10 objects identified by sensor 2,

two were identified oy sensor 1, two were recognized by sensor 1,

four were detected by sensor 1, and two were not seen by sensor 1.

Since only two of the 20 objects identificd by sensor 1 were also

identified by sensor 2, there ,ere a total of 28 different objects

identified by at least one sensor.

In determining the number of objects recognized (but not

identified) by at least one sensor, one must be sure to exclude

those objects that were identified by either sensor. By doing

this, one can count 27 objects whose highest level of sighting is

recognition by at least one sensor. Similarly, one can count

35 different objects whose highest level is detection. This

accouats for all 90 objects expected to be seen by at least one

sensor.
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These sam values (OUD 35, OUR = 27, CUT a 28) could have

been calculated by applying the formulas:

OUTI - O11+ 021 - 011*021

OUR = OIR*(l - 021) + 02R*(l - 011) - OlR*02R

ORD = OlD*(O - 02R - 021) + 02D*(l - O1R - 01[) - O1D*02D

where 0 refers to object; M refers to the multisensor system; 1

refers to senscr 1; 2 refers to sensor 2; and D, R, and I refer

to detection, recrognition, and identification, respectively.

By cousidering cumulative objects (i.e, objects identified

are also cc1,aidered recognized and detected; objects recognized

are also considered detected) and making the following substitu-

tions:

OlD' = OlD + Ol0

OR' = OIR + 01I

and similarly for sensor 2, the above "ormulas reduce to:

OMI = 1 - QI - 011)(1 021)

OMR = 1 - (1 O-R')(l 02R') - OMI

0MI = I - (1 - 0D')(1 - 02D') -0OMR - OMI

In CRESS-A, these formulas were not used in determining the

number of objects seen by the multisensor combination because of

the increased realism introduced by allr.,ing stochastic variations

in the allocation of objects bLPed on drawings from upper geo-

metric distributions. (Note that the above example was discussed

in terms of expected values for purposes of exposition.)
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The multisensor probabilities however, were calculated by

using the formulas indicated and substituting the .probabil''tes of

the individual sensors for the numbers ti objects used above,

since the probabilities are not modified by stochastic variations.

It is stressed that these formulas apply only to the inde-

pendent look aspect of multispectral viewing. The additional

objects seen because of synergistic ef-cta still need to be

determined. It is possible simply to draw random numbers against

the ccabined probabIlities, but this is not an optimal procedure

because the random number draws of the individual sensors might

have been below the mean while the draws of the cumbined system

might have been above the mean. Thi6 would simulate a synergistic

enhancement larger i-han appropriate. The situation might also be

reversed, in which case, there might be no synergistic enhance-

ment. Therefore, an appropriate differential probability repre- A

senting the synergistic enhancement is used to determine if any

of the objects not yet detec~ed by any sensor might be detected

because of that differential probability. That appropriate

differential probability, P , is, for a given level of sighting:
S

P -pP m- = 1 -Q
s p

whe:-. , P Pi, and Q retain their earlier definitions.m i

Random numbers are drawn and crf-pared with this ' for those
s

objects not seen by independen. looks. Any rtiulting objects

are added to the objects see by the independent looks to determnne

the total number of objects seen by a particular system of sensors.

. new way of looking at the set of objects available for

vi-wing by the system of stunsors has been developed in CRESS.
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Since some sensors can penetrate masking that is opaque to other

sensors, a method was devised to divide the objects in a given

target Into several nonovei .apping groups. The most frequent

situation is as follows: one group contains those objects that

may be seen by all sensors; another contains those that may be seen

only by radar and IR sensors (both types sense thyuugh camouflage

nets). Yet another contains those objects that may be seen only

by IR sensors (IR has some capability through foliage).

After these groups have been formed, they are each reduced

in size by line-of-sight considerations for the appropriate group;

those objects that are masked and are not considered any further.

Each of these groups is processed for multisensor viewing as

appropriate. In the first group, enhancement may come from all

sensors; in the second, only from radar and IR; and in the third,

no enhancement is possible since only one class of sensor may view

those objects. Finally, the objects seen from all three groups

by the multisensor combination are added and reported together.

Similarly, the multisensor probabilities reported are weighted

averages of the probabilities derived for each of these three

groups.

Pertinent subroutines are PROCES, BRGRD, OBJSET, and MULTI.

9. Target Aggregation

Once items of military significance have been detected, it

might be of interest to identify those items that are part of a

larger group of items. For example, it might be helpful to an

intelligence team to recognize that several groups of trucks and

APCs sighted at different locations are all part of the same bat-

talion. While it would be unrealistic for a simulation to state

unequivocally that certain targets are part of the same battalion,
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a step in that direction cr- be taken legitimately by indicating

which elements are close er. ugh to each other possibly to be in

tne same battalion.

This model piovides for the aggregation of reported target

elemeix's within each of five different radii. For any radius

selec.ed, the program looks at a reported group of target elements

and reports all reported groups of target elements that are within

that distance (the raAius of interest) of the first group. This

group of t-rget elements is called a cluster. It then does the

same for another reported target eiemenL group, and so on until

c11 reported target element groups have been so treated. This
process is then repeated for each radius cf interest.

Only those targets noted in the Intelligence Copy are con-

sidered. The basis for deciding whethE. a pair of targets is

within the required distance of each othcr is their reported

position, which may differ from the actual position oecause of

navigation or map errors.

The intellige: e team may then take this mechanical grouping

of target:s and determine--on the uasis of target content, know-

ledge of the enemy, and the state of battle--whic'- groupings have

military significance.

Pertinent subroutines are AREA and AREAOP.

10. Timeliness Factors

The target reports included on the Intelligence Copy are

sequenced in order of their simulated arrival at an intelligence

* A target may be reported within more than one cluster. However,

if one cluster is completely incluc-'d within a ;nore populous
cluster of the same radius, the sma-ler cluster is not reported.
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center. If the data processing begins after the platform returns

to base, the arriva1 time of the data is calculated 7 follows:

Arrival time = time of landing + preliminary handling time +
time required to pronpss all imagery from

flight + hard copy handling time + image
interpretation time + report delivery time.

If the data are transmitted in real time from the platform,

the arrival time is reduced:

A.,-rival time = time of target overflight - Uata transmission

time + time required to process imagery taken
to that point + hard copy handling time + image
interpretation time + report delivery time.

All of the delay times are dependent on the sensor beii,

employed, The image interpretation and report delivery times

used are drawn from normal distributions whose mean, and stand-

ard deviations are -pecified by the user.

The pertinent subroiutine is RPTTYM.

11. Enhancement of the Probability of Detection

Prior information may indicate that a target is in a speciiied

area (e.g., a SIGiNT report indic.,es the posLion of a surface-to-

air missile unit, !,ut with a two km CEP location inaccuracy). If

an image interpreter is directed to .search the film from a photo

reconnaissan(ie mission covering thc indicated area, Ref. 1 indi-

cates that his probability of detecting the target will be greater

than if he were searching the same imagery without the prior

inf ormat ion.

Each of the sensor riodels includes a curve representing an

"average" interpreter's probability of detecting an object being
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processed under "normal" conditions for processing imagery. If

the enhancement option iL selected in MRESS-A, an enhancement

Ancrenent E iL added to the nrobability of detection calculated in

the appropriate sensor model.

The rationale used in CRESS-A for the letermination ;f E

is similar to that for calculating .•isrecognit,'r, aac misidentl-

fic.tion. It is assumed that the interjreter's performsncr will

v.., y mo.;,t when conditions are suc that he would normally have a

.5 probability of detection (i.e., is - maximum, E , when

P 5)ry: Iti ioa~mdta no enhance-tnt occ'urs when Pd
1,ý. already at Ats maximum vait- or when t•ond ioný are so poor

that P = 0. It is further assumed that the enharcemý,Tt incre-

ment E varies linearly between Pd = 0 and Pd. .5, and also bptween

P .5 ;aa Pi = 1. Hence, t can be depicted Rs the tVo line

sedments illstratcd below,

ZE

/ .
/

'/ \

C ,51. d1

dAI,' aIso t'xO•'QSS<t1 -

[ i 2E 0 P >- .5
i}m d d

(2 E (l •- - p >-.
in 0 d

Ah i'rc E.,,, is a usecr ;uppiiCd aILuc
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If the enhancement option is selected, Pd is replaced by

Pd + I nd this enhanced probability of detection is used in

deterLAiinli the number of objects detected.

The assumptions were made in the absence cof any known

experimental determination of the eiihancement i-crement. Experi-

men.al research is needed to find the enhancement incremeit as

a function -f the probability of detection.

The pertinent subroutine is PsOCEF.



C. The Ground Model, CRES2-G

1. General

CRESS-G is the portion of CRESS that simulates R& S per-

formed from OPs, fixed elevated platforms, and patrols. This

is accomplished by having the computer portion of the model

prestore all the information generated by the manual work phase

of the simulation and operate on this information to calculate

the performance of each sensor in each OP when attempting to

sight all the targets within the OP's field of view. It should

be emphasized that the model performs this task in such a way

thut it is a simulation of the set of sensors in an OP versus

a target and not a set of independent simulations of the sensors

in the OP versus a target. The following discussion is a des-

cription of how the computer model simulates R LS activity and

provides for equipmcnt failures, attrition, misidentification

and misrecognition of target elements, false targets, combined

sensors (multisensoring), terrain masking, camouflage, target

information received over time, report criteria, and time

ordering of reports.

It is helpful to understand the order of processing before

examining the various stages of which procesaing consists.

This order is as 'follows:

a. CRESS-G processes OP by OP

b. Each OP is processed target by target

c. Targets are processed ebjact by object
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d. Objects are processed sensor by sensor and then by

multisensoring

e. A control copy indicating sighting probabilities and

objects sighted is written after each target is pro-

cessed

f. After processing all targets covered by an OP, false

targets are generated, for htLich a control copy is
"•so writtea oat

g. After all OPs are processed, the reports to the intel-

ligence center are tiae ordered and print&.

The order and stages in processing are given in some de-

tail in the flow chart below.

CRESS-( COMPUTER MODEL FWW CHART

Set threshold criteria for making reports (number of

objects, number of special obJects, perceni: of objects
[pres,-nO).

Read weather parameters; background parameters; ob-
ject -a.ameters; sensor detection, recognition, iden-

tificaricn probability curves.

Determine cbject groupings into which each object

may be misr,•cognized or misidentified.

Read target variables (designation. valid time, lo-

cation, speed, object-camouflage probability, back-

ground type).

Read target objects (obJec types and numbers of each

type),
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0

Faead bservation post vari Ibles (designation, valid

time, attrition probability, link type, sansor types).

IfEo 7 each OP/TGT caz.' do thrcu

FRead OP/TGT card (OP designation, OP coordinates, tar-

get designation, line-of-sight probability).

Is this a new OP? .-

Yes 10

If the previous OP was

not a patrcl ar.d did

Jetect any actual tal-
gets, determine the

number of false tar-
gets ti be generated.

Create false targets

by selccting objects

from actual targets
that the OP has coz-

rec-ly s'ghted.

Locate false targets 1
near actual targets.
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~jieif and when the PUs attitý,.

Determine timeb of sensor Enli "Ink failures and the downtimes.]

Are the OP arid targe-t arc

valid at the same time for

a~' ensr

"Fl• no possible contact because of time differences go to MR

t h is pa ptrol

No Yes

Determine three times Determine one

of possible sighting sighting time.

for oach sensor-

'Set background parameters (reflectivities, emissivi-

ties, temperature)_. _

For each object type in the targeL, do through @
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Set object parameters (dimensions, reflectivities,
, ~emissivities, temperature, misrecognttion and is-

identification probabilit les). _

IDetermine the number of obbjects for which line of

Ssight exists and those that are camouflaged by nets.

iFor each sensor in the OP, do through (

Dermine sensor type.L
F--ei - "-poopriate sensor momel to determine probabili-

I r:.b of detection, recognition, and identification.

IDetermine enhanced detection probability due tu qig-

nal intelligence information if applicable.

SCacil•te number of objects detected, recognized.

lidentified, misrecognized, misidentified, and the

iclasses for the missightings.

Is this a patrol?

Yes No
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Calculate a degraded, second-look probability of de-

tection.

Calculate objects seen at various levels of sightinge

on second look. ____

Calculate a third, further degraded probability of
detection.

Determine objects seen at various levels of sightingJ

on third look. ]

Determine total number of objects seen at each level

of sighting and cumulative sightiaig probabilities.
'II

If the object is seen, consider Etoring as a poesi-

Ible false target object.

At each level of sighting, determine the total num-

ber of different objects seen by all sensors, consid-
ering multispectral enharcement and different objects

sightings by individual sensors.
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For each sensor and for multisenroring, determine if

the typ3s and numbers of objects seen at varin' is
levels of sighting are sufficient to meet report cri-

If e report is to be made, store time and pertinent
Infor mat ion.

Write control copy giving sighting probabilities and

objects detected. recognized, identified, misrecog-
nized, and misidentified.

II

Writ. out intelligence copy in a time-ordered se-
quence giving reports on objects detected, recognized1,

Identified, the location, location accuracy, and time,

2. Main Progrem

The routine CRESSG is the main program and serves to call

the three main subroutinea, SCENIN, PROCES, NTLGNT, that Ler-

form tie vaicus operat.ons required for ground reconnaissance

simulation.

After readying the tAsk for storage e1 information (sub-

routire REYDSK), most of the data are read in through calling



'CENIN (SCE~ario INput data). Then all of the targets that

eacO OP can possibly view are O%.?rated on by calling .PROCES

(PROCESs data), which determines what is sighted and writes

out a control, copy listinf sightivn probabilities and objects

sighted. When the targets for all OPs have been processed,

NTWINF (Intelligence output data) is called t- write out

sighting reports from the OPs in a time-ordered sequence.

It it is remembered that PROCES is performed fo- each

OP/TGT coab.natton, the model, although long, is sp.quential.

The folloTing disctnssion followe this sequential line, with

most topics discussed in order of occurence. Many of the opera-

tions in the ground model are accomplished in the same manner

as In CRESS-A. When this is the case, the Aeril.1 Model is

referencod, ind very little discussion i3 included herein.

Figure 4 contains a l1st of all subroutines used aud a notation

indicating whether the routine is the same as for CRESS-A.

3, Scenario Data Input (SCENIN)

Af-er RD7DS[S has opcned four files on disk in which .o

sto:e.s the reaults of processing OP/TGT combintions for later

printing, SCENIN is called to read in the scenario data. Data

input in discussed in detai] in Data Preparation, Section IIE,

of this handbook.

SCENIN first calls subroutine RPTSET (ReForT switches SET),

which sets switches determining the criteria to be used for

making decisions on whether groups of sighted elements are to

be reported on the Intelligence Copy. The routine is the same
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MA IN

ýRDYDSK

mSCtENN - RPTSET

MISGRP
RlfT* *GOO

TAROBJ JCONVERT

OPVAR

-PROCES - FLSTG',L- CALTIM

CONVEI~r RPTflA - PTTOC

OPATRT - RPTTOC * PTSTR
GDFAIL - RPT1OC 1WRYTAL - ALFCOR
CALTIM~ CEPSNS -SEPSIG

GRDLOC CLKTIM

OBJSET
IRammm. SIMPS

RADAR PBLAMd

PNVD PTLAM

LASER

IRI3NOC**

DETECT - MIS ID

MULT MISREC

RPTDEC SIGHTS
RP'ITM R?1TOC SPCOBJ

a *ST

WRYTAL - ALFCOR*

CEPSNS -CEPSIG

CLKfIM

-- NTLGNT - AI.F(OR
* CEPSNS -CEPS IC

CLKTIM**

RECCEO - LDARY

Methodology very nearly the same as in CRESS-A.

Fig. 4 CRESS-G SUBROUTINE LINKAGE
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as for CRESS-A. The settings on the report switches indicate

whether any of the following criteria are being utilized:

* Threshold number of objects detected, recognized,
and identified

* Threshold number of special objects detected, re-

cognized, and identified

9 Threshold percent of objects present detected, re-

cognized, and identifici.

The creation of groups of objects that delineate the set

of objects into which each oblect may be misrecognized or mis-

identified is next accomplished by subroutine MISGRI. (MIS-

GRouPing) in the same manner as CRESS-A. The objects that each

target contains are read in, personnel are divided into per-

sonnel in different kInds of stances (standing, p.ýone, foxhole,

or slit trench), and the namber of camouflage nets of various

types is determined. This is accomplished in TAROBJ (TARget

OBjects), again the same as for CRESS-A.

SCENIN uses subroutine TGTVAR (TARlet VARiables) to read

in those targe-: vari: ble parametrs needed by the groai(! model

(denignati.o.i, location, initial and final valid tim~o, speed,

percent of objects other than personnel under nets, background

type). Subroutine OPVAIR (OP VARiables) reads in thD O desig-

nation, i:cat~in, initial and final valid times, link vpe,

nensor types, and probabil.ty of attrition by the eneyroy
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4. Procesoing of OP/TGT Combinations

OncE the scenario data Pre read in, the modoi begins to

process this in'ormation by reading in an OP/TGT card (OP desig-

nation, OP coordinAtes, target designation, probabil:ty of line

of sight between OP and target, OP heighý above gro.nnd if ele-

vated, and the time that the OP is at this location if the OP

is a patrol).

5. OP Attrition (OPATRT)

The first operation performed is to determine stechasti-

t Wt cally if the OP is attrited by enemy *ction, based on thi6

OP's probability of attrition. If so, the time of attrition

is set equal to some time between the OP initial and final

valid times in a random manner, -and this tire is stored on disk

for reporting. Time storage will subsequently be discussed in

co-,junction with the RPTTM routine.

6.6. Sensor and Link Failures (GDFAIL)

The times to nc7t failure for the sensors and link are

then determined. This is accomplished by using the MTBF, and

a Pcisson distribution, on the assumption that the expt-cted

tire to next fai-,ý -' independent of the point from which

t-i.me is being measure.- A complete discussion of the formulas

used is included in CflE.S-A kFPLTIME).

The time when tLU .er- • an-d links again )ecome operative

are calculated by drawing a randora numb.- from a normal dis-

tribution with a meac eýqual to the mean down time added to the
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failure time and a standnrd 4 eviation of down time given by

the user. This normal distribution draw is accomplished in

NORM, which. is identical to CRESS-A (NORM). Any of the link

and sensor down times and up times that are less than the final

valid time of :he OP (oi less than the attrition time if appli-

cable) are stored away for reporting.

t f a link failure occurs during the time that the OP is

to be operating, the time at which the link again oecomes opera-

trive is set equal to the minimum of the calculated link up

time or +he final valid time of the OP.

7. Timing C _Icul__ion (CALTIM)

With the information on attvition and failures now availa-

b-.e, the model then determines the earliest 'ime that the sen-

ýs are able to see the target (called the 'r'ontact" time).

Thiýj will normally be the initial valid time of the OP or the

iniJal valid time of the target, whichever is the time when

both -he OP and target become valid. If the - is no overlap

in the times 'rid the OP and tirget are valid, again considering

att'ition tines, the OP/TGT card is net processed further, and

control is returrnd to the beginning of PROCES where a new

OP/TGT combination is read.

Given the possibility of contact, a lost contact time is

detefmined equal to the last time at which both the OP aind tar-

get are va- 1. in the cHse of patrols, i. is assumed that the

contact occurs while the patrol is moving, and thts the contact

time is the last contact time also. Since the ramifications of
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a sensor failure are considered, there are a tVta! of four

possiible sensor report times: contact, lost contact due to

sensor failure, regained contact, and loot contact, althwouh

the seiisor may not make contact at all because of a falure.

In addition to the contact time already calculated, two

more report times are determined at incremeats of time (speci-

fied by the user) beyond the first contact time. This secoid

and third look capability wiil be disctutsed when the probabili-

ties of detc-ting at taese times are explained.

If a setsor failure occurs before the three looKks have

taken plac?, the third or second and third iooys are asssumeaf

to tak3 place at the cified increments of .im beyond the time

tthp sersor nn •ation is restored inetead of bfyond the first

look t i'. Of cotuie, the t -aputer checks to be sure the sensor

ha- ro'i !-st c-)ntact perLanently before these second and third

F L. ista.ric(e. Maximum Range. and Background

SLf conl.ilct is Taude, the mncel then begins to determit'-

-;,h • ',')vc, .ýf cbjects seen by setting the distance b2tween the

£,L and 'arget, This is norp-Pily the difference between tAe

tly,• respective coordinate locationis, but whei'A .he OP is elevated,

tne ?ightiqg dictance is increasp,.J t, 3ccrft ior this elva-

tion. Also, elevated OPi ý'efire ci ckiid to dcej,!. ine if rae

rmax-inum rtahoe is limited by th~e f1,e_ o view of any •)f the OP

(elevated platform) sensors, 'h.ch would often occur if a setv-

qsr is pcinted downward. In these rases, the range is set
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oqual to the height dividMd by the tobias if the viev augle of

Wiie sensor. If it is desired that an eievated senisor have a

slowing capability ayid be abli to sie cat to the horizon, its

Sview angle should be set equal to 90 degrees when inputting

sensor varameters.

Next the reflectiv!.ties, emiss•ivitcy, aad tewperature of

t;he torget background ftre set, the Intter depending or. whether

i~t is day or night.

9. Object Procelssing

The model now begins to process e•zh of the object types

within this targtr by setting the reflectivities, emissivities,

temperature, probabilities of misrecognition and misidentifi-

cation, and object recognition detection classes. The lengtV

Rnd width of the object are set if tho OP is elevaced, Other-

wise t1?e vertical dimension and the averagE hortazc'.tal dimen-

sion are used.

10. Number of Objects (OWJSET)

The OBJSET routine determines how many objects of the type

being processed ten pos'ib.y bq seen. Objects Lctual]y pr'esent

are tested stochastically against the probvbity -Af line of

sight between the OP and La~geL to cltai:, the aunioer of objects

for which the CP has line of ziýh., hisk.ng the !ine-of-sig:ht

determination before any sensor ca!cu'rat.on3 allows the model

to simulate thiw group of E-engors in ti'e OF instead, of indivi-

dual simulattons, as is the case Li mouels where line-oi-sight
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I
calculations are made independently. The UP simulation concept

is important in determining multisensor effects. The aumber

of objects having line of sight ta tho OP is then naed to create

two groups of objects, those that can be seen by sensors that

cannot see through camouflage not and those that cai, be seen

by sensors relatively imcuae to camouflage nets (radar and IR).

This is accomplished by application of the probability of camou-

flage for no~personnel objects or for personnel in different

stances (standing, prone, and so forth).

11. Sensor Processing

The object ia now processed by the first sensor in the OP.

If this sensor has failed, it is skipped and the next sensor

is processed. The rcutine that contains the mathematical model

of the type of sensor being used is first called to determine

the probabilities of detecting, recognizing and identifying

the object. Sensor model descripttons are given in Appendix B.

12. Number of Objects

a

After determining the probabilities of sighting, the appro-

priate number of objects is chosen, depending on whether the

sensor is IR or radar &nd sees through nets or is a type of

sensor against which nets are effective.

13. Detection Enhancement

The probability of detction from the &ensor routines is

upgraded by prior signal intelligcnce information in an identi--

cal manner to CUESS-A,
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14. Object Pctection (DETEr, AISID, HISRE)

Using the detection, recognition, and identification pro-

babilities and also the average probabilities of misrecognition

and misidentification, the njmber of objects seen by the sensor

in these various categories and the types of objects into which

the object may be mlsidentified or misrerognized is determined.

This is performed by use of Monte Carlo techniques, and the pro-

cedure is described in CRESS-A (DETECT, MISID, MISREC). In the

case of patrols, the probability of recognitioxi and identifica-

tion given detection was set equal to 100 percent on the assump-

tion that the patrul has the ability to temporarily change its

course and discover in detail what has been detected. (
15. Second and Third Looks

For patrols, no further sightings of this target are al-

lowed. For OPs, however, two more looks are allowed. The

hypothesis is that while most of the information on OP reports

concerning a target occurs at the earliest time, both the OP

and target are valid and other information may still be ob-

tained, albeit in greatly decreasing amounts, after this initial

sighting. Thus, the actual new informati n recelved from an

OP ;cjncerning a target might be represented schematically as

follows:

Incre•nental

In fo rra Li. on

Time

where the time jxii begins at the time of first possible sighting.
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R &S models of ton tso a "srapebot" approrch. This con-

slats in allowing a aumber of independent looks at a target to

be taken at variour increments in time over which the OP can

possibly sight the target. The result of this approach is to

enhance greatly the probabilities of detecting, recognizing,

and identifying objects in the target. For example, if the

independent look probability of detection is .5, four snapshot

looks at 15-minute icrement3 result in a cumulative probability

of detection of:

4PCD = I-(l-.5) ="94

CRESS-G nakes a rough approximation of the effects of being

able to examine an area carefully and "leok again" by assuming

that the independent look probability of detection calculated

by the sensor routines and used to determine objects detected

on the first look represents a large fraction (e.g., .9) of

what is to be detected of the target by this sensor over an

extended time. It is assumed that the amount of additional ,.

infor'iation acquired during this extended time will be exponen- C *

tially decreasing. The increment of time bhtween successive

looks should be chosen so that one half of the remaining inhor-

mation is likely to be acquirees in that time increment (i.e.,

the increment represents the "half-life" of the Information

not yet reported).

Degraded probabilities of detection are calculated fcr the

second and third looks as follows:

1) 2 (D I1/ P) -D I1
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`.f D1 i les thaE F, or

D' = (1.o-D )

if D is greater, and

D = D/2
32/

where D1 first look probability of detection (independent
look r-obability of detection).

D2 = second look probability of detection.

D3 = third look probability of detection.

F = fraction of total detection probabili~y occuming o:,

the first look (uset supplied;.

Thus, fc. a D1 of .5 and a typical F cf .9, D2 would equal .025

and D .0125.3

In this manner, the second lo~k accounib fcr one-half of

what remains to be detected after the first look, and the '-ird

look accounts for one-half of what remains to be sighted after

the second look, Thus, the diagram that the model uses fc

information received is schematically represented by the three

blocks of information below.

Incremcntal

Information
Receivfcd from
OP

L - - --- Time

First Second Third

Look Look Look
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Using the reduced probabilities of detection, but the ino

probabilities of recognition and identification, the D1TUCT,

MISID, and MISREC routines are used twice more to calculate how

many of the objects yet to be sighted ara detected, recoglised,

identified, misrecognized, and misidentified.

16. Sensor Looping

The model now repeats all the steps from sensor procossing

down to this point for each ni the :'ematfning sensors in the OP,

vhue determining the sightivg probabilities and objects sighted

oi missighted of the par-it.iar object type being processed.

17. Multiseneor Report Tim and Probabilities

After all sensors have examined the object being processed,

one multisensor report time is chosen, the third look time of

the senisor that sights the target earliest.

If no sensorg have failed, the third look Uine would be

the same for all sensors. However, sensors that, because of

a failure, do not attempt to see the target until a later time

or do not have a second or third look before this multisensor

time will not be included in multisensoring or will have only

a part of their sightings included in multisensoring.

The total number of objects seen !,, '-h sensor when the

multisenscr report time ii reached is next de'.ermined, and the

cumuzlatlve probability of detection by eaih sensor is found by

summing the probabilities from the looks occuring on or before

the multisansor report time. These quantities are -ed to
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determine the effects, cumulative overtime, of using more than

one sensor.

18. False Target Objects

If the object is seen by at least one sensor, the object

is stored as a possible false target object and the sensors

that see this object are noted; up to a maximum of 10 objects

are stored. The objects in each target detected by the OP are

used to create a corresponding possible false target up to a

maximum of 20 false target possibilities for nn OP. No false

targets are created for patrols, however, since they are as-

sumed to investigate all sightings.

19. Multisensoring (MULTI)

The number of nbjects detected, recognized, and iaentified

by the cumulative effects of using all sensors (and the corres-

ponding probabilities) is next determined in subroutine MULTI.

Two kinds of enr.ancement occur when wotre then one sens., is

used: (1) enhancement because sensors may sight different ob-

jects so that the total sighted is higher than the most seen

by any one sen.r and (2) enhancement because of the different

kinds of ineor-ition that are received 1rom sensors operating

in different tpectral regions. A complete discussion of the

methoa by which multisensor enhancement ts considered -- in-

cluded in TRESS-A.

20. Object Looping

After completing the multisensur c'alculations, control is
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returned to object processing, and each zf the target objects

is procepsed in the manner discussed.

21. False Target Locvtion and Tiae.

After determining the performance of all sensors against

all target objects, if any objects at all have been sighted,

the target location and target initial and final valid timeti

are stored for use in the generation ofv false targets.

22. F port Decision (fPTDEC)

The infor.iition now calculated is sufficient to determine

if the nimbers and types of objects seen are sufficient to meet

the report dtcision criteria (set previously in RPTSET). Repor;

decisions are made for each individual sensor and for muili-

sensoring using methodology that is identical to that of CRESS-A

(RPTDEC, SIG.TS, SPCOBJ).

23. Report Number

If any report is to be made on the target, 6 unique report

number is assigned to this target. Subsequently, other ON

that make reports concerning this target will use the same re-

port number, and the problem of collating reports by coordinate

matching will be eliminated.

24. Report Times (RPTTM)

All report times are stored on disk ercept the attrition

and failure previously stored. For each sensor, the possi-

ble reports are contact, lost contact due to sensor failure,
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reaisuAd contuct, and final lost uontuct; for multisonsoring,

there is only a contact report.

11' a report is to be made, subroutine RPtM is called.

Report times are time-ordered in core in increments of 1000.

lhen the number of reports enceeds 1000, the first 500 are

stored on disk and the remaining 50 are time-ordered with s 'W-

soquent reports tuntil -inother total of 1000 is reached. This'

same procedure is repeatcd as often as is necessary, menuing

that report times will actually be time-ordered ind stered in

groups of 500 but that the groups in total may not be time.-

ordered. This last step is accomplished in NTLGNT.

If lost contact occurs because the OP reaches its final

valid time, this kind of lost contact is not reported. Other

reasons (sensor failure, OP attr,J•on, or target movement) 4re

all reported.

Stored along with report time is an i-lex indicating which

sensor the report is for, what kind of report it is (e.g., lost

contict), and what OP/TGT the report concerns.

25. Information Storage (O!PTSTR)

OPTSTR is called to sf-t e on disk informatiorn concerning

the OP and target that will be neeue5 for reporting (designa-

Latios, coordinates, elevatiin of OP, distance, and link failure

switches). The informn'tion on sighting probabilities and ob-

jects sighted for each sensor are stored in PROCES using the

same index as for the OP/TGT information storage. This index

is the one that is stored along with repert times to tell which
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OP/TGT information a particular report time is to use.

26. Control Copy (WRYTAL)

Sutroutine WRYTAL is now called to write out a control

zopy that contains information not only concerning what has

been detected, recognized; identified, mJ ;-ecognized, ancO mis-

identified, but also what the probabilities of correctly detec-

ting, r.prognizing, and identifying target objects are fcr each

sensor and for multisensoriag and of w'hat the actupl target cc'-

sists. The probabilities printed out are conditioned on the

next lower level of cighting being given (e.g., probability of

recognition given detection), The probabilities listed include

the effects of line-of-sight probability but, except for the

multisensor, do not include the prbability that objects are

camouflaged by nets, Sensor probabilities of detection, given

line of sight, can be obtained by dividing the detection pro-

bability by the probability of line of sight.

The location accuracy for each senisor is determined fur

the cont-ol copy by subroutines CEPSIG and CEPSNS, CEPs are

determined by using the standard deviations in range rnd loca-

tion accuracy of the sensor to create an error •ilipse (it a

positi.,n location device is used, its accuraci q should be pre-

stored in place of the sensors-). This is modifiea into L cir-

cular error, and the inaccuracies caused by the ,rroz in locating

the OP or pEntrol and by various map inaccle-,cies are considered

to create a set of cuirul•tiv- YlPs for the types oI maps that

can ' used.
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More informa ion and an example of the control copy is

6 n In the Computer Output Ground section (11F2) of this

hA&A-dbook,

2'7. _ _oping on OP/TGT Combinations

The proxam now rotturns to the point vilere OP/TCiT card

prvce,',ing beg~n, reads a new OP/TGT card, and processes the

new combination in the manner just discussed. iU Li, OP on

the new OP/'TGT card is different from the one that has iusc

beern processed and if the previous OP saw any objectz at ill

in any target processed, the possib.lity of false targets Is

considered before continuing the processing of the new 01'TGT

card,

28. False Targets (FLZ'TGT)

The number cf false targets to be generated is determined

first. A false-arget prior probability is used stochastically

to find if at least one false target is to be generated. The

number of other falk targets to he generated is set equal to

a percentage of the total number of targets in which some ob-

ject"; were 'Reen. The user specif!cs the prior protability and

the percentage <if targets seen Lor which false targets are to

ba created to wearts no false ,:argets w4t41 be generated).

Each falc - target required is created by driw~ig at random

from the i.c of fcse tai'gct ob.ject types that was created

while processing real targets Izor tlis obsec'attion post. Up

to feur ;abject .:ypcs out of Hie false target object type list,

(3S
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the ntwber of each type, and ,be semors that can see theme

objects are releetd in tne sare manner as for ClUS-A (OLTOT).

Next the location of the false target is generated by

sele•ttitg at random a target actually sean and by placing the

false target somewhere at random along the arc shown below:

Real T.ýrget

I._ Pcsible false

I target loatstions

i

where 0 view angle that the OP uses. Locations are select.d

in the vicinity of tar-ets actually seen in an attempt to avoid

placing felse targets in locations where terrain masking was

present.

The initial and final valid times used are thcae of the

real target near which the false Larget is placed, rather than

random times that might be too conspicuous (many scenario

S*riters use t"o same initial end final valid times for many

targets). The various +-'-es of sightin, and lost contact are

found by calling CALTIM. 'ust as for an actual target,

Then the false target report times and object sightings

are stored in the same manner as for real targets, Muitisensor-

ing is assumed to generate the same number of an object type

that the sensors that sight that object gee (i.e., a -. Astant

number of objects is sighted by each sighting sens,: and by

multisensoring).
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The output on the Control Copy uses the target designation

""0'9." Since only objects sighted are reported and no pro-

bebiliti.. are given, these reports are easily di5tinguished

on the Control Copy, but reports to intelligence are dtsigned

tc le indistinguishable from real targets.

29. OP/TGT Looping Continued

After generating false targets, the model begins to pro-

cess the OP/TGT card that relates to the nev OP. This proce-

dure of operating ca OP/TGT cards end generating false targeta

when a new OP begirs to be processed coatinues until the last

OP/TGT combi.ation has been examined. False targets, if any,

are generated far tbe last OP before writing the Inteliigence

Copy.

30. Intelligence Reporting (NTLGNT)

Control now is passed to the NTLGNT suibroutine, where ull

reports that have :e,'n storea away are written out in a tir-e-

ordered manner. A iisc-zssion of these reports and typical

examples are included in Section IiF2 of this report.
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D. The SIGINT Model CRESS-8

1. Overview of the Logical Flow

Afte six decks of input cards have been prepared, the

CRESS-S simulation program is ready for execution. The pur-

pose of this program is to provide the computational functions

whose logical information flow is shown in Fig. 5. This flow

diagram shows that the data are read in emitter by emitter,

target by target, and detectability, location, and identifica-

tion calculations are made for all appropriate sensors for each

emitter in the target, The Control Copy output is pI'inted on
line.

The flow diagram summary for the propagation calculations

is shown in Fig. 6. In this portion of the simulatlcn, the pro-

pagation mode, path classificati.n, terrain clcerance height,

and emitter detectability are determined.

In Fig. 5, there is a decision block labeled "up ?." In

this portion of the routine when a new emitter is input, a ran-

dom number is selected and compared with the preassigned emitter
activity factor. If the emitter is determined to be down. the
next emitter is read in. If the emitter is determineý4 to be up,

a aearability calculation is made for all appropriate sensor

sites. The option card can force all the emitters to be up,

tbus the program can easily make a hearability calculation on

all emitters to all appropriate sensor sites.

2. Detailed Flow and Computations

After dect.ding on tne scenarto and deploying the targets and

sensors, data cards are punched describing the targets (Figs. 7

and 8), the emitter types (Figs. 9 and 10) and the sensors (Figs.

11 and 12). The target and sensor cards (with the HELP Starter
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EMITTER, TARGET, SENSOR
AND PATH DATA

PATH CLASSIFICATION

NO Is YES ':*;TR WAVE

HF ATTENUATION I > WN "'TON

ATM AATION

Fig. 6 CRESS-S 
IEARABILIAI FLOW CHART
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Card in Fig. 13) are then input to program HELP, which examines

all possible emitter-sensor combinations for compatibility in

frequency ranges. It prints out a tabulation sheet (as shown in

lig. 18 for cse by the data aides) containing the target-sensor

paths to be examined. After these sheets are filled in, cards

are keypunched (Fig. 16) and merged with the target cards. Pro-

gram CRESS-S can then be run to produce the on-line generated

Control Copy, followed by the intelligence copy which is output

from st-orage on a disk file.

The CRESS-S computer simulation is used to model obstacle

calculations, antenna and receiver/emitter characteristics, sky-

wave and groundwave attenuation, detectability, and target loca-

tions. The terrain obstruction, detection criteria, antenna pat-

tern characteristics, and propagation equations are delineated in

Appendix C. The method of determining the accuracy of target loca-

tion is presented in SRI Technical Note ORD-TN-5205-15, "The

Covariance of Position location."

The order of data processing is as iollows:

a. CRESS-S processes target by target

b. Each target is processed emitter by elitter

c. Each emitter is processed sensor by sensor

d. A report describing the activity, dctection,
and 1c.cation by one or more sensors is written
on the Control Copy after each emitter is pro-
cessed.

e. After all of the t•,rgets have been processed,
the intelligence copy of detecteJ emitter re-
ports is output in a pseudo-ra.ndom order.
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"ite followiing Ilow ch!r' 41twecribem the main proFrnm flow:

CRIESS- 8 Computer Model Flow (7wrt

Ieod t id store global parainmteers (•,g., month, tH ine

cf d:ay, sunspot number, gy'ro frequency, and so forth)

Rend and sto.re •:h;aractiri:-tics of possible emitter

typ•s (power, iviodulati on, ant enna description)

Rlead and store ý.ensor chi-ract cr1 stieCs (coordinates,
,ltittlide. azimuath seilsitiviiyv. and antenna descrip-
t ion) - _______

Genera,'e tables for soil conductivft y and dielectric

constoants. Initialize disk file for Intielligence Copy

ou t putill-

CotI rol Copy out t

~or~ea I torget do IIIrug

Reid and s lore~ po ti card in tormaLi on for Ci > tar,-t
Find 1lit dist nv•. betwecn each target anll( sensor, the

bearig ol t'ach tlarget 'from e'ich sensor, and the soil

c0onductti\ 'ty and dit.l cC tlic con'0Ltants for the path.

For each nti-oter in this target do
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IN ýthe ernitte:>

**~% up?

Write 'a:,emttO

tr copy c.
Yes

F~or each sensor do troughl

Using the attenuation subcoutLae, find the signal-to-
noise ratio for this emitterisensor pair JT

catie h .

< signsl be Yes-7
heard',

Save the sensor loc3.tio.-I
bearing in accuracy, end
signal--to-ne-ise ratio

N I

"jStore informaticn for outpit

Ssensrsr ore

Usirug •he, -.wo sensors withthr highest S/N r-atios, USet

triautrulatiop tc fiad the
psisiAcn (and CPP) o'f the
emitter. Flag the eiaite.

identi f.1 ed

G4-
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' I
Find the bearinX angle (and

I error) to the emitter from

the sensor

No the frequIcy,
P6O M1Iz?

'the frequency~

j 60 MOz- Yes

Noea Fiag the targe jY~~es identJif-ed !

Flag the eite n

Store infor- target as identified
mat.'. -)n for jIn--- ,--e--_._
Copy output

Write informicion 'ori
this emitter on the
Control Copy

S•'~rit~e heading on, the

•. ~~~Intelligen~ce Copy yot
Sput

F
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Do a pseudo-random sort on
the Intelligence Copy infor-

matioti stored on disk and

write l-telligence Copy out-
put

(

The mai5 routine CRESS-S controls the program flow as well

as naadling the data input, In turn, it calls several subroutines

that are described in order of program flow.

After reading in a path card, CRESS-S zAlls two subroutines

IDISANG, and TERRAiIRM, in order. The purpose of subroutine

DISANG is to compute the distance betwee, a tnrget and sernsor and

the bearing (relative to north) of the emitter from the sensor.

The required inut consists of the map coordinates of the target

and the map coordinntes of the sensor. The cuitput consists of the

distance between the target and the sensor and the bearing of the

eptitter from the sensor. The grid coordinate of the target and

the sensor are converted to rectai:•gular cartesian coordiuatcs.

Mhen the azimuthal angle Is computed by taking the arc-tangent

of th,ý: slope of a 1ine drawn between the target and the sens,,r

and finding this angle relative to grid north. The distance is

computed ir the usual way.

Subroutine TERRAFIRM retrieves s!E aoil coniuctivity and

and dielectric constants from prestored table¶; for later use in

the program. The inputs to this subroutine are the terrain area
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number and the terrain characteristic number. The terrain area

number is 1 if the scerario is in Europe or 2 if it is in South-

east Asia. Tables are not currently available for other parts of

the world. The terrain characteristics number describes the

terruin along the sensor-target path as one of the following:

: = Fresh water

2 = Cities

3 = Smooth earth; sparse vegetation

4 = Smooth earth; moderate vegetation

5 = Smooth earth; heavy vegetation

6 Moderately rough earth; sparse vegetation

7 Moderately rough earth; moderate vegetation

- Moderately rough earth; heavy vegetation

9 = Very rough earth; sparse vegetation

10 = Very rough earth; moderate vegetationA

11 = Fresh water marsh

12 = Seawater

Aft-r reading the path cards for a target and calling the

three routines described above, CRESS-S determines whether e:ach

emitter at the target is operating. This is done in subroutine

UPDOWN, The subroutine first checks whethe.- Al e%.ýLtere are A

assumed to be up (a flag set on the option card) as shown in

Fig. 14. If not, it selects a randomn, •imber from a uniform-1

0 - I distribution fcr each emitter. If the random number is

less than the probability of up time (read in on Target Card

Form B), the emitter is flagged up, otherwise it is flagged

down and no sensor-emitter calculations are performed for this

emitter. Thit, is rep- ted for each emitter in the target. -
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Next, subroutine OBST calculates the effect've radio line-

of-sight clearance height (H) along an emitter/3enso'" pstv, In-

cluding obstacles. The subroutine requires the distance from the

sensor to an obstacle, the height of the obstacle, aad the height

of the sensors as input. The output from t'e subroutine consists

of three quantities: H, D, and MOBST. H i the maximum value of

the clearances for the two recorded obstacles (a maximum of two)

processed by the program. D is the distance from the sensor to

that obstacle, and MOBST is an index that is determined by wtether

there is a multiple, single or a no obstacle (line-cf-sight)* path.

The main subroutine ATTEN is then called for each emitter-

sensor pair. The purpose of bý,broutine ATTEN is to control the

steps of the propagation attenuatkin calculation. Values of the

parameters for the particular emitter and sensor combination are

input. The first step of the attenuation calculation is to call

the transmitting antenna i•utine. Subroutine ANTENA models the

lobes of the antenna. The losses caused by the gain of the

antenna and the aimpoint of tile antenna relative to the emitter

sensor path are calculated. If it is a nonmicrowave emitter, the

calculation proceeds directly to the ground wave calculation

(subroutine GRNWV). However, if it is a microwave em,tter, the

loss caused by diffraction by obstacles is calculated. The HF

(nonmicrowave) groundwave propagation calculations include '-he

effects of obstacles, soil conductiviLy, the dielectric constants

of the earth, and foliage, on the propagc.tion of the radio waves.

If the frequency is between 3Mfz and 30Mgz, the sky wave calcu-

lation is performed.

If both the groundwave and skywave calculations are performed,

the propagation mode with the least attenuation is used as the

The words "line-of-sight and non line-of-s.ght" refer to

effective Radio LOS. NLOS, which are different than optical
L43S due to increased refraction eTfects at Radio frequencies.
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dominant mode. Subroutine ANTENA is called again, this time to

model the receiver and the signal-to-noise ratio to be used for

thu hearability test.

After an emitter has been examined by all sensors, the loca-

tion of the emitter is determined, if possible. If only one sensor

has heard the signal, it is possible to compute the direction of

the signal only. If two or more sensors he1 ar a signal, those two

with the highest received signal-to-noise ratios are used in the

location calculation. S.ýroutine LOCATE requires as input the

locatioi, of the sensor(s), the inaccuracy of their direction

finders, and the target location. If there is only one sensor,

the output will be the reported bearing angle. If there are two

sensors, the output is a reported location and the CEP.

After processing each emitter, subroutine CONPUT is called

to output the Control Copy data on that emitter. All Intelligence

Copy output is stored on a disk file. The Intelligence Copy data

is 1 subset of the Control Copy output data.

After all targets have been processed, a pscudo-random sort

is used to select the order in which the data for each detected

emitter is recalled from disk sto-.ge and pr-nted on the Intel-

ligence Copy output.

3. Input Data and Formats

The preparation and running of the CRESS-S simulatLon arc

outlitid in Fig. 15. After deciding o,, the scenario and deploying

the L'-ets and the emitters associated with each target, the

SIGINT sensors are deployed. The sensor sites are deployed by

persons fvidliar with SIGINT deployment concepts and doctrine.

]They should also have some dt-ailed knowledge of the target array

before them, typical of q tactical deployment situatio- On com-
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pletion of this deployment effort work, thre,:' decks of cards

(Sqitter A & B, Target A & B, and Sensor A & B) are punched.

Then the Target and Sensor cards are input into program

KELP, along with a star&tr card for program HELP. Program HELP

examines all the possible emitter-sensor combinations, printing

out a tabulation of all likely emitter-sensor paths that can exist

in the array. The printed output sheet (Fig. 18) contains a complete

list of all the target sensor paths that must be examined by data

aides.

This printout is used rs a data sheet by data aides who re-

turn to the map and, for each target-sensor path noted, record

th.- required path, foliage, and geological data. The results of

the data aides' map work is punched on an additional deck of cards

called the path cards. Two additional cards must be punched before

each running of the CRESS-S simulation. These are the global para-

meters card and the option card.

With the preparatory work completed, the six decks of cards

(Emitter, Target, Sensor, Path, Global, and Option cards) are

appropriately combined and read by the CRESS-S Program, which now

runs and produces, on-line, the Control Copy output. W,1hen the

Control Copy output is completed, the TOCPUT sujroutine randomly

selects the reported sensor data, which was stored on disk at the

time it was printed on the Jontrel Copy, and prints them in the

Intellig~ace Copy in a random ordering.

All of the input to program CRE• aS is in the form of one

of the following five cari 'ypes.

1. Emitter-antenna cards

2. Sensor data cards

3. Target data cards

4. Path data cards

5. Misacellaneous cards
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The cards will be discussed in the above order and followed

by an explanation of the deck setup for input.

a. Emitter-Antennif Cards (Figs. 9 and 10)

Emitter-Antenna cards are a file ot cards describing

the characteristics of various emitters that might be deployed.

This file is independent of the scenario and way be kept as a

library file to be read in at the beginning of each run. The

first card (Fig. 9) contains a description of the emitter, the

minimum and maximum operating frequency (in MHz) of the emitter,

the output power (in watts), and the modulation code. It also

contains tLe number of antenna types that this emitter can have.

One card for each of the antenna types follows the emitter card.
This type oi card contains an antenna type identification, the

horizontal beam width (in degrees), the gain (in dB) of the main

lobe and the gain (in dB) of the side and back lobes normalized

with respect to thz main lobe.

b, Sensor Data Cards (Figs. 11 and 12)

The szasor data cards provide information about the

sensor site -s well as a description of the sensor antenna. Since

there is only one SIGINT sensor per site, it is not necessary to

separate the site and antenna descriptions. However, in the case

of ndcrowave sensors having different sensitivities at each end of

their curveillance band, a separate set of cards !an be used,

locating sensors with differing sensiCivities a* the same coor-.

dinates.

The sensor cards contain the grid coordinate ol the

sensor. The grid coordinate consists of a cuadrant. descriptor

such as IA. NB, NA, NB and X and Y coordinates 4n units of 1O0

meters. , -. :•n. "r altitude is the altitude ov the sensor Aite
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(in meters) above sea level. Sensor sensitivity 13 measured in

dum and it used in determining signal hearability. The azimuthal

angle measurements are all in degrees from north in a clockwise

direction, Two standard deviations are given; the first Is the

bearing ueasurement accuracy of the antenna when used to detect

an emitter al'g a line-of-Right path and the second is for a

nouline-of-sight path. In general, the scan angle will 1-a assumed

to be 360° for all sensor antennas.

C. Terget Caids (Figs. 7 and 8)

One Form A card is punched for each target. It con-

tains the target ID and a brief description (four FORTRAN char-

acters or less), the grid coordinate of the target, the target

elevation (in meters) above sea level, and the number of emitters

(not emitter types) at the target. There is then one card (Fig.

8) for each emitter at that target. These cards should be ordered

so that all emitters with the same descriptor are -. gether. The

emitter descriptor and the antenna type should be identical to

one of the emitter aescriptors and antenna types on the emit Ler-

antenna file so that the necessary parameters can be pulled from

this file.

If the uptime flag on the option card (Fig. 14) is

equal to 1, it is not necessary to input a probability for u--

time, otherwise the number should be the fraction of time that

the emitter is operating.

d. Path Tlata Cards (Fig. 16)

ThiŽ tabulated output from Program HELP gives the pro-

bable sernsor/target propagation paths to be exercised during the

CRESS simulation ru,. From this tabulation, data aides return to

the map of the target anl sensor deploymenLs to record the follow-

ing da&a on the SIGINT path d•- 'riptiot :.rm (Fig. 16):
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Th7- two highest obstacles, the elevation of these obstacles

(mett.', above sea level) and their distances from the sensor (in

kiW). The foliage path length is the approximate span of inter-

vening tree foliage (in km) along the path. The terrain area

number is 1 if the scenario is in Europe, 2 for Southeast Asia.

This number is used to obtain the dielectric and soil conductivity

constants. (The program, at this time, does not have these

numberq available :or the rest of the world.) The terrain along

the path is described by the terrain characteristic num" -r (see

Sec. II.D.2 for code).

e. Miscellaneous Cards

The program option card (Fig. 14) gives the number of

targets and sensors in the scenario as well as the number of

emitter types in the emitter-antenna file. If 11 enutters are

to be up, a I is put in the flag word, otherwise a 0. This flag

will override the uptime probability number on the target cards.

An initial random number between 0 and 1 is input so that a run

may be either duplicated or altered as desired.

The global parameter card (Fig. 17) contains numbers

that will remain corýstant throughout a run. The earth's radivt

correction factor (for r-fraction) is usually 4/3. All of the

n, mbers on this card are used in the skywave and groundwave cal-

"•ulations in the attenuat*L.. subroutine.

f. Deck Setup f,- CDC 100 Computer, Program CRESS-S

A,- gure
O:1er Type o0 "ards Containing Format

1 .'('OP control cards Computer Center
"2 FORTRAN program deck for CRESS-S
3 A card with 7, 8, and 9 Level

punches in column 1
4 SIGINT option card
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Figuro
Order rype of Cards Contalaing Format

5 SIGINT global parameter card 2

6 All emitter-antenna card forns

A and B 3, 4

7 All sensor data card forms A

and B 5, 6

8 Target card fo.-m A for f'rst

target 7

9 Path cards for target 1 9

10 Target card forms B fcr target 1

(one fo' each emittez) 8

11 Target card form A for &cz'ond

target 7

A card with 7, 8, and 9 level

punches in column 1

A card with 6, 7, 8, and 9 level

punches ii column 1

g. Deck Setup for CDC 6400 Computer, Program HELP

OrderI~yp of ardsFigure
Orre of Cards Containing Format

1 SCOFt _on-rol cards Computer Ce..ter

2 FORTRAN program deck for HELP

3 p card with 7, 8, and 9 level

punches in column 1
4 HELP starter card 13
5 All emitter-antenno card forms

A and B 3, 4

6 All sensor data card forms A

Sand F' 5,6

7 All target card f(rms A and B 7, 8

8 A card with 7, 8, and 9 level
punchas in column J

9 A card with 6, 7, 8, and 9 le~rel

punches in column I
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4. Computer OutputIp
There are three types of output provided from the SIGINT

model, The first (Fig. 18) is from Program HELP. It ic to be

used by the data aides while obtaining path obstruction data

from the map. The second type of output (Fig. 19) is the Control

lopy. ThAs output records all sensor-emitter interactions. The

third Lype (Fig. 20) is the Intelliger'-e Copy and contains the

collected data operationally available from an array of SIGINT

collection sites.

a. Prograta HELP Output (Fig. 18)

The output from HELP contains a tabulation oI the

target/sensor paths that imist be examined on the map. The items

that must La added by eata aides to this output (ann then key

punched as path cards) are identical to those described for the

Path description form (Fig. 16).

b. Control Copy Output (Fig. 19)

The Control Copy output is ordered target by targe'.

The first line contains the target ID number, the target descrip-

tion, and the actual target location in map coordinates. Next,

each emit, er at that target is described. ACT is the activity

-actor of the emitter and is the same as the assigned uptime

probability number on the input. ID is either YES or NO, de-

pending on whether the emitter was identified, RPT LOC is the

reported location of the emitter. This is the location that also

appears on the Intelligence Copy. Tn. CEP implies the inaccurncy

of this location in meters for the geometry of the two sensors used

in LOCATE. For each sensor there are three pieces o! information

given. First, a 1 or a 0; 1 means that the sensor heard the

3ignal, 0 means it did not. Next there is either an 1 or an N;
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L means that the propagation path was radio line-of-sight, and

N means it was nonline-of-sight (due to obstruction or skywave).

The two sensors flagged with an * w. re the ones used to calculate

the reported emitter location. If only one sensor heard the signal,

the RPT LOC column will contain the reported bearing of the signal

(degrees clockwise from north), and the CEP column will contain

the I(l.rrror of this measurement; the cl corresponding to LOS or

NLOS inaccuracies. If a target is identified, this will be noted

(YES).

c. Intelligence Copy (Fig. 20)

The Intelligence Copy output is a subset of the Conti'ol

Copy output. The eitters are listed in a pseudo-random order.

If the emitter has been identified (only microwave emitters are

identified), the emitter ID will contain the emitter description,

otherwise it will be blank. The location is the reported location

shown on the Control Copy. The Information given for each sensor

±s the same as the Control Copy except that it is not noted whether

the sigral was a line-of-sight path.

5. �mputer Svsteyr Corsiderations

CRESS-S was written to run on the CDC 6400 computer. It is

written in F)RTRAN IV and could be rtun on the CDC 3300 or other

1large-scale c-)at,.uters with minor modifica,. ns, The input is all

punc,.d cards L'nd no tapes are required; however, ,andom access

disk 3corag; i.; needed,

kTie program i., curr".tl) limited to 50 sensor sites ard 100

einitter-antenna types. There is no limit on the number oi targets.

The progzram is desiýgned to run on a computer with only 32K words

of core s-orage; however, at this timae it has only oeen exercised

on a CDC 6400 wtth 131K words of core storages-
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The sample scetnario being used to evaluate the pro'ram con-

sists of 186 targeto. Approximately 100 man-hours of data aide

map work geaerated the d.'ta required for the path cards, and

approximately 16 man-hours were usod in punching end checking

the 1300 path cards. The omitter cards required approximately

12 man-hours to punch and check. The target cards reqtired

approximately 8 man-hours to punch and cheek, This case ran on

the CDC 6400 in approxtmately two minutes of processor time, plus

printer time.

6. Discussion

To conclude this description of the SIGINT model, CRESS-S,

some discussion of the development, use, and limitations of the

model is pr-,ented tcgether with some ideas for future additions

and extensions.

Past SIGINT simulations developed at SRI have been essentially

manual, with the computer used only for elementary data sorting

and tabulation functions. The present monel is an extension of
this carlier work. The propagation computation5 have been prc-

grammed for the computer, using for the most rprt the propagation

model f the ACCESS simulation. While a nuuwber of minor pro-

Smiing errors in the ACCESS model have b-n corrected, L gom6

number of the propagatitn equations used havc not be.- checked

against origiql sources by SRI, but rather have been assumed to

be cvA-rect if %he ACCESS program listing nsreed wi ,i the written

vquat. -ns in the ACCESS p-ogram m, iual s and flow charts. The

accurac) of the propagation model used has been verified in a

rniuber of the test cases by cornpal"' th.: computer program cu -

put with the results of hand ca-.cu.:tions.

CRESS-S relies on interaction between the analyst and the

computer an" requires a ,-.onsiderable 4z.ount of detailed p:'•r r'a-

tlion in generating arget are. data, iepl•,ing the CIGINr sensors.



prowidIng technical chart%,-Istics of emitters and sensors,

deriving terrain proftla data from maps, a\nd providing ionospheric

and terrain characteristics data. These manual operations are A

strength of this model In that they force the analyst to consider

In detail the validity of the input data he is providing; they are

also a limitation of the model in the sense, that the people pro-

viding these inputs must be familiar with the technical aspects

of electromAgnetic piopagation and SIGINT deployment and opera-

tions, .Once the appropriate input data for a particular scenario

have been provided, the model can be exercised easily and reliably

by people who are familiar with the computer operations but who

iay not havo the technical skills required to provide the inputs.

If any charges are required in Lhe type of output or the way in

which the output data are presented to satisfy particular user

requirements, (e.g., bookkeeping and data tabulation functions)

these can be made by an experienced prograsmer with only a mini-

mum knowledge of ý'*- ÷echnical aspects of SIGINT. However, if,

for some reason., changes in the technical or computat' onal parts

of the program are called for, it is suggested that the SRI per-

sane: who develcoued this model be consulted.

There are a number of relatively straight forward additions

and extensions to the program that should be made to provide in-

zreased capabilities or greafer accuracy and convenience:

1. 'Me SIGINT model is in need of an extension
to inelude moving airborne 4ensor platforms.
-the r"esent airborne platfc-ns are modeled
by assigning "'. sensor altitude, While the
addJ+ior of moving sensor platforms is straight-

forward in concept, it will in,,ýrease the com-
plexity and ruIlnin" tit,ý of tlte nrogram consi-
derably.
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2. The alternative of using available digital-
type terrain models with the MI1•NT and per-
haps other sensors should be provided the
user to increase the options at his disposal.
This alternative would reduce the amount o.
data aide assista'Ce needed for map work, but
would increase the program complexity, running
time, and computer storage requirements.

3. The propagation equations used in the model
should be revised to include the results of

recent research on jungle propagation afrects
which exhibit considerable differences in
attenuation, particularly in the HF range.

Furth ýrmore, the propagation equations should
be extended to incluue the case of horiz4_tally
pol..rized signa- s.

4. The present SIGINT model uses . simplified
antenna model tl t assumes the vertical
antenna beamwidth is 900 for all antennas.
ijis model limitation will need to be realis-
tically updated when SJ.GINT sensors are used
in hiwhly tlevated modes, such as movi;.g air-

borne platforms.

There is &n additional group of program modifications that

differ from those in the preceding paragraph in that their imple-

mentation is not a straightforward matter of programminv available

inform.ation. but rather requires additi:nal research eftorts to

derive the necessary iAput information. Program un.ýifications

fitting into this category are tboý folloving:

I, The present SIGINT xiodel usop a simiplified
approach to the question of emitter and tar-
get identification, Additional study ii, this
area is called for to make this part of the
model iaore realistic. This extension will be

')f increasing importance -len CRESS is used to
provide inputs to a model o, the inrelligence

processing functi is that ta~e place at the
TOC
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2. Another serious deficiency in the present

SIGINT model as well as in the collateral
sensor models is a lack of provision for
electronic warfarc activities. The models
should be modified to include the effects
of passive and active ECK and consequent

o•gradation in ser.sor periorAance. Such
am extension would also permit the inclusion
of radio frequency interfereiic6 f roe friendly
or ambient emitters.

3. The SXGINT nodel should Ne extended to provide
realistic patterns of emitter activity. These
patterns can be used to provide a sense of the
tim-_ at which Intercejpts occur and to give a

basis for wode'ing delays incurred in on-site
data processing and data dissemination.

In -sing this model it must be remembered that the propaga-

tion eqvit÷ions ar.e based on long-term average effects without

consiaeratiom for fading. Additional sophistication of the model

to determine -:.e effects of fading on detection probability wculd

Increase the accuracy and reliability of the output,

It will 'le apperent that the present waodel treats the inter-

action between the SMGINi and collateral seamors in a verv simple

manner. While extensions vould phrhly be of major significance,

it must be em,'asized that any ,uch improvements will require a

great deal of prior restarch efort to generate and evaluate

Potet.al ways in whý.-.h this interactiou can take place before

their inclusion '. a wodel can 'e meaningful.
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E. Data Preparation

There are three general ty, -f data that must be zollected

and put into the correct formats: 1) data derived from maps and

the scenario description; (2) technical uata describing the sen-

sors, position location systems, platforns, and communication

links, and (3) sensor deploymert data. Collection and preparation

of the data of the first two typtes sho, d proceed concurrently.

After the targets ar deployed, the dnsor systems selecte,' and

their characteristics ascertained, the sensors can be deployed.

1. Map and Scenario Data

a. Master Form

The first form that should be completed is a worktng

'me-ter" form, which is to be filled oat and used by the scenario

writer while he is deploying the targets. Several of the foi'ms

fc- tabulsting data for the keypunchers will be filled out from

this ma.ster form. Figure 21 is a sample of the master form.

Additio; al fields of information may be ade-d to this form at

the des-,i-tion of the s-enario writer, and fields 2, 3, 13, and

S16 rev be u.-leted Jf desiivd, but fields 1, 4, 5-12, 14, and 15

must be included sinct- data in these fields will be used as in-

put data foi CRESS.

When the data .a the master form are transcribed to

other forms for keypunching, c€treme care must be. taken to ensurei
Y•' that the transcribed data a.her to ti-' _elicatoe format --estric-

"tions. Thus, it is preferable, buý nox mandatory, that the data

enterexi into the mastey lci-m also ne i-i the requvied format (see

Table 6 for the requi,',ed toxu;at).
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Table 6

FORMATS FOR MASTER FORM DATA

Field Designation Type- Explanation and Restrictions

1 Target A 4 FORTRAN characters or less,
identification left justified

2 Target Descriptive material.

description no restrictions

3 Unit i -- Descriptive material,
designation j no restrictions

SLocation 14,I Grid coordiLqtes, 2 letters
followed by 6 digits

Weauons IA Numbers and types of weapons--
weapon names limited to

18 characters

6 Vehicles I,A Numbers and types of weapons--
weapon names limited zo
18 characters

Personnel T Number of personnel attached

8 Radion radars IA Numb;•r and types of radios,
radars--names limited to

18 characters

9 C hher obtjects I,• Number and types of objects--

nr'nes limited to 18 characters

10 iWo!ture C. Mer I ere/to row number in posture
array- for different types of

S....... ____ tactical targets
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Table 6 (concluded)

Field Designation Type (c pluded) and Restric~ions

11 Percent of objf.cts I Percent of nonpersonnel objectr
under nets camouflaged by nets,

between 0, 100

12 Natural camouflage 1 0 iudicates none, 1 indicates
offort to blend into background

Target radius I Indication of area target

II occ-pies, meters

14 Terrain type 1 indicaes smooth, L-rolling,

3-roughý!

15 Speed I Speed of target in kph, maximum
of 999

16 Activities remarks - Spqce for notes

- A indicates left-justified alphanumeric entries.

I indicates right-justified integer entries.

Fo. each type of tactical target, the posture array
(see Figure 22) breaks the number of personnel attached
into the numbees of personnel standing, prone, in
trenches, in foxjIes, and covered in equipment or
buildings; it also indicates the percent of men in
each of these classes that are covered by nets.

- The definitions oi the Three illowable terrain types
are in TýOble 7.
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In both the CRESS-A and CESS-G, probabilities of

detection, recognition, and identification are calculated for

each type of object in a target covered by the sensor. Thus,

objects that are of the sa-- general type but differ significantly

in size should be grou,4d separately when the target composition

is being spenified on the ma' t er form. This is necessary if, for

example, it is desired that the simulation produce a probability

of detecting a 20-ton truck that is different from the probability

for detecting a 3/4-ton truck by the same sensor under the same

condItions.

The limitations caused by array sizes in CRESS must be

recogr.zed when thi composition of a target is being prescribed.

Each tactical target can contai:, not more than 19 object types,

exclusive of radios; there can be up to 999 of each object type.

If more than 999 are required for a given, target, it - permissible

to count each group of 999 (or fraction thercof) of the object

type as another object type.

Two objects are of difleren. types if any characteristic

ininortant to sensor performance is different for the two (e.g.,

a prone man is a different object type than a standing man since

the heights are considerably different). There iiý an option

available that makes it possible to have the computer assib.. a

stance to each of '.he personnel attaciled to a tactical unit (targe')

acc, ding to a posture ariay (see Fig. 22 that indicates the per-

centage of personnel in each stance for any given posture of the

target. If this option is used and personnel is one of the obiect

* Radios are usually contained in vehicles or buildings, so that

they are listed for SIGINT model use only.
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types in a target, 14 is the maximum number of object types

allowed. This is usually enough; hovever, if more object types

are required for one target the target can be processed by

splitting it intu two targets and giving both targets the same

locat ion.

b. Object Characteristics Form (Fig. 23)

The next form that should be filled out is the "object

characteristics" form as shown in Fig. 23. The steps in filling

out this form are:

(1) Make a iist containing e, i!, object
type th-.: occurs in the i -ter form.

(2) Rearrange this list -f object types
into groups o object tynes that
belong to tU same recog-vit4n class

and assign , ,a-.• (- 18 .haracters)
to each rece-mition clas.

(3) Rearrangeý -euýi ng recognitionIclasses in, ;ý ips of recocni* :_t m
classes tI ,) = c the same de-
tection c" s. and "so-gn - n -wm (
18 charecte" ) to eL"h delý, tic,,i
class.

ki-) Assign consecutive n,:•i'e . .. e
resulting Aist o- objel .ies.
starting with the number

(5) A-ssign coi'i--2 v.. m" 0 C

kes.lting list of iocog':,_in
classes, startii.g w-th .. , .uoer I

(6) Assign consecutive nq~ubers Lo the

resulting lis:• of dct•oeton :lasses,
starting with the n.. c. 1

(1) Assign The appropr _,haracteristiCs
to each object ty•"

The primarv rea.,;ori 1"or gj, ipiru: f y;pco_4 into

recognition clas.,es, -n1 those ciasses into (let ,)!I gna'lup:. , is

i 10
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to provide a method for reporting sigbtLJ target elements on the

Intelligence Copy at a level ol uetail consistent with the perfor-

mance oZ the sensor (e.g., if a T-62 tank is recognized then it

should be reported as a tracked vehicle, not :s a T-62 tank).

Another roason for having recognition and detection classes is to

allow the simulation of misidentification and misrecognition of

objects. A recognition class Is a group of object types, any one

of which is likely to be iaisidentified by an image interpreter

as anotner object type in that same recognition class. Similaily,

a detection class is a qroup of recognition classes that are

similar enough to each other that the image interpreter may mis-

take any one of them for any other recognition class in the same

detection class. The user may group the object types to form the

recognition classes (maximum of 40) and the detection classes

(maximum of 10) in any manner he chooses. However, he should

be aware that if a recognition (detection) claos contains only

one object type (recog"nition class), that object type cannot be

misidentified or mi.irecognized. Appendix A provides an example ol

an extensive list of object types that are divided into recogni-

tion classe? ind the resulting recognitioi± classes J;ivided into

detection classes.

Most of the object types occurring in a target are

given in Appendix A. If they are found there, the characteristics

can be transcribed onto the object characteristics form. It an

object type to be used does not appear in Appendix A, the user

must supply the characteristics. He can do this simply by suppi--

ing the dimensions of the object type and by using a similar ob-

Ject type that does occur in Appendix A [,Wr the maining cl .rac-

terist ics.
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The entries for average probability of misidentification

and misrecognition for each of the objects in Appendix A were

assigned by Mr. Christop'"r Nosworthy of Stanford Research Insti-

tute, a systems analyst 'And experienced image interpreter. Al-

though these numbers reflect his best subjective judgment, Mr.

Nosworthy feels that experimental work with image interpreters

is needed to fix these value3 more accurately.

The column labeled multisensor classification refers

to the row number for the object in the classification system

(see Table 4) that Honeywell (Ref. 1) used in developing the

multisensor enhancement model that is being used in CRESS.

c. Detection and Recognition Classes Form (Fig. 24)

The detection and recognition classes frrm shown in

Fi.7.24 is filled out for keypunching by listing the detection

classes in order and then listing the recognition classes in

order. It is important that each _f these lists be numbered con-

secutively, starting with the number 1. The maximum number of

characters permitted in a descriptor is 18.

d. Posture-Men Array (FIg. 22)

To generate the posture-men array (Fig.22), make a list

of the types and postures of the targets in the scenario. Number

the entries in this list sequent.•ally starting with the number 1.

A maximum of 16 different target postures are allowed. For each

target type and posture in the list, prescribe the persentages

of men attached that are in each of the following stances: stand-

ing, prone, in slit trenches (or presenting equivalent viewing

area), and in foxholes. These percentages do not need to sum to

100 since some men may be in equipment or buildings (and thus they

will be undetectable by the sensors). In addition, for each
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Class No. C1azs Descriptor

1Long, narrow tirget

2 Large land object

8 Aircraft

I Ro.;,J

2 Bridge

3_ Large buildi-g

P"--MAT e14 1IX. 5A4)

Note: ist all detection cl,'sses then all recoaiitior classes

Fig. 21 D7AcTiON D PECOGNITION CLASSES FORM



indicated stance of the mer., assign the percent of the total

Dumber of men attached that are under nets.

The first two columns of information are for identifi-

cation purposes only. The percentages are the only entries punched

on cards. Thus, it is important that the target category numbers

be assigued ia sequential order starting with the number 1.

e. Target Object Form (Fig. 25)

After aLl the different object types in the scenario

targets have been assigned numbers as described above, the target

object form shown in Fig.25 can be filled in for keypunching.

This task, with the exception of filling of column 2 (target

posture) is simply a matter of transcribing ';he carget identifi-

cation, and for each qbjett type contained in the ta,'gec, writing

down the object type number and the corresponding number of

elements of that type in the target. Column 2 is filled in for

each taxget by assigning the identifying number of the posture

in the posture-men array that most nearly describes the posture

of the target.

If the option of having the machin• assign stances to

the personnel is not desired for a particular target, that target

should be assigned the posture that assigns 100 percent of the

personnel to the standing stance. In this case, it is permissible

to have men in any other stance (e.g., prone) as a separate object

type, since the .omputer anportions standing Fersonnel only

according to the percentages listed in the posture-men array.

f. Target Variable Form (Fig. 26)

The information for the target variable fo:r shown in

Fig. 26 is derived from: (1) personnel writin- the scenario and

deploying the targets, and (2) map features. As the scenario is
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developed, an overlay depicting the targets on the map should be

produced, and the targets should be assigned identifications for

the computer (a maximum of four characters per target ID). It

is suggested that similar designations be used for related targets.

For examp'e, 24, 24A, 24B, and 24C iould he u. 4 as designations

for a rifle company and Its three platoons. Similarly, if a

tactical target move and occupies three different positions

during the period of time being simulated, it must be treated

as three targets in the computer. Assigning similar designations

to these three targets (for example, Z7P, 57Q; and 57R) will aid

the Rnalysts.

The person deploying the targets must specify:

(1) The time that the target is at the
location g..ven

(2) The speed of moving targets

(3) *rhe percentage of objects (other
than personnel) covered by camou-
flage ncts

(4) Whether natural camouflage (e.g.,

shrubbery, dirt) Is baing used
(0- -not used; 1--used)

(5) The probability t.:at the target
would fire back at an aircraft
firing in the target's general

direction (this is needed only if
reconnaissance-by-fire is bein-
played)

(6) The probabil.ty that the target would
fire on a reconnaisoance aircraft
(this is needed only if the option
for playing attrition is being used).

The remaining fields of information are filled in from

the map. The target group number is read from an overlay that

preferably is drawn after the initial flight plans have teen
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developed. Assigning targets near each other to the amw group

is necessary to keep the computer from processing every target

when the sensors are turned on in an RS area in one small part of

the entire regli'n being considered in the scenario. The div'ding

lines can be drawn in such a way that the areas of the resulting

groups are similar to political boundaries in the United States

I (i.e.. gerrymandering is allowed) if desired. The guiding princi-

pal in drawing the dividing lines is that the computer should

have to process as few targets as possible on each flight. The

maximumn number of groups permissible ia 40. There must be at

least one group. G,'oups containing 20 to 30 targets (although

any n'mber - 750 is allowed) oriented so that most of the RS areas

will reference only a few of these groups is a good trade-off

between maproom work and computer time. After the boundaries

for the groups '- drawn, the groups may be n-imbered in any

order on the " ,• however, it is mandatory that the numbers start A

with I and be tonq6.utive. After the target variable cards are

punched they must bi ordered by ascending values of the group

numbers.

The elevation above mean sea izvel (in meters) should be

written onto the - . for ear'- larget, The terrain in the vicinity

of the *a!: must be classified as smooth (code 1), rolling (code

2) _r rc,:gh (code 3). Definitions of smooth, rolling, and rough

teN--Ain are stated in Table 5.

The vegetaticn coverage for the target represents the

percentage (no decimal point) of the target masked to an aerial

observer by vegetation. This is determined by ascertaining (from

the map) the percentage of the target area covered by vegetation

and considering the posture of the target. A subjective judgment

to determine the percentage of the target taking available cover
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from a reconnaissance aircraft is then made. This vegetation

coverage fijture is used only in the aerial sensors model.

The background type number is assigned as follows:

(1) Assign consecutive numbers (starting

at 1) to each background type found
in the legend of the map (1:50,000
mapb are essential, 1:25,000 or
larger are desired). It is sometimes
desirable to assign numbers to back-
ground tynes that do not occur in the
legend (e.g., concrete fir aircraft
on runways).

(2) Where the 't-rget area contains more
thar. one type of background, assign
the number of the predominant back-
ground type to each target.

g. Background Characteristics Form (Fig. 27)

The contrast between objects and background is compdu.ed

from the -1h "acteristics given the background characteristics form

shouw in kig. 27 and the object characteristics form. Charac-

teristics must b3 supplied for each ot ',P background types used

by the deployed targets. Appendix A contai .s a list of commonly

occurring background types and the corresponding characteristics.

If a background type is encountered that does not occur in Appen-

dix A, the materials forming the background should be ascertained

and the recuired characteristics looked up in the references for

Appendix A. If this fails, the numbers will have to be approxi-

mated, based on those of s~milar materials with knotn character-

istics.

The background types must occur in consecutive order,

starting with type number 1.

Appendix A contains the definitions of the reflectances

used on this form.

'10
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2. Technical Deta

a. Sensors

Each type of equipment that can be simulated in CRESS

is described parametrically in the models. The appropriate char-

acteristics of the sensors to be sirbalated must be determined and

keypunched. With the exception of the SIGINT sensor models that

are aev, the sensor models in CRESS are essentially the same as

those in the models from which CRESS has evolved. Appendix I

contains the characteristics of most of the sensors that have

been simulated by CRESS and its predecessor models. These char-

acteristics are listed ii1 the correct format for keypunching.

The definitions of each of the parameters are found in the sensor

model descriptions contained in Appendix B.

When a sensor to be simulated is not listed in Appendix

I, it is necessary for the user to determine the required charac-

teristics. If the sensor is in use or being developed, the. engineers

of the manufacturing company can easily supply the necessary data.

If it is a sensor that is forecast for future use, engineers in

companies engaged in research and development of that type of sen-

sor should be able to supply the required parameters.

Whenever two or w,,ore sensors cover the same target,

there is a potai.tial for producing more information than could be

collected from the independent use of the sensors. The table of

enhancement coefficients for the multisensor enhancement submodel

is in Table 4. The enhancement subuodel is explained in Section

II .B .8.

b. Aircraft

The only parameters needed for each type of reconnais-

sance aircraft are speed, altituae, mean time between failures
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(MIhF), and vulnerability to fire from AA we.pons. The flight

planners will supply the speed and altitude for each flight. The

MTBF for a reconnaissance aircraft is defined here to be the mean

time between failures that woult. cause the mission to ti aborted.

These failure data are needed only if the option to play noncombAt

failures is selected. Sources for M __Fs for Air Force reconais-

sance aircraft and their subsystems are Refs. 4 and 5. Figure
28 depicts the firm for aircraft MTBF data. The a.rcraft types

should be numbered consecutively starting with number 1

A R

6 1, 21

VMFF
Aircraft Designation (hours)

1 OV-lD 70.

2 UH-lB 80.

3 RF-4C 50.

FORMAT (5X, 3A4, F4.0)

Fig. 28 AIRCRAFT IBF FORM

c-. Air Attrition

If attrition caused by enemy ground based AA weapons

is to be played, the attrition probability form shown in Fig. 29

must be filled in. The atti'itio,-1 submodel used in the ae.,ial

rnodel, is a simple stochastic model based on the average capability

of a given type weapon to shoot down a given type of aircraft.

",'hese average values c&n be obtained from more sophisticated

attrition models, or from field data if the situation being simu-

lated is similar to real battles for which attrition data exist.
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The probabilities used in checking CRESS wer, O 4-•. • ' ; ,

PACE (Ref 6).

It should be noted that in developing . . . ,

it is not always desirable to list all of the o',j ,,

For example, if the target is an airfield, it will * ,,,r:

largc number of object types and probably a conside: Ae ,Ž:4,',

of AA weapons. insead of listing each weapon type, ,

can be played in CRESS by assigning an appropriatcly It

attrition capabUity to object type "airfiela" i , the at'

capability form. A maximum of 30 different object types

assigned attrition capabilities. The columns labeled 1, 2,

15 refers to the correspondingly numbered aircraft in F.-

d. Aerial Data Links
p

N" The required i..formation for each type of data link,

used for transmitting sensor imagery or reports is a nu.iber to

designate each type data link and the hT1BF for each type data

link. Figure 30 depicts the form for aeric-. sensors' data links

and Fir. 31 shows the form for ground sensors' links.

e. Grou-d Communication Link Failure Form (Fi. I3)

It is assumed that grtund based equipment that fails

can be repaired or replaced and niAt back in service. If the

option to play equipment failures Is used: (I) the MTBW s for th-e 1
communication links to OPN and patrols, (2) mean downtimc, and

"(3) tandard deviation of thze downtimes must all be specified.

Each link is failed according to a s-.vple from • Poisson distri- -

bution with the specified hTTBF as ,;rameter. T amount. of time
the link remains out of service is `"mlated tv drao-ing a notrnal

deviate from the normal distributi-c.&-itd by Lhe specified

mean down time and standard deviation. F
I
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it
I|

I A R

2 3 20 24

No. Data Link MTBF (hours)

1 ARC 52 50.

2 AC 27 50.

FORMAT (20X, F4.0)

-:i 30 DATA LINK IEMF 'PORK

R 1 R R 1
27 35 43

L2 ean down Standarv deviationLink
NubTMTBF time of ý-own time

L Num~r(hours) ____(1Lours)

1 50. 2,

2 50. 2. 1.

FORMAT (20X, 3(F7.0,IXI)

Fig. 3! GROUND COMMJMNICATIONS LINK FAIL1.WF FORM
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f. Tim. Delay Factors Torm (Fig. 32)

It is assumed that operator@ for all ground sensors

will have a comminication link directly to the intelligence tons,

so no time delay is simulated for ground based sensors.

The aerial model provides for simulating the ank~unt of

time from overflight of a target to the delivery of interpreted

data (about that target) to the intelligence team. If a data

link is not available for a sensor, the rmnaining flight tiije

and imagery unloading time are calculated in place of ti~e data

link transmission time. Time for imagery handlinS and preliminary

processing is added in. -'wever, the largest amunuts of tire

added in are usually for the image interpreter and the aubstquait'

report to the appropriate ±uatelligence units. These two times

are 3imulated by sampling normal diitributions thiat are specified

by means and standard deviatiour ;A cribead by the user for each

airborne sensor.

The ir.,ýLe iAntirpic-tzr times g'i:en for cameras in Fig.4

31 were derive-- 5.~rom an ex'~,ýeriax.d?.t that Mr. Harold Aartir~ek

arraniged at th- V,5. Army Bihav! ýral Science Researa~h Laboratory,

Washington EY.C. A' clilss ar.~duating from the Image Interpreter's

Course al :k'tIa-i'~ terpreted tactical photo im~agery of J

SNorth 7"c.tnai~r Th! rnear 4.i.'* per frame wras 9.213 minutes for the

cl.~ss; the d;~" evi.vcion was 6.698 minutes.

The o~ieir Ecimes giver in Fig. 31 are best estimates.

Although Fig. l.i sts only one sensor of each sensor t~yp-:, -hexve

must be a row of information Ljt each aerial s-ensor simulcatea.

Models are providea for the typpi of navigtntion systcnik

listed in Table 8. The Praram~eters iur eac~h iiavigation sys~em to
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be uimulated must be entered into the form depicted in Fig. 33.

?2w paramoters required for each type of navigation system are

listed in Tabies 9 through 17. The necessary parameters can be

obtained from manufacturers of the type of navigation systems

being simulated.

Table 8

NAVIGATION SYSTENS NKM) D;

Ty"• of Number Type of Navigation System

1 Inertial

2 Doppler

3 Dead Reckoning (DR)

4 Rho-Theta

5 Hyperbolic

6 Direction Finding (DF)

7 Ranging

p Mapmatching

a/ See Ref. 7 for description of models.

h. Navigation Systems WMBF Form (Fig. 34)

A WMTBF must be specified f ,r each navigation systemi being

simulated if the option !,,r playing equipment failures is selected.

M'rBF information ior navigation systems in U.S. Air Force recon-

naissance aircraft can bf% found in Refs. 4 and 5.
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Table 9

SIMPLE INERTIAL NAVIGATOR PARAMETERS

a/ Typical
Field•/ Definition ValValue

1 Type o- inortial system (1- simple, 1.
2'- sophisticated)

2 1 0 error in setting inertial system 5.
at airport (reters)

3 Altitude coefficient for I a error of .05
inflight updating (percent/100)

4 Drift rate of system (meters/min.) 5.

- Corresponds to field numbers in Fig. 33,3

4•
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Tabl 10

IRERTIAL NAVIGATOR PARAMETERS

.1d- a Typical'edi" DefinitionTyca

-_ .. ..... Value

1 Type of inertial system 2
2 Gyro drift rate (radians/see) 1. X 10-6I 1 SGyro drift rate (radians/sec) 5. X 10-4

2 -6
4 Accelerometer 1 drift rate (meters/sece) 2. X 10

-5
5 1 a error in initial leveling of platform 5. X 10

along longitudinal axis (radians)

6 1 error in initiol leveling of platform• 5 X 10-

elong transverse axis (radians)

7 1 0 error (longitudinal axis) in settin, 5
inertial system at airport (meters)

8 1 U error (transverse axis) in setting 5
inertial system at airport (meters)

9 Altitude coefficient fcr 1 0' error of .05
inflight updating (percent/100)

_____ ____ _____ ____ __ _____ I
i Corre.-ponds to field number in Fig. 33
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Table 11

IDOPPLZR NAVIGATOR PARANMBIW

a I Typical
Field!' Definition Vplue

Value-

1 1 a error in setting Doppler system at 5.
airport (meters)

2 Altitude coefficient for 1 U error of .03
inflight updating (percent/lO1)

3 $- bandwidth of noise (sec") 1/360

4 Doppler sensor 1 o error along track .00408

5 Computer 1 o error along track .00225

6 Doppler sensor 1 0 error across track .00445

I 7 Cnmiputer 1 0 error across track .00225

Corresponds to field number in Fig. 33

Tsble 12

DR NAVIGATION PARAMETERS

d•/l Typical

_Fiel__ Definition__lue

1 Altitude coefficient for i U error of .05
Inflight updating (percent/100)

2 1 0 error in direction resolution (radians) .035

3 1 0 error in velocity (meters/min.) 90.

Corresponds to field numbers in Fig. 33
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Table 13

MNO-THTA NAVIGA IO14 PARAMETERS

Feoldl/ Definition TypVcalu [
I I Y error in station location (meters) 5.

2 1 ( error in direction resolution (radians) .035

3 1 E'errop in range resolution (meters) 30.

4 1 ( error in altitude resolution (meters) 20.

5 x coordinate of station with respect to --

origin at lower left grid corner
(meters)

6 y coordinate of station with respect to
origin at lower left grid corner
(meters)

a/
- Corresponds to field numbers in Fig. 33.

Typical values for giound control radar.
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Table 14

HNPZfOO¢IC IAOATICO PAMBUIIU

ae!dd• Definition ypicalt
Value

1 1 01 error in station location (meters) S.

2 1 0 error in time difference measurement, .5
slave statiG. 1 (microsecotds)

3 1 4' error in time difference measurement, .5

slave station 2 (microseconds)

4 x coordinat of slave station 1 (meters) --

5 y coordinate- of slave station 1 (meters) --

6 x coordinate- of slave station 2 (meters) --
S b/

7 y coordinate- of slave station 2 (meters) --

a x coordinate- of master station (meters) --

9 y coordinate- of master station (meters) --

- Corresponds to field numbers in Fig. 33.

- Coordinatew aresivn with respect to origin at lower left
grid cornerkj (meters).
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Taute 15

DF NAVIGATION PAXAMMRU

•lel• Delnl lomTypical
Definition TValue

1 1 47 error in locating stations (meters) 5.

2 1 Cr error in direction resolution (radians) .035

3 X coordinate of station 2 --
4 y coordinate b/ of station 1 -

5 x coordinate/ of station 2 -

b./
6 ycoordinat,:5 of station 2 -

a Corresponds to field numbers in Fig. 33.

-Coordinate are gJven with respect to origin at lower left
grid corner (meters).

Table 16

RANGING NAVIGATION PARAMMTERS

Field Definition Typical

Field-Value

I I O error in locating ntation (meters) 5.

2 1 a" error in height resolution (,.eters) 20.

3 1 aerror in range resolution (meters) 30.

4 x coordinatz of station 1 --

5 y coordinate cof station 1

6 x coordinate of station 2

7 y coordinate of station 2

a!
- Co) responds to field numbers in Fig. 33

- Coordicates are Siveu with respect to origin at lower left
grid corner (meters).
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Table 17

iLA•PAMTCH 21VI•IATION PARAJfM

Fieeinitioi ica] ValudI I
1 1 % error ot map (wetezs) 14

a/ C•rrepponds to field number in Fig. 33.
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A R

1 12 16

Navigation Systom -ff187
(hours)

A SN-56 9

*DOPPLER 110

SRADAR 120

FVtOMI4T (3A4, F4.0)

"Fig. 34 NAVIGATION SYSTEMS MBF FORM

i. Position Location

The models of the navigation systems compute the error

associate,' with locating the reconnaissance aircraft in terms of

error ellipses. The reported position and location accuracy

for a sighted target incorporates this error with the errors

inherent to Class A, B, and C maps. The resulting errors are

stated in terms of circular errors probable (CEPs). Table 18 is

the digital form of a curve used in converting from rn error

ellipse tc a CMP, with the format for keypunching. Table 19 lists

the Class A, B, and C map CEPs.

Table 18

ELLIPSE TO CEP CONVERSION CURVE

6 .2 1 24 30 36 42 48 54_ 663 .2

CR1 10R2 CR3 'RV4 C M5 CR6 CPI CP2 CM I CP4 CPrS C-P6

155]~ 2 .21 3 .67! CRSO;.690' .11 .72 .ý5
FOM.T 02-F5.0
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Table 19

MA•P CEPS

(Haters)

5 10 15

Clasu A ClassTB lasy

14.0 28.0

FOPJMAT (3F5.0)

The computer model vill accept positio.- of targets,

g~ound OPs, and flight path checkpoints in gr'd .c.ordirates con-

posed of two letters followed by six digits. &irre calculating

distances between targets and sensors, the computer converts the

grid coordinat,,s into rectangular Cartesian coordinatee with the

origin at the lower bit-hand corner of toe lower left-hand

lettered grid. One, two, three. or four lettered grids c.sn be

accotmcodated if they will all fit into a squere 200 kilometers

on a side. Figure 35 depicts the nuamoering system for thwea

grids. -ae order given the letteret, grids is important, If,

for e:ampie, only g.ids MA and UJB aze used then MA and NB must

occur in columns I and 3 of the Grid Form (see Fig. 36).

S{ MB MB

3 4 ___

kI i NB
,'uJ I.I

NA

fT,?

0

Fig, 55 PERMIESSIELE GRIDS
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: 'A _.. A A A

1 5 19 13

Grid I Grid 2 Grid 3 Gr'.'d 4

PDM•T (4 (A2, 2X))

Fig. 36 GRID FR

Occasioiually, it is necessary to use m.aps that are

distorted along a longitudinal line because (;f the type, of pro-

jection used to produce the map. These maps 2can-not be used

directly by CRESS since distances calculated between piints on,

opposite sides of this "seam" would be in erro~r. Thus, if it is ,..

ne'essary to use such a map, it will also be necessary to make

a grid overlay for the map and to record ali pos~ttons with

reference to the square grid overlay.

j. At__mosherlc Parameters Form (Fi 37)

Each type of sensor is affect~ed by some n-f the charac-

teristics of the atmosphere. Since the weather v/aries from place

to pl~cce on the -ýarth and from enc• time of year to another, it

is necessary t.o desýcribe the atmosphere at the place and time the

svenario pivscribes. The cloud coverage, cloud base, visibility

range, ýrel~tlye humidity; air temperature near the ground, and

horizontal pliiue illuminance -ýan be obtained from a meteorologist

familla- with the area. There are alsý) historical weather data

f'•r many part's of the world that give monthly' averages for these

pa'a-meters. The remaining parr,.meters in Fig. 37 depend on the.

physics of the atmospher-e and water droplets and do noL usually

vary, for different scenarios. The values given in Fig. 37 are

representative values for these parameters.
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3. MAscellaDeous Data

a. False Target Mazxmu Form (Fig. 38)

Wher false targets are generated (see Section II.B.7

for a description of the false target submodel), their elements

are alway* reported as being recognized. It is necessary for the

user to prescribe the maximum number of elements of each recog-

nition class that can occur in a false target report. (No more

than four recognition classes can be represented in a false tar-

get.) This will allow the possibility of having several small

objects (e.g., men, small weapons) of a recognition class repre-

sented in a false target report, but limiting the number of large

objects (e.g., bridges, boats) of a recog _tion class. These

numbers will be a product of the user's ubjecfive judgement con-

cerning the numbers of different elemen s that might be reported

together as a target. The numbers sb uld not represent the ex-

treme case, but should reflect the user's judgment of what the

composition of the "average" false t•rget might be. In generating

these numbers, it should be kept In mind that CRESS plays the

interaction o>f sensors and target elements, not targets. There-

fore, the maximum numbers should reflect the nun.Q:ýrs of objects

likely to be reported, and not necessarily the TOE of the enemy.

b. Rport Criteria

The aerial and ground models both produce two computer

outputs: the Control Copy and the Intelligence Copy. The Control

(copy displays essentially all the information about the inter-

action of the sensors and the targets that the computer processes.

The Intelligence Copy displays only data that units deploying the

sensors would be able to acquire from their sensors. Thus, for

example, targets that are covered by a sensor but -- t detpcted Aidll

not be reported on the Intelligence C.cpy.

14:2
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Ixactly what should be reported on the Intelligence

Copy depends on the user's reasons for using CRESS. If CRESS is

being used to examine the effect of using reconnaissance systems

In various combinations, perhaps the Intelligence Copy is not

needed. If CRESS is being used as an input to the teams playing

a closed war game, the Intelligence Copy should reflect the type

of detail expected. For example, if the game is being played rt

the company livel, anything that is detected should probably be

reported. However, if the elligence Copy is meant for the

intelligence team at the dtvision or corps level, perhaps only

sizable targets and/or targets containing important equipment

(e.g., rocket launchers) should be reported.

To provide flexibility in the use of the Intelligence

Copy, the user can specify his own criteria for reports within

the limits of the options listed in Table 20. The user can choose

none, any one, any two, or all three of the criteria. If he

chooses none (all zeros or blanks) entered in the report criteria

form (Fig. 39), no Intelligence Copy will be printed. Otherwise,

a report will be generated for a sensor-target interaction if any

one of the crit'ria that the user selects is met.

Table 20

REPORT CRITERIA

Criteria Numbers Criteria

1 Threshold number of objects identified,
recognized or detected.

2 Threshold number of special objects
idttified, recognized, or detected.

Z Percent of objects present identified,
recognized, or detected.
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For each crlterlo, selected, the user must specify the

threshold nuzier, or p-rcent, and which one of identification,

recognition, and detection in to be ,sed. He doos this by filling

out the report criteria form. When criterion 2 is selected, he

mIust also provide a list of the numbers (a maximum of 1C, of the

special objects chosen (see Fig. 40 for format). The example

shown in Fig. 39 is the weakest possible condition for generating

a report; if any object is detected, a report will be generated.

c. Area Target Radii Form (FIE. 41)

If the user wants a list of all reported groups of target

elements that are within a prescribed radius of each other, he

must put the radii (in meters) be desires in ascending order

into the form in Fig. 41. The computer will then group the re-

ported groups of target elements for each of the radii listed.

This may be beneficial i'i ascertaining which elements belong to

a tactical, unit type that is assumu to occupy an crea of the

given radius.

d. Situation Heading Card Fovm (Fig. 42)

The information printed in c-,lumns 2 through 49 of the

situation heading card will be printea as a label at tho, top of

each output form. Any acceptable FORTRAN characters are allowed.

e. MEN/NET Designation Form (Fig. 43)

If the option to h~ve the computer assign the prescribed

percentages of personnel to the various stances and provide for

camouflage nets in the simulation is used, the object numbers and

recognition class numbers for gtanding personnel and large nets

must be entered in the ME17/NFT designation form (Fig. 43).
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* 10 53

Radii of Tactical Targets of Interest

1000. 1500.

ORMAT (5110.0)

Fig. 41 A.REA TARGETS RADII FORM

A

2 49

Situation Heading

Ammunition Expenditure Rates, Clear Day

FORkAT (1X, 12A4)

Fig. 42 SITUATION HEADING CARD FORM
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4 812 16

Object Number, Object Number, Recognition Class Recognition Class
Standing Men Large Net .jNumber, Nets Number, Men

61 14 15

a! For ground model only.

FORMAT (414)

a!Fig. 43 ME79/NET DESIGNATION FORM-

f. Random Number Initialization Form (Fig. 44)

The pseudo-random number generator generates a sequence

of pseudo-random numbers by performing precisely prescribed opera-

tions. Thus, if the initial conditions are the same each time a

list of numbers is to be generated, the same list will be generat-

ed each time. It is sometimes desirable to repeat part of a

simulation with exactly the same results. This can bz done if the

user ensure.s that he uses the same number to initialize the

pseudo-randon, number generator for each desired repetition. The

user can choose any number between 0 and I as the initializing

number. If the simulating is stopped and is to be resumed where

it vrasstopped, the user may contirue with the same sequence of

pseudo-random numbers that was originally being generated i! he

restarts the simulation using the final value of the pseudo-

random number that the computer prints on a normal stop.

t1
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if ' •Initial Random Number

.73496321

S~FORMAT (F15,0)

_- Fig. 44 RANDOM NUMBER . .... IALI7.TION FORM

4. Aeril! and Grounid Sensor De eint Dat

'the purposes for usi%., CRESS wi) 1 influence -,he mhanner :zn

which Vie sensors are deployed. If CRESS is being used for a

closed war game, the team members deploying the sensors should

n(ýt be given any mere information ebout the enemy forces than

they would have from the general scenari-o development and previous

intelligence report~s. However, if CRESS is 'r-ing used to evaluate

different recornaissance systems, using. the i.._owiedge of exactly

where all the targetsý are located while dep.Loying the sensors

may• makt the comparison more valid!.

F3Y any purpose, sensor deploymenti is a key Tsk thaL sig-

nificaatly affects the amount and quality of diata geýnerated by

sensor" systems. Thus, an understanding of the capabilities of the

01,.•o systems bein•g simulated is ei.il! f it :,7 i-portant

exp.•r-encedl in reconnaissance fli•l-ht pla.nning (foi, bo."• .T and

high ,w•rfori-ance aircraft) and grokind sensor• deployment .shoul•d

ý19•ftOrlT this imiportant .ýask.
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a. Flight Parameters Form (FMI. 45)

There are four forms that must be filled out for the

computer to process a flight. The first of these gives the

general flight information that is listed in the headings of

the form in Fig. 45. The Flight ID is used only for printing

and card identification purposes and can consist of up to 20

FORTRAN characters. The platform designation, however, must be

exactly the same as one of the platform designatcrs listed in

the Aircraft-MTBF form. (OV-lD and OV1D are not the same).

One line on this form representj one flight.

b. Flight Instrumentation Forn (Fig. 46)

One line of information mrust be entered on the flightI instrume-tatio' form shown in Fig. 46 for each flight.

The Flight ID is only for card identification; however,

the designations entered on this form for th-. navigation system

and for each of the sensors must be exactly the same as corres-

pending designacions in the air navigation systems form and the

sensor paraLeters form, respectively, (The computer matches

designations ta find the appropriate parameters to use for the

equiprmeat being simulated on the pa-ticular flight.) The communi-

cation link number must be 0 (for no air-to-ground linx) or a

number corresponding to the appropriate link in the data link

MTBF form. x raximi:--f four sensors per aircraft is allowed.

i.PS Area Description Card 1 Form (Fig. 4")

Two cards are required to describe ar RS area, This

se,-tion discusses the first card. O-- line muust be enrered on,

the TLS area description cord 1 form snown in F>;, 47 and on th.-

t-,'Kec groups overflowr form for each RS area of the flight.

An RS area is a rectangular area that is covered by the ope-.ating

sensori aboard the airctaft, The siramlatior. model requires th'it
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the aircraft be in straight and level flight while itU sonsors

are operating. Thus a route-recce mission would consist of &

number of straight line segments, each of which defines an US

area. If a wide area is to be covered and the aircraft Is flown

along paths parallel to each other with the sensors being turned

on and off opposite the endpoints of the preceding log, the 38

area can be described by giving the starting and ending po-ints of

the first leg, the distance between legs, the direction of the

first turn, and the total number of legs (see Fig. 1). A maximum

of 10 legs is allowed. It is noted that the route-rocce RS area

is a special case of the area surveillance RS area, with the number

of legs being 1. A maximum of 20 RS areas are allowed on any one

fligilt.

The capability of simulating avoidance of AA fire when

the sensors are not being used is pro, ded by allowing a change

in altitude while the aircraft is turning for the next leg or pro-

ceeding to the next RS area. The aircraft is considered to stay on

the flight leg extensions of the RS area to the turn distance

specified while turning and lining up for the next leg. Three

minutes is allowed for turning and coming bak over the starting

point of the next leg, The altitude during the turn is used in

computing the possible attrition during the turn maneuver. No

attrition is played when the aircraft is not in an RS area or the

tur,. area.

Reconnaissance by fire is considered to *e used for the

e,,tire RS area according to the code entered in the RBF indicator

column (0--No RBF, 1--RBF).

The option to synthesize and report false targets is

available to CRESS users. The false target submodel is based on

the concept that the number of false targets reported in an area

155 I.
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is dependent on: (1) the instructions that the image interpreters

or sensor operators receive, and (2) the amount of targets that

are found in the area. Reference 1 indicates that if an inter-

preter: (1) expects to find targets (receives instructions to

that effect), or (2) finds several targets, he probably will

reporL false targets. The false-target prior for an RS area is

a number between 0 and I that the flight planner must assign to

the RS area to indicate the extra effort that should be exerted

in processing the imagery of the area. The discussion of the false

target suijnodel (Sec II.B.7), indicates the relation between the

false target prior and the number of false targets generated for

the RS area.

d. RS Area Description Card 2 Forn (Fig. 48)

When the sensor operator or image interpreter has prior

information indicating that targets are in the general area covered

by an RS area, he is more likely to detect a target if it is there

than he would without that information. (As indicated above, he

is more likely to report false targets also.) If, fcr example,

SIGINT collection means indicate ti.at there is an emitter in an

area and the flight planners send a photogrgp~ic mission to cover

that area specifically, the photc interpreter would be more like•y

to detect the target than he wouid if he were viewing imagery

that was taken of the same area on a general recnneissance flight.
,

CRFSS simulater this enhanced probability of detection for a

given PS area if the enhancement entry on the cara is not zero

(i.e., set to 1).

The numbers of the target groups overflown in an RS

araa must be supplied by someone who is allowed to know where all

* S'e Secti-)n IH.B.1L _,r a description of the metlod for
enhancemo'nt.
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the targets are (the Control team in a closed war game). This

can be done by: (1) putting an overlay of the flight jath over

the overlays which contain the targets and the target group areas;

(2) drawing (perhaps menta ly, only) the bounaaries of the area

covered by the sensor aboard the aircraft that has the widest

coverage; and (3) writing ti,- numbers of any taia,. group area

that is partly covered by the sensors on the RS area description

card 2 form. Up to 10 target groups are allowed for one RS area.

Not all the targets contained in the listed targeL

groups will be processed. Only targets that fall inside the area

covered by the sensor having the widest coverage will be put into

arrays in the computer for further processing. The maximum

allowed ii, the array for an RS area is 150 targets. The maximum

allowed in the array for one leg of an RS area is 100 targets.

After the arrays are filled with the maximum numbers of targets,

the remaining targets in the target groups listed will be ignored

even though they fall inside the area c-,ered by a sensor. Thus,

occasionally it may be necessary to artificially break a long

RS area provided by the flight planner who presumably does not

know where all the targets are into several smaller RS areas

If the maximum number of targets for the RS area is exceeded

because there are too many high density legs, the PRS area can

be subdivided into two (or more) RS areas by reducing the number

of legs for the first RS area and starting the next RS area on

the next leg oi the given RS area. If the maximum number of targets

for one let" is exceeded, the RS area should ie subdivided by

shortening the length of the leg •or the first replacement RS

area and F"arting the second replacement RS area a the point where

the first one ends.
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A net of the two RS area description cards must be

punched for each RS area of the flight.

e. Navigation Update Form (Fig. 49)

It is possible to simulate updating the navigation

system before reaching any RS area by inserting a navigation

update card immediately before the first card for the RS area.

This card, which contains the coordinates of the point where the

navigation system is to be updated, signals the computer to reset

the accrued navigational error to the inflight update accuracy

capability for the system. The navigation error then accrues

from this update point.

I A I

Update Update Point
Codea/ Coordinates

33 H 788 821

G,/ 33 is the code for ai, update point.

b/ This card will be read by the same instru:tion that causes
the RS area description card 1 to be read.

FORMAT (21X, 276.0, -i5, 2(1X,A2,16),15,1.X,A1,17,F6.0,12,3X,11)

Fig. 49 NAVICATION UPDATh FORIF

f. Observat•on Post Parameters Form (FI&. 5W',

There are two formF that must be filled out for ground

sensoi leployment. The first of these gives the OP identification,

the time of opc:-ation of the OP, the probability of th- OP being

attrited during that time, the number of the type of communica-

t.on link being used by the OP, and the sensors employed. A
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moving patrol should be assigned a single Identification in the OP

column, as should each fixed OP. In the remaining discussion of

this form, a patrol should be considered as an OP.

The OP identification must consist of four or fewer

FORTRAN characters. Each OP identification may occur only once

on this form. It is helpful to assign similar designations to

related OPs. For example, it is possible to simulate an OP using

its sensors intermittently. This can be done by giving the OP

being simulated several different names (e.g., R26A, R26B, R26C)

with the times entered on The form for each successive OP identi-

fication corresponding to the successive on and off times for

the sensors. However, the restriction that no more than 125 OP

identifications can be used must be observed.

The probability that the OP will be attrited during the

stated operating timP must be supplied by someone knowing the dis-

position and intent of the enemy (e.g., the scenario writer or I
the control team).

The number of the communication link used by the OP 4

must correspond to the number used in tb-, failure array for that

type of communication link.

Each sensor name used on this form must exactly match

one of the sensor names entered in the ground sensors ca:ra . form.

If it is desired to simulate more than four sensors at ope OP

location, it will be necessary to put two OPs 7t the same location,

operating at the same time.

g. OP/TfargetDja Form (Fi_5.

The deployment of the OPs i:4 simulated by positioring

them on a map ',,erlay. This shoulu be oacne without Kqwledgg of

all the targets' positionh when CRESS is being used in a .zosed
I. war game or in a simulation where the person deploying the sensors
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should not know the enery positions (i.e., the players f1ll in

the columns labeled "OP," "OP coordinates," and "OP height").

Control fills in the remaining columns. The centerline and the

entire angle of the sector that each fixed OP is to observe should

be indicated on the overlay.

Coverage ana detection by each of the ground based

systems deployed in the field is critically affected by line-of-

slr't restrictions caused by terrain and vegetation. For this

reason, the probability of line of sight between an OP and each

of the targets within range of any of the OP's sensors is deter-

mined manunlly from the map, rather tL:"i u2ing a simple probabilistic

model ir the computer. This maqual map chore is tedious and time

consuming. The follcwing suggestions have been found helpful in

performing the task of line-of-sight determination.

A template of the sector to be scanned should be drawn

on a small piece of acetate for each OP. This consists of

drawing the angle of the sector to be scanned and then drawing

an arc across this angle. The distance from the vertex of the

angle to the arc should correspond to the maximum range of t.he

sensors in the OP (see Fig. 52). (Note: Since the computer

processes a target listpd f, P an OP by every sensor in the O0.k.

every sensor scans the same angular sctor in the simulatio>.) The

; •ame template wit! -. -ably sugfice for most of the OPs that are

using the same types oF sensors.I

P -- -- jngle of search
: I

Fig. 52 OP SECTOR TEMPIATE
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When the overlay of OPs and their associated template

are completed, the overlay should be placed on the map over the

overlay containing the ta-gets (by someone allowed to see the

target deployment; i.e., the control team).

To determine the entries for the OP/target data form

for an OP, tack the vertex of the template for the OP to the OP

a d orient the template with the center of its sector along the

indic.ted center of the OP search sector. Each of the targets

inside the Rector on the template are to be r,ýocessed in any

order desired. They are entered on the form only if the probability

of line of sight between the OP and the target is determined to

be greater than 0.

The determination of line of sight is done by first

deciding if terrain blocks the line of sight. This is done by

noting the elevations of the OP, target and intervwning tr-rain;

i.e., observing the contour lines and deciding if there are any

ridges or hlls between the OP and target. Holding a string

tacked to the OP position along the path to the target will aid

the eye in finding the contours of interest. Targets near each

other should be processed at nearly the same time in the map

room since the same contour lines will often be under considera-

tion for each of the targets. If terrain does mask the ta.get

from the OP, that target c~n be ignored. Otherwise a subjective

determination of the probability of line of sight must be made,

The persons ascribing the pvibabilities of line of sight

should become familiar with the general area of the Ecenario

before actually starting on the individual targets. They can do

this by studying the legend on the map (the larger the scale the

b.&tter) and noting the various types of vegetation markings,

studying photographs of the area, and talki'ng to people who have
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been in that particular part of the world. For individual OP

target pairs, they should consider factors such as where an OP

is likely to be located (looking across valleys or depressions

or looking up or down a slope or along level ground, roads, or

fire trails that a moving target would cross); the density of the

foliage, the height of the foliage, the posture of the particular

target, and how likely It is that the target will take advantage

of vegetation cover available. Some of the elements of a target

may be masked, while others are in the open. -i this case, the

persons ascribing probability of line of sight should estimate

the percentage of the target elements that would be in the clear.

If it is determined that a probability of line of sight greater

than 0 exists, it should be entered, with the target number, on

the OP/target data form for the OP.

Patrol sightings are treated the same as OPs, except

that the template depicting the patrol's coverage can be a swath

along its planned path instead of an angular sector. The coor-

dinates of the patrol's position at the time that line of sight

exists must be entered. Also, it is necessary to enter the time

that the patrol would be at that position. (The time entry must

be left blank for fixed OPs since this entry indicates to the

computer whether a patrol is being proceised; the computer will.

determine the simulated time of sighting for fixed OPs.)

An elevated E-nsor platform can also be considered as

an OP. The only additional input needed is the height of the

platform above the ground. The area of coverage of an elevated

pla-Liorm at a given position is determined by the ranj.. of the

sensor and/or the maximum angle from the vertical that he sensor

can scan. This max±i;twl angle is usually dependent upon how the

sensor is mechanically attached to the platform.
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5. Ulacelianeous Cards for the Aerial Nod1l

There are wany miscellaneous items of information that must

be read into the computer before the simulation can be run.

%Me* data are to be punched on the seven cards described in this

suction.

A logical unit number must be a•signed for each file opened

on the random access disk. The aerial model requires flve files

on the disk unit. Any five positive integers less than 15, except

5 and 6, may be used. (The card reader uses 5, and the line

printer uses 6 in this program.) Figure 53 illustrates the

necessary format for the card that fixes these logical unit

numbers.

Iii I I ! I Ii

21 5 8 il 14
Logical unit numbers for disk files

TP3 TF2 FLT2 TYMS NDXS

7 8 10 11

FOMAT (5(112x))

Fig. 53 LOGICAL UNIT NUMBES FCRM

An "SR" card must be punched with the letter S in column I

and the letter R in column 2.

The sizes of various arrays are prescribed by the integers

read in from two "size" cards (Fig. 54). The entries or, These

forms must state the exact number of the corresponding itehs

occurring in the simuiation.
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Figure 55 illustrates the card form r-quired for a variety

of Items. The first three items are used when the computer

assigns stances to personnel. The foirth item is used to I'mit

the size of any false target that might be generated. The last

itsm states the number of different sized circles to be used in

determining whicn target elements are within a prescribed distance

of each other (see Sec. I1.F for a discussion of the printout
of groups of target elements that are within a specified distance

of each other).

5 10 15 20 25

Object type Total numbera umber of
Recognition Recognition

number of of elements radii forclass of class of

nets personnel standing allowed in [roisping
personnel false target f elements

7 1l5  61 10 5b-/

a/ This number is exclusive of persornel.

b/ 5 is the maximum allowed.

FORMAT (1015)

Fig, 55 MISCELLANEOUS INFORM4•TON
(AERIAL) FORM

Figure 56 illustrates the form for more required itcms. The

maximum probability for detection, recogn1 "ion, and -Ant!fit _,n

by photographic systems can be set arbitrarily; usually it should

be given the value 1.0 (see Sec. II.B.11 for a discussion of the

enhanceme-t in detection expected as a result of directed search;

see Sec. II.B.7 for a discussion of false target generailon).
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Table 21 lists the topics .%at are bypassed by the computer

when a 1 is entered in the corresponding column on the option

card (Fig. 57). All the entries in Table 21 must be keypunched;

the tenth card must be blank in columns 2-49.

Table 21

SUPPRESSION OPTIONS

2 49

1. Navigation error of aircraft

2. Attrition caused by enemy ground fire

3. Failure of aircraft, sensorC links, or navigation
systems

4. Misidentification of target objects

..•. Multiseasor enhancement

6. Generation of false targets
7. Aggregation into possible area targets

8. Timeliness caused by da,. handli•rg

9. Vegetation coverage

5 77Y 15920 5 1035 40 45
Options to be suppressed-

1 2 ,• 5 6 7 8 9

a/ The column headir,,,ýs refer to the -oricspondin options
listed ½n Table 20, l--suipre~s, blank-- play.

Fig. 57 SELECTED OPTTONS FOR S7PPRzSSION
FOPM
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6. Miscellaneous Cards for the Ground model

The ground model requires four files on the disk uni t .

Any four positive integers less than 15, excent 5 and 6, may be

used. The card reader is assigned. the number 5, and the line

printer uses the r.umber 6 in this prograi. Figure 58 illustrates

"the format fcr the i.-.cessary card.

I [ I I. I. .

8 11

Logicil unit nunbers for disk files

TP3a/ OT2 Tl.- NDXS

"i8 9 10

a/ These are the names of storage files (or arrays) on disk.

FORMAT (4(I2,!X)) I
Fig. 58 LOGICAl UNIT (:U:ERS (GROUND) FORM %

The integers entered into the grc.nd size Lard form (Fig. 59)

presre;vi the sizes of arrays to be used in the simulati-n.

Figure 60 illustrates the required formats for the remaining

cards needed by the ground mooel. The probabilities of detection

are cumulative over a period of time iii t!'e ground model (sce

Sec. 1I.C. for uiscussion). In the simulation modcl, approxi-

mately 90 percent of what is going to be seen by a sensor willi

be reported at the time that the ,ensor and target are both valid,

approxim 'ely another r" percent will be reporteo ielta t minutes 4
lat, , and another 2.5 percent will be reported A,1-her delta t

1 ter. The delta t can be fixed by the ser of CRESS. Twenty
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minutes were used for delta t while testing CRESS. The average

accuracies (CEPs) of locating the fixed OPs and patrols are to

be supplied in accordance with the i, .hods used for fixing loca-

tions. The other items in Fig. 60 ar, ther self-explanatory

or discussed in the aerial model miscellaneous forms paragraphs.

I
Ii
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_R

1 5

Expected ratio of false

tr~sget elevients to detect-
t~ icvget elements

.15

FORMAT (F5.0)

I 7! 14 12

----
Average MEP Atw'b)spheric parameters

(mer ters) index f-r simuiation 1

Fi2:ed OP ;.rIru

iC, 50.

FORaT (2.'- .0) FORMA.T (12)

_3 7 11 _5

Total number- Hf-angle of Time between Enhancement
I of elements the field-of- successive factor Ior

al~oweJ in a view the OP reports for directed search
ialse target searches cumulative detection

(d-ý e,s) detect.Lons

I -
.2 ]

a/ 1x-lu.iv'e of personnel

Fig. 60 GROUND JISCFO.LAW\P0S INFORMATION
C•rRDS JRMS
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F. Computer Output

The Aerial and Ground computer models both protvide two

different copiez of thi sensor systous' performance: the Con-

trol Copy and the Intelligeace Copy. In addition, the Aerial

Model provides a checklist of the options selected for the run

ii and a listing of all groups of sighted elements that are within

specified radii of each other.

TLe Control Copy displays essentially all the information

about the interaction of the sensor systems and the targets

that the computer processes. This copy, meant for the control

team in closed war games, could also be used as the sole out-

put for (1) sensitivity analyses; (2) producing tables )f pro-

bcbilities of detection, recognit'.on, and identification;

(3) sensor- systems comparison studies; anJ (4) any other types

cf studies that do not -equire an output copy that displays

"only the iu•formation nuormally availatle to a sensor system user

(i.e., the Tatelligence Copy).

1. Aerial Modelk
Thk trst cutput to be printed is a list of the options

(Fig. 61) thwt were selected during the run, An X indicates

that the f•atur. desrtbed was not simulsted.
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MIZ FOULM/ING OPTIONS ARE SUPPnRESSED

X NAVIGATION ERROR OF PL.AT•eT*M

X ATTRITION DVrE TO ENEMY GROUND FIRE

X FAILURE OF PLATFORM, SENSOxS, LINKS, OR NAV SYS

MISIDENTIFICATION OF TMT OBJECTS

MULTISPECTRAL ENHANCEMENT

GL'NERATION OF FALSE TARGETS

AGGREGATION INTO POSSIBLE AREA TGTS

TIMELINESS DUE TO HANDLING OF DATA

X VEGETATION COVERAGE

Fig. 61 OPTIONS, ýýRESS-A

Figure 62 is an illustration of the Control Copy formst

for th*, "-rial Model. The computer prints the results of each

S~simulated reconnaissance flight by printing out flight and

equtipr~nt 4,iformation anid, for each RtS area in order of over-

2lJight, the performalice of t*he sensors aboard the aircraft

against each of the targets that was covered by (i.e., within

range of) any sensor aboard the aircraft. The time of over-

flight, targýýt designator, report number assigned, and distance

(ia• meters) from the ground track of the aircraft are printed

for the tax-get. The im~ber of moving target clements detected

is reported, if any, and targ,_ts •'etected by reconnaissance by

fire ara reported, Tho performance of each sensor abo-ýrd the

aircraft, against each obioect in the targ-et is then prinxtid.,

including milsidentification. and misrecognitioa of objects. If

more than one -lensor (not cowtitng reconnaissan~ce by fire) is

being used, the performance ef th sensors used as a single

composite system 19 printed under the _,oluntns labeled MULTI.
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The probability of iine of sight printed beside each sen-

@or name is:

P(LOS) = (1-probability of terrain masking) x (1-pro-

bability of cloud masking) x (1-probability

of vegetatior- masking)

The probability of terrain masking depends on the aircraft's

altitude and horizontal distance to the target. The probabili-

ties of cloud masking and vegetation masking are both depeadent

on the sensor since radar is the only sensor type that can

sense target elements through clouds and IR is the only sensor

type modeled that can iense target elements through foliage.

For each object type in the target, a line of output con-

taining the number present, type, recognition class nurt r, and

detection class number is printed. On *his eme line, for each

sensor aboard the aircraft, the following is printed:

a. Protability of detection (given no terrain masking

and no cloud masking; but includin.g a factor for

vegetation ms-king)

b. Probability of recognition given detection

c. Probabliity of identification given recognition

d. Number of objects detec-ted (includes recognized and

identified objects)

e. Number of objects recognized (include6 identified

objects)

f. NUmber of objects identified

-I is printed under Pdl (probability of detection) for each

sensor that does not cover the target.
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If an object is misidentified (or misrecognized), lines

of print will occur immediately after the object line of print

described above giving the name of the object (or recogr'*ion

class name) that the bonafied object _.s mistakenly thought to

be and the numbers of these identified (or recognized).

The report time is the time that a report about the target

re3aches the intelligence center. This time reflects the time

necessa,7y for imagery handling, proessing, and interpreting,

but not the intelligence processing time.

In order, -,,ie four CEPs given are those for no map error

inccrporated,,end Class A, B, ind C map errors incorporated.

When the data for all the targets in the RS area have been

printed, the false targets generatea for that RS area (if any)

are printed in the same format as for the bonafide targets.

However, no probabilities -re recorded, and objects are recog-

nized only (see Section II.P.7 foi a discussion of false target

generation).

Thit. type of datc is repeated for each RS area on the

Sflight If a piece of equipment fails during the flight, a

mý.,sage ýspccifyiag the failure will be printed out at the sxmu-

lated time of failure.

When the above data f, the fright hapve been printed, the

groupings uf reported Lar, ts that are withiin each specified

radius are printed. The ýatelligence team can use this area

output (Fig. 63) as ar aid in determining which reported tar-
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get elesment• might be combined to form part of larger enemy

unit.

THE ELEMENTS DENOTED BY THE FOLLOWING REPORT NUMBERS ARE RE-

PORTED WITHIN 500 METERS OF EACH OTHER

6 MA 667808

8 biA 665812

9 M R 664809

THE ELEMENTS DENOTED BY THE FOLLOWING REPORT NUJMBERS ARE RE-
PORTED WITHIN 500 MET GS OF E LECi E OT CLER

2 MA 671815
3 MA 670618

.4 MA 670814

5 MA o 70821

7 MA 666819

SFig. 63 TARGET ELEhffNT CLZUSTERS

After the data for all flights hL • been proc-s:ý and

printed, the Iritelligonce Copy (Fi-, 61) is printei The re-

ports coming to the intelligence tea - i aerial sensor

systerim are -: ,ered chron logically bhi u ,ut. 'hese re-

pV.)rts inciaue the equipment failure --. attitior me, gc and

the sensor -. ýporty of target elemen,.

All r.•pc Ls .•. '•'e Intelligene-? lopy c.-ncer,.... ' th •ightiag

of target ei...ents 2ontain the time that the repor' -ached the

intelligence tear-, the ropor- ,aumter as'igned to t, c,, voup "2

targ-t elemei.- reoc, rt-(,, (ev-'-y 3en.or aboard an aiiicraft uses

Le same report nu.j0rer for the saime target olemi,,ts sig'hted on

any one leg); the timr* that the imagery was tal i: the fiAght

naumber; the type if aircraft; the !,ivigation eam used; the

horizontal distance f:oa che flight path t(- he +
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the target elements' reported position (thiv may be different

than their act,,al position); !,cation, accuracien (no map error,

ana Class A, B, and C errors included); RS area of flight; air-

craft altit-de aud speed; the number of movlig objects detected

(this can be nonzero only if an MTI radar is being used); the

results of reconnaissance by fire (0-not used, 1-no detection,

2-return fire detected); the sensor system generating the re-

port; and the number of elements identified, recognized, and

detected. On the Intelligence ýopy, the elements identified

are not included in the count of elements recognized, and simi-

larly the elements recognized are not included in the count of

elements detected; i.e., the target uiements are exclusively

reported at the highest level of detail attained. (This is

different from the Control Copy in which the elements were re-

ported inclusively; the reported detections contain the reported

recognitions, which in tui.a contain the reported identifications,)

For example, if one T-62 rank is reported as identified, two

TRACKED VEH are reported as recognized, and three MWD LAND

'2BJECT are reported as detected on the Intelligence Copy, a

total of six different objects have been reported.

The misidentified and misrecognized objects havyt bean cou-

bined with the bonafide identificatigr' and recognitions. res-

,uec;tivevy. Phe elements oi a generated false targýet are re-

ported in the same way as for a bonafide target. Thus, any

group of elements reported on the inte~ligece Cony may contain

any possible combination of bonafide, incorrectly identtffied

or recognized, and false target elements. (The truc identity
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of the reported elements can be found by referring to the

corresponding flight and report group on the Control Copy.)

.tter all the reports have been printed, the computer

prints the final value _ the pseudo-random number and is

finis:ed with the serial sii.•lation until Ihe hu:man intelligeace

analysts assess the output, schedule more flights, and ,i ibmit

another run.

2. Ground Model

The Ground Control Copy (F. 65) is 2-sentially the same

as the Aerial Control Copy, with two differei es. First, the

reports a... OP by OP instead ý_ flight by flight. Second, the

output -nes*>• the Aiea of cumulative searching over time.

(vwi,,cs the snapshot" luok used in the Ael-ial Model) by pr -

3enting - first contact report at the time of the first possible

sightink sue, -eded by two more reports spaced hy an interval

of .ime prescribed by 'he u.Ler,

PThe first caontact Tvport nrobabilities of detection re--

prcsent aO perceot oy the sensors capabilities for -etec-tio'.

'?he se:, rep )rt T- rserfs in additional 5 perk *nt of the

sensors' capabiA ies, nind the third report repre .rits iaother

2.5 percent of &he s c.-r•ors capibilities. (The ýim'c- o! "Ie

i-v-ports are given at thce bottom of each report.) Thus, the

probabilities o' detecti on are always less on the second and

third reports, b&, the probahi ltit_- oL' recognition and iden-

ton rem'j•n the same sinc, these probaiAlities art con-

ditional oni having detection anld reoi ýnition, respe.t've!y.
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Note, however, that the numbers of objects printed on a report

represent Pl the objects that have been detected, recognized,

and identified up to the time of the report. For example, a

probability of detection of .02 may be given on the third re-

port for each of 128 objects of one type in the target, yet

65 objects of that type may be reported. The reason for this

can ".e seen by checkin- the probability of detection for the

same sensor-object type conbiaation on the initial -ontact

report: the probability there may oe .55.

After all the bonafide tar;,-ts covered by the OP have been

•c..essL, false target information 1.4 ;,•aerated and printed

(see Section iI.B for discussion).

Whenever any equipment fails, a failure message is printed.

Whken -he equipment is rcpaireC or replaced (sis.1.ated by the

computer), repl is of further contacts are printed. Similarly,

awhen a ta~get moves iway or the OP oeases to operate, a lost

contacL message is i-rirted for Lhose target el-.ments that ..ave

hbeen re orte•i tnless the time corenond- with the end of the

t me Tloi ixi for the simulation,

D-1 GrOeMd Model elligenco Copy (Fig. 66) is t,imilar

in almost every respect to tl:o \erial Model Intelligence Copy.

pi: par ticut ar, the teifl.. pertaining t(; the numbers of obhdcts

t- or'ed ate stili ii-ril p ci bl . The reports )re ordered Ly time

or report . !",l time print ' is the t-i'e. of thc report f:'om

:: t e .,. :•,'•n t if tiierý; is ipum-r, t!,'nin o;ie sensor tit an OP,

the Ii<' et e1?',,nts slighted by vac',, sensor 1.n the OPI
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I

will occuA' consecutively on the Intellixence Copy. It equip-

raent fo!llure occurs this grcuping of reports on a target from

sen.sors in the same OP may be disrupted. The coo-dinates of

the OP are priited directly below the OP designator, and the

coordinates of the sighted target elements appear dtrectly

below the report group label.
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III DIRECTIONS FOR COMPUTER PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

A. General

1. Possible P.ogram Changes Required

The Aerial, Ground, and SIGINT models are run separately

on the computer. They are all programmed in FORTRAN IV for

the CDC 6400 computer, 131K core storage, and random disk

aaxiliary storage. With the exception of the input/output

0(/0) statements for the random disk, the programs conform to

ASA standard-, A maximum -f tour alphanumeric characters are

stored in an'- n storage location. Thus, if the 1/0 statements

for disa- are chan.ed to conform with the computer installation

chosen, "ie programs should run on any other machine thrt has

at least a 24-bit word length and the corresponding core ana

disk storage.

,ne large computer programs and the large arrays used

combine to make tIhe use of a 32K core storage machine unaccep-

table for either the Aerial or Ground models. The Ground Mod'l

can be modified to run on a 65K machine (1 word per real num-

ber capability) with a random access disk by

(a) reading the two large arrays TGTVAR(9,750) and
TGTOBJ(43,750) onto disk instead of into core

Ahen they are initiaily read in subroutines
RDTGTV and TAROBJ, respectively;

(b) after reading in the OP/TGT card in subroutine
PROCES, reading the columns of TGTVAR akid TGTOBJ,
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corresponding to the target to be processed from

disk into the one dimensional arrays TGTVR(9) and

TGT)B(43), respectively; and

(c) replacing the two dimensional array names TGTVAR

and TQTOBJ by the one dimensional array names

TGTVR and TGTOB. respectively, wherever the
former occur in the current CRESS-G program.

Since these changes require only two calls for information

filed on disk per target processed, approximately .3 of a

second of extra computer time per target processed would be

required on a 65K core storage computer (processing time on

the L31K-CDC 6400 is approximately .3 seconds per target).

The Aerial Model can also be adapted to run on a 65K core

sterege computer (1 word per real number capability) with a

random accesa disk. After the target variable data have been

read into Tý,TVAR(14,750) in subroutine POTGTV, TGTVAR should

be read into an array TGTVR(14,750) on disk. lo save core

storage, the array CLUSTR(100,102) in subroutine AREA should

be set in EQUIVALENCE with TGTVAR. This EQUIVALENCE statement

will causc the contents of TGTVAR to be altered whenever CLUSTR

is used in subroutine AREA near the end of the processing for

a flight, afte- the array TGTVAR is no longer needed for the

flight. Thus, TGTVAR must be reset at the beginning of the

processing for each flight. To do this, all that is required

is that the instructions necessary to read TGTVR from the disk

into TGTVAR be inserted as the first executable statements in

subroutine FLTIN.
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The erray TGTOBJ(43•?•,) will aiso have to ce stored on

disk instead of in core storage when it is initially read in

subroutine TAROBJ. Each column of this array contains tthe

object composition of a target. Whenever objects of a parti-

cular target enter into the processing, it will be necessary

to have the column of TGTOBJ correspondii;,g to that target in

core storage. This can be done by c-eplacing TGTOBJ by a one-

dimensional array TGTOB(43) everywhere that TGVTOBJ occurs in

the current program anJ making sure Lhat the column for the

correct target has been read in from disk before TGTOB is used.

This can be d&ne by reading frcn TGTOBJ on diak into TGTOB

in cerc sturage at the places in the prog.,5 i,:dicated in .4

Table 22,

Table 22

POSITIONS OF REPIACEMENT OF TGTOB. T BY TGTOB

iSubroutine Line Column of TGTOBJ

FLYRS Ist statement after statement 40 K

TURNAA lat statement after statement 80 K

PPOCES 6 statements before statement 50 Tw'o

The additional cost in time caused by accessing the disk

will he approximately .15 seconds per flight to read in TGTVAR

,nd approximately .45 seconds for each target processed by the

sensors on the flight to read in the TGTOB date (orocecsing

time on the .317K-CDC 6400 is approximately .5 seconds per tar-

get). The SIGINT model -an be run on a 32K word core storage
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machine as it is, with the possible exception of the disk I/O

stateme ats.

The subprogram to g,'nerate pseudo-random numbers in each

of the models is also dependlent on t%.I machine andi will require

a change to use a uniform pseudo-random number generat;or cez-

patible with the machine to be used. MoEt r.)mput:ýr centers

maintain a library of cc ,__niy used subprograms. One of their

uniform random number generators, on the iiterval from 0 to 1,

should be used In the subprogram RANDOM(Z) to fix the value

of Z.

When the above programming changes have been incorporated

(if they are necessary) the programs will be resdy to be run.

The programs can be ccmpiled and run directly from the FORTRAN

source deck, or a binary deck car. be punched by the computer

and used on subsequail runs. It will be more efficient to use

a binary deck of the program, if the program is to be run

several times. The uLxr 51iould consult with a systems analyst

at the computer center for the simple procedures for obtaining,

and rtnning a binary deck.

B. Data Collation and Computer Processing

Each of the three programs require a large amount of in-

put data. Extreme care should be ,qed in preparing these data

for computer use since the computer will tolerate few, if any,

errors. Extreme care will result in few errors, but it is still

likely that errors in the data will occur. The general sugges-

tiona below should be helpful in findinrg errors before the com-

puter runs.
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After all the cards are punched from one form (i.e., the

same format), they should be listed before they are mixed with

cards punched 1rom anotner form. Visual examination of the

listing should quickl, reveal any deviation from the format,

since all the entries for one field of information will occur

in a column. Without checking the individual lines of the

listing against their sources, a quick check can be made to

ensure that every entry in a column is reasonable (i.e., within

bounds for that field of information).

t Since most of the alphanumeric information is used in a

computer search to identify the particular item, execution will

stop if the alphanumeric information cannot be identified. For

this reason, it is particularly important that all alphanumeric

fields of information bc achecked for consistency and correct

alignment (e.g., 9V-lD is not the same as OVID),

After the keypunched data from each form have been double-

checked in the above manner, the cards should be collited into

a deck structured according to the instruLtions in this hand-

book for the program being run (the instructions for CRESS-A

and CRESS-G appear below; CRESS-S instructions are listed in

Sec. II.D). The data should bt listed again. The order of the

different types of cards should then be checked against the

order cf the read statements in the FORTRAN computer program.

This should ensure that no cards are missing or out of place,

This may appear to be lot of checking; however, it is not

time consuming and it is important. If a mistake occurs in the
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data, an execution stoppage iz lkeiy to occur. If it does

not, there is a good chance that large amounts of the output

will be erroneous. Thus, the time and care for checking the

data thoroughly are mandatory.

1. Aerial Model Deck Structure

The input data must be punched in the formats specified

in Section II.E. The cards must be collated in the order of

the entries in Table 23 for the computer run. The entries in

Table 23 are for a card deck prepared for the CDC 6400 computer.

If the program is run on another computer, the control cards

and the cards between the progre and data may be differ-nt

ani should be checked with a systems analyst at the computer

center.

When the data are collated in the order indicated in

Table 23, they are ready to be submitted to the computer for

processing. The first run on the computer should include only

one or two flights. If the data read incorrectly, the output

should appear in the coriect format and have reasonable values.

When this happens, the entire set of flights should be sub-

mitted fox the production run for Aerial sensors.

If an error is present in the data, it is likely that an

execution stoppage will occur at or just 'ýiter the read state-

ment that attempts to read the erroneous datum. The posiJ on

In the program where the abnormal stop occurred will usually

indicate where the error is in the data. If many errors are

encountered in the data, it iE recommended that write statements
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Table 23

AERIAL PROGRAM CARD DECK ORDER

Order Type of CardsTable
oontaining Format

1. SCOPE coatroi cards Computer Center

S2. FORTRAN program deck for Aerial Model

Cu3. A card with 7 8, 9 level punches in --

Column I

4. Logical upit numbers card 53 4

5. Initial value of random number card 44 1:

6. Situation heading card 42

7ý SR (Columns 1 and 2) card --

8. Size cards 1 and 2 54

9. Miscellaneous information card 1 55

10. False target maximum card(s) 38

11. iMiscllaneous information card 2 56

12. Map errors card Table 19

13. Map grids card 36

14. Error ellipse to CEP conversion card Table 18

15. Report criteria card 39

16. Special object list -- d (if required) 40

17. Area targets radii c,, 41

18. Probability curves, d4-ital form--NNP, Appendix A

PPPDS, PIP1, PPPR, Vi, -, -!, 'ý 1PINR,

PMS, SSN, IIPDS, NNi, IL2". , SSNR,
PPDRS, NNRE. PPRR, PPLF, .SNMTI, PPDMS,

I._PPA,R____ _ ___
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Table 23 (continued)

AERIAL PROGRAM CARD DECK ORDER

Order Type of Cards T aFinre or matS~Containing For~at

19. Attrition capability cards •if played) 29

20. Atmospheric parameters ccrds 37

21. Background characteristis cards 27

22. Object characteristics cards 23

23. Detection classes cards %4

24. Recogriitiui classes cards 24

25. Target variables cards (ordered by 26

a arget group)

2,. [Men/net dcsignat•.,Ln card 43

27. IPcsture-man array cards 22

28. jTarget objects cards 25

29. ýMultisenser enhancement coeff_-j-ients Table 4
(-;rds

tq, Aircraft m ,l,ý cords 28

31. Aii" wl~vation systems cards 3

32. Navigation systems !,TfiF cards 34

3 3. Camera sys-ten• Lara-m3ters -rds (if Appendix I

played)

34. IIR sensors paremeters cards (if Arl:endix I

Played)

35. IRadar systems parameters cards (:f Appendix i

36* , tVisual sensorE paraiet*crs cards (i f Appendix I
__ •yod• __ _______
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Table 23 (continued)

AERIAL PI•OGRAM CARD DECK MfDER

[Order Type of Cards Figure or T bl6

37. Laser sensorp parameters cards (if Appendix I
played)

38. TIV parameters cards (if played) Appendix I

39. Reconnaissance-by-fire sensor para- Appendix I
meters (if played)

• , Data link YTBF cards 30 :

,.41¶ Tiseliness factors car 32

Each flight mujiu have the remaining

set of data cr-rds in tle -rd r listed.

42. Flighc parpmettes ca:d 45

4.3. Y l~i47nt Instru..,entation card 46

.acl.. [, area nus. ho-3 the remaining
S• A of date! cards in the order listed.

I .A , •'6at-or, u,;ate card (present only 49

f ýpxiated ;iale last RS area or take
cf..)

43. RS area lescription card 1 47

46. RS area oescription card 2 48

Repeat card types -t2 through 45 for all
flights. End the card deck with the

foilowing two cards.

j47. A card with 7, 8, and 9 level puncihes
It in Column 1

48. A card Nith 6, 7, 3, and 9 level pwkche1
[.n Column 1
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be inserted after the read statementf in the .ubroutines SCENIN,

RIJTIGITV, aud TAWIBJ to en:iure that t'e dnm are heI-g aitrew_

corr9fetiy.

When all the data errors have been fivmd and corrected,

the program and data d iAk. with ali the 4l•ghts t-. be simulated,

should be submitted tu the cohputer for the production run.

2. Ground Model' Deck Structure

rhe Input dsat must be punched in the foroats sprcified

in Section 1I.9,, Th"e cards murt be collated iR the order of

the entries i1, T."ble 24 for the computer run, The remarks con-

cerning the ir'ttiol run of the Aerilsi Model alao apply to the

first run of the Ground Model; only a few OP/TGT cards should

be used until the data read in are checked, After the d:ta

have been reed in successfully, all the OP/TGT cards fo- the

desired atmospheric condition should be used for a production

run.

C. Analysis

CRESS is designed to be a tool for use in a variety of

R &S-related studies. As such, it should always be viewcd in

the setting it occvupies within the framework oX. the ý'tudy

using it. Accordingly, the results of the coriite_' simuLations

performed by CRESS shouid be exam.ined within tle constiaints

nnd coaitext of the pacent sWudy.

However, it should be recognized that the computer output

is not the only thing gained in asi-ig CRESS. Performing the
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Table 24

GROUND PROGRAM CARD DECX ORDERt

Order Type of Cards)
Containing Format

1. SCOPE control cards Computer Center

2, FORTRAN program deck for Ground Model --

3. A card with 7, 8, and 9 level punches --

in Column 1

4. Logical unit numbers (Grotnmd) card 58

5. Situation heading card 42

6. Report criteria card 39

7. Special object iist card (if required) 40

8. Expected ratio of false target elements 60

to detected elements card

9. Ground size cnrd 59

10. Map errors card Table 19

11. Map grids card '76

12. Error ellipse to CEP conversion card Table 18

13. Average CEPs for OPs and atrols card 60

14. Probability curves, dtgttal form--NNP, Appendix A

PPPDS, PPPI, PPPR, SSN, IIPDS, NNT
IIPR, IIPI.

15. Atmospheric parameter's cards 37

16. Atmospheric parameters iadex cardý 60

17. Background characteristics cards 27

18. Object characteristics cards 23

19. Detection claspes cards 21
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Table 24 (continued)

GROUND PROGRAM CARD DECK ORDER

Figure or Table
Order Type of Cards Fgr r'al

Containing Format

20. Recognition classee cards 24

21. Target variables cards 26

22. Men/net destgnation card 43

23. Posture-men array cards 22

24. Target objects cards 25

25. Multisensor enhancement coefficients Table 4

cards

26. Ground conmunication link failure 31

cards

27. IR sensors (Ground) cards (if played) Appendix I

28. Laser senacrs (Ground) cards (if Appendix I

played)

29. PNVD sensors (Ground) cards (if Appendix I

played)

30. TV sensor3 (Ground) cards (if played) Appendix I

31. Visual sensors (Ground) cards (if Appendix I

played)

32. R&dar sensor "",round) cards (if Appendix I

played)

33. IR binocular sensof (Ground) cards (if Appendix I

played)

34. Observation 1oort parameters form 50

35. Miscellaneous ',ita card 66 (Card 4)

36. Messages cards
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Table 24 (continued)

GROUND PWOGRAM CARD DECK ORDER

Order Type of Cards Figure or Table
Containing Format

37. Initial value of random number card 44

38. OP/TGT data cards (ordered by OP) 51

39. Card with -99 in columns 1, 2, and 3 --

40. A card with 7, 8, hnd 9 level punches --

in Colum 1

41. A card with 6, 7, 0, and 9 level
punches in Columip I
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required ma.iual tank will ir~art a detailed appreciation of

the problem and help generate &a i Wortant Pubjective awareness

of what the results should be and what they may imply. In

some Instances, the knowledge gained in this manner may be even

zero imp~ortant than the knowledge gained directly from the

numerical data generated by the computer.

CRZSS generates large amounts of computer output& from

all three of the major models (Aerial, Ground, and SIGINT).

Since these major programt are tun indeteilently of each other

S.ithe computer, three separate sets of output data can be

genfrated. The corresponding outputs (Contrey Copies and Intel-

ligence Copies) of the Aerial anendn models are very sibilar

to eaim other in both format and content. The SIGINT tdel

processes quite dtfferent aypes of informtion and its outputs,

both Control Copy and Intelligonce Copy, are quite different

froa the correspondinr copies of the Aerial and Ground Models.

Sior studies thmt arm are rctly concerned with sensor per-

formance (e.g.c making tables v' probabilities of detection

versus sensor-to-target distances for a givea weather condition)t

the Control. Copies of the pertinaant maGor odels can be examined

separately. Summary thf afor an e scnstrs' performance can oe

bpeilt directly from one Coretro i n C opy.

For studies that rertrts the aalysic of many aspectr o-

tfctical reconnaissance (e.g., providing targit lists, uddating

a war game intelligence map), it will be necessary to examine

the datC o rom each of the mpjrtr model! beiag tued concurrently.
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This will allow the intelligence analyst to mako his estimates

on the basis of all the simulated reconnaissance that the cow-

pvter has produced.

To perform this concurrent examination, it is suggested

that the analyst lay out the Aerial, Ground, and SIGINT output

copies side by side and physically near his situation map.

The Intelligence Copy reports are ordered by the time of receipt

of tie reports so that the situation map can be updated in the

same sequence that It would be in actual practice. It is sug-

gested that a form similar to the one in Fig. 67 be used to

collate the information about possible individual tactical

targets. The user should definitely design his own form to

ensure the inclusion of all pertinent, data tnat can be garnered

from the computer output and other sources.

The information from the computer printout fir each group

of target elements should be entered into that part of the

intelligence analysis form already containiag information on

targets in the ssme geographic area (and time span) as the

group of objects being reported. If the report supplements

a already attained, the analysis of sighting section should

be updated. In particular, exter.sive use of thr remarks sub-

section shod be made to provide documentation of the analyst's

ability to combine the computer-produced information with his

prior knowledge of the terrain (p,)ssibly gained from the map

in a simulation), weather, and enemy ýe.g., TOE, capabiliLy,

vulnerab~ility, intentions).
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It is impossible to anticipate the explicit needs of all

potential CRESS users. The analysis required for any one user

will probably be quite different from th~at for any other user.

Thus, forms for analysis of the data generated by CRESS in a

simulation must be generated by the user to fit his individual

needs. It is encumbent on the user to learn exactly what CRESS

can and cannot accomplish for him and to design his analysis

methodology in a manner that will fu'ly exploit the capabilities

of CRESS in the st ef ciept way.
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Appendix A

TARGET OBJECT AND BACKGROUND CHARACTERIETICS

A. Introduction

The characteristics oi 241 target objects (Table 42) and 53

background types (Table A3) are included as possible inputs to

the R&S computer model. The characteristics specified for each

target object and background are reflectivity values for the

visual, IR, and radar (microwave) portions of the electromagnetic

spectruni, and IR emissivity values. Dimensional data (length,

width and height in meters) are also given for each target object.

L'aytime and nighttime temperature, in degrees Kelvin, are addi-

tional parameters that should be included for each entry; however,

since temperatures vary widely depending on geographical location

and season of year, they were included only for those targets

vrhose temperatures are stable, i.e., pursornael and animals. A

procedure that can be used zo provide a rough estimate of target

and background temperature is described in Section E.

B. Dimensional Data

Length, width, and height for most types of enemy equipment

were taken from Ref. 1. Dimensional data for mpny of the smaller

weapens were not available and estimates were made from photo-

graphs. The height for mortars, field artillery, and AA artillery

assIaes the gun tube at a 45 elevation angle: the length speci-

tied for equi.pment with a gun tube .ncludes the length of the
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|* tube. Dimensions for aircraft types were taken from "Jane's All

The World's Aircraft," and those for the remaining targets were

estimated.

C. Visual and IR Reflectivity, and IR Emisivity

Visual reflectivity values given in the listings were aver-

aged over the .4 to .7 micron region; IR reflectivity and emissi-

vity values over the 8 to 15 micron region. Emissivity will, of

course, fluctuate widely because the operational state of the

vehicle or weapon. The reflectivity and emissivity specified can

be conaidered average midday values

References 2 and 3 were the r jor sources of visual and IR

ireflectivities. These document , prepared by the University of

Michigan's Infrared and Optical Sensor Laboratory, contain an

extensive catl.og of target and background signature data, reduced

to a standard format of presentation. The catalog was compiled

from experimental studies conducted during the last three decades;

as new data become available, supplements to tne compilation will

be published. The Michigan reflectivity curves are grouped ac-

cording to the subject code (e.g., bridges, trucks, canvas, sand,

rice) that best deacribes the object or sample measured.

The pieponderance of Michigan reflectivity curves are for

background materials (leaves, crops, soils, etc.). Unfortunately,

however, wavelength coverage for these background features is

largely limited to the .4 to 2.7 micron region. There are only

a few curves which extend out as far as 15 microns. Thus, while

visual reflectivity values for many backgrounds can be readily
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obtainad, IR values for the 8 to 15 micron region must, in many

cases, be estimated. In general, 'he IR reflectivity value for

this region closely approximates the visual reflectivity.

In addition to raflectivity curves for natural terrain

materials, the Michigan compilation includes considerable data

for paints, metals. and fabrics. Curves for paints and metals

often extend Trom .3 to 15 microns; those for fabrics from .3

to 2.7 microns. Among other categories which include a few

curves each are roads, building materials Ce.g., c¢icret-, brick,

asphalt), woow, paper, and pl&stic.

Unfortunately, there are as yet very few reflectance curves

specifically for military-type targets such as aircraft, tanks,

and guns; what is avai~able consists largely of the spectral

reflectance of v"-ious metals and military paints. Since mili-

tary :ield equipment is normally p-otected by paint for dura-

bility, the reflectance characteristics of olive drab paint,

which is coLmonly used on field vehicles, can be used when data

for the actual vehicle or weapon Is not available. Similarly,

the reflectivities of small guns can roughly be determined by

considering, for example, the reflectance curves for unpainted

metal; for military and civilian personnel, the curves for fabrics

(khaki sh.rt, olive drab fabric, etc,) can be used.

iieference 4 was a secondary source of visual reflectivity

data. This report contains about 40 spectrPl reflectivity curves I

of target objects and backgrounou.' characteristic of S.E. Asia,

including, for example, straw hats, Thai skin, sampans, and rice

siubble. Wavelength coverage is from .4 to .9 microns only.
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In the visible and infrared portions of the spectrum, the

data presented in the Michigan reports are chiefly for reflec-

tance, with only a very small amount of emittance information

given. The emi3uivity oi any target or background depends o-.

the amount of energy its surface can absorb. A surface that

absorbs most of the infrared radiation striking it will emit a

relatively high amount and thus the emissivity will be compara-

tivelv large. The following guidelines can be used in approxt-

mating the .!missivity of targets and backgrounds:

(1) In general, a rough and dark surface has a high emis-
sivity and low reflectance; the reverse Is true for a

bright and shiny surface.

(2) For an opaque material (and most targets and backgrounds
ar- opaque or nearly opaque), the emissivity is roughly
equal to 1 minus the IR reflectivit, value.

"(3) Emissivities of targets and backgrounds are generally
high, and correspondingly, their IR reflectances are

low. For example, in tne 8 to 15 micron region the
emissivities of surfaces exposed in normal terrain
(e.g., soils, rock, water, vegetation) usually range
between .85 to .99. And since the sum of the reflec-
tivity and emissivity of an opaque su:-ace is roughly
one, the reflectance of such terrain features must
range between zero and .15 in the 8 to 15 micron re-

gion.

D. Radar Reflectivity

rhe radar reflectivity value for a particular target (or

background) is comptted by dividing the target's radar cross

section by the projected urea. When an object is illuminated

by a radar, some energy a ¶bsorbed and the remainder is scattered.
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The radar cross section is a measure of the echo return at the

radar produced by the backscattered energy and is usually ex-

pressed in square meters. Projected area is the snrface area

of the target illuminated by the radar, alsa in square meters.

Radar cross sections for scatterers with simple shapes

(e.g., sphere, cone, circular plate) have been tabulated. How-

ever, the radar cross section of complex targets (aircraft,

terrain, buildings, etc.) are much more difficult to determine

since such targets are composed of many individual scatterers

each with different scattering properties. Moreover, interactions

may occur among the scatterers which affect the cross section.

In addition, there are three significant parameters which

affect the radar cross section of complex targets: viewing as-

pect anglo, radar's operating frequency, and polarization. The

radar reflectivities given in the listings can be considered

rough values for a K band radar (frequency = 26.5 to 40 GHz)a

and for a 450 aspect angle; polarization (vertical or horizontal)

was variable.

The chief sources of cross section values used xu computing

radar reflectivities were the Michigan repuets. In these reports,

active microwave data, in the form of radar cross section (in

decibels) as a function nf angle measured from the normal (aspect

engle), occurs for many background materials such as various

types of vegetation, soils, vater, industrial areas, concrete,

and asphalt but not as yet for military-type targets. Signifi-

cant parameter information appears in the curve header of etch
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Michigan cross section graph, including radar frequency band,

polarization, and total sampling area r- average point (pro-

jected area). However, parametric information is so. Limes not

complete, especially in the case of projected area.

Some radar croaN section information for military-type tar-

gets can be found scattered throughout the literature, e.g.,

Refs. 5, 6, and 7, and these data were utilized when applicab. 3.

In many cases, however, radar reflectivities for targets and

backgrounds were extrapolated or estimated.

E. Target and Background Temperature

Determination of targe* and background temperature is a

complex matter that is aually nnt amenable to quantitative

treatment except for computing rough approximations. The fol-

lowing procedure can be ussd to provide a rough estimate of

target temperature. For the country of interest, consider the

average ambient daytime and nighttime temperatures for the appi-

priate season of the year. Target temperature data are generated

around these day and night teinper'tures, and a judgment is made

as to whether a specific ta ge' would be hotter or cooler (or

the same as) ambient temperature. In making this judgment,

several factors are considered: target color, emis~ivity, and

heet conductivity; size, st-ape, and material of the target; tar-

get movement; target background. This list is not exhaustiv_

but nost likely includes the most important p4rameters.

Background temperature will genrally be + 10 percv .t of

average daytime or nighttime F,'hrenheit temperature.
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Mean temperatures for January, April, July, and October are

given in Table Al for selected countries. For some countries,

tem~eratures were available for only aae city, which Is named

in the table; the temperatures for other countries represent the

average of several cities.

Table Al

MEN TEMPERATUM FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES8

Count ry Mean Temperature (0F)

January April July October

Argentina (north of 350 S latitude) 74 62 50 63
(south of 350 S latitude) 70) 56 43 56

Austria (Vienna) 32 49 66 49
Brazil (north of 150 S latitude) 79 79 76 79

(south of 150 S latitude) 77 74 67 73

Bulgaria (Sofia) 28 50 69 53
China (NW, Sinkiang) 23 59 4O 57

(S#, Tibet) 24 42 58 46
(Central Interior) 34 60 79 58
(NE, Peiping area) 25 57 81 58
(E Central, Snanghai area) 40 58 82 65
(SE, Hong Kong area) 60 71 83 77

Congo, Republic of the 73 72 67 75
Cuba (.avana) 70 74 79 77
Czechorlovakia (Pregue) 30 48 49
Eng lan•. (London) 3d 48 64 50
Finland (north of 640 N latitude) 10 28 56 32

(south of 640 N latitude) 21 37 64 41

France 41 52 69 55
Gervany, East 29 44 64 48
Germany, West 31 46 64 48
Greece 48 59 . 9 66
;Vingary (Budapest) 32 52 70 52
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Table Al (Continued)

Than Temperature ( F)

OWmmtry January April July October

India (N, Delhi area) 59 85 8s 80

(8, Madras area) 76 87 82
(I, Bombay area) 76 83 81 82

(W, Calcutta area) 67 86 84 81

Ireland (Dublin) 40 45 58 48

Italy (north of 42° X latitude) 34 54 74 55

(south of 420 N latitude) 48 58 76 65
Jordan and Israel (Jerusalem) 45 60 76 70

Laos (Luang Prabang) 69 83 83 80

Lebanon (Beirut) 55 65 80 7

Nepal (Katmandu) .10 68 76 68

Netherlands (Amsterdam) 38 47 63 51

Norway (north of 640 N latitude) 24 30 50 35
(south of 640 N latitude) 28 39 60 43

Poland 25 46 66 48

Rumania 26 50 72 52
Scotland (Glasgow) 39 45 58 47
South Africa, Republic of 70 63 54 63

Spain (north of 400 N latitude) 42 51 68 56

(south of 400 N latitude) 50 59 78 66

Swe4en (north of 640 N latitude) 10 28 56 32

(south of 640 N latitude) 27 38 63 43

Thailand (Bangkok) 79 87 74 83

Turkey (Istanbul) 42 53 75 63

United Arab Republic (Cairo) 55 70 83 74

USSR (NW, Archangel area) 8 30 6n 34

(W Central, Moscow area) 13 38 64 39
(SW, Rostov area) 21 48 75 50
(64 Central area) -20 4 54 13

(S Central area) - 5 31 6-7 33

(HE area) -25 4 52 16
(SE, Vladivostok area) 7 40 65 49

Venezuela 73 76 76 74

Vietnam. North (Hanoi) 63 75 85 79

Vietnam. South (Saigon) 79 86 81 81

Yugosle ii (Belgrade) 33 53 72 54
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Table A2

Note: The numbers for each object type are in order; lat row: length,
width, height, visual spectrum re'lectance, II spectrum reflectance;
2nd row. radar reflectivity, eaiaaivity in YIR spactrum, 2verage prob-
ability of misidentitfication, average probability of slarecog•itioa,
and category .for multiseusor processing.

C LISTING OF OBJECTS BY DETECTION AND RECOGNITION CLASS
C

DETECTION GROUP I - AREA TARGET
C
I RECOGNITION GROUP I - LARGE AREA TARGET
C LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT (METERS)

AIRFIELD, CONCRETE 1450. 950. .01 .28 .30
.03 .70 .07 .01 11
RU.,AY, ASPHALT 2750. 50. .01 .03 .09

" .03 .91 .09 .01 14
AIRFI LD, EARTH 300. 175. ,01 .09 .09

.03 .91 .15 .09 12
TAXI WAY, ASPHA•,T 2000. 25. .01 .03 .09

.03 .91 .05 .01 14
C
I RECOGNITION GROUP 2 - MEDIUM AREA TARGET
C

HANGAR, STEE 150. 50. 40. .16 .19
.02 .81 .20 .35 11

SPOV 75. 75. .01 .06 .02
.03 .98 .20 .30 12
?4TAL DOME 60. 60. 55. .40 .41

.03 .59 .30 .45 11
C DETECTION GROUP 2 - LIfAR TARGE'T
C

2 RECOGNITION GROUP 3 - ROAD
C LENGTH WIDTH HEI-GHT (METERS)

ASPLT RD JUNCT I ON 25. Z5. .01 .05 .09
.4 .91 .00 .00 12
MASONARY' AALL 100. .5 2. .28 .28

.03 .72 .28 .- 5 11
&AMOO F'NCE 10. .1 1.5 .22 .24

.00506 .78 30 .35 11
C
2 RECOGN•TIONT GROUP 4 - BRIDGE
C

WOODEN RR BRIDGE 100. 5. 2. .27 .20
.3 .80 .01 .01 11

STEEL BRIMGE 75. 4.8 1. .10 .13
.02 .87 .0 .01 I1

CC..PZTE BRIDGE 50. 6. 1(,, .30 .31
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STEEL BRDE4. 491 1 1

.0? .87 .0", ,01 11
STEEL BRIDGE 50. 4.8 1. .10 '13

.02 .l8t .0 '01 11
WOMDEN RR BRIMG icn. 4. C,. .28 .25

.03 .7s .01 .01 ql
4,-LAIE WOOD BRIDGE 25. 2,. 0 1.3 .27 .20

.03 .80 .01 .01 11
r'O01BRIDG;E 10}. 1Ao 1.0 .27 .20

.03 .80 .01 o01 11

2 REC0GNITION GRG•Y 5 RAILROAD TRACK
C LIENG TH 14IDTH HEIGHT {IMVERS]

RR, MULTIPLE TP-ýCKS 25•0. 4.5 .1 -'• .20
.02 .80 .00 .00 14

RR, SINSLE TRACK 250. 1.5 .1 .2o .20
o 02 .80 .03 .021 14

PAR SI DN11 250. 1.5 .1 .17 .18
•.01 .8. .ot .00 14

P.R ,ISITCH MPACK 250. 1.5 .-,17' .1p
.03 ,.95 .20 .10 14

pp, SPUR 200. 1 .5 •.1 .20 .20
.0•2 .90 •.09 o 3 14

RAILRA ,JUNiCTION 250,, 4.b -0. 1 .20 .20
.02 .90 .00 .0 14

2 RpZ,.OG~jTON GROUP 6 RAILROAD CAP.
C

PA I LR.OA Cl,'¢INF 1, 2,5 3.i .10 .10
.3 .90 .20 .110 3

RAILROAD GONDOLA 11, 2.5 2 3 .10 1•3
.5 .9" .Jo .20 3

MILROAD PSN'!GRCkR 1il. 2.5 3.1 o10 .13

PL.4II..Rri KITCHEN 1lo 2.9 3.1 .10 .'1!

RAILROAD COACH 11, 2.5 3.1 .10 .13

RA!LRO•r SUXCAR I1, ?ý5 3.1 .10 .'
,X ,.1, 0 ,10 3
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.3 .89 .10 .20 3RA;LROAD CABOSE 0.2 2.0 3.1 .10 .13.3 .87 .10 .0 3
RAILROAD TENDER 6.7 2.5 2.5 .10 .12.3 .a8 .10 .10 3

C
DETECTION CROUP 3 - OBJECT ON WATER

C
3 RECOGNITION GROUP 7 - BOAT
C LENGTH WIDTH WIIGHT (MIETERS)POWER @OAT 8. 2.4 1.2 .09 .3.3 .87 .10 .40 8

SAM 6. 2. .5 .12 .,16.3 .84 .08 .2c 818--FOOT WOOD QOAT 5.5 2. 1. .12 .16
.3 .84 .08 .20 8

PONTON 7.2 2.4 2.5 .09 .13•3 .87 ,oc .20 9
SDETECTION GROUP 4 -LARGE: LAND OBJECT

i 4 R.ECOGNITION GROUP 9 SMALL AREA TARGET
C

CULTIVATED FIEl.D 30. 30. .01 .08 .12
.v3 .88 .10 .00 12

BAM80 ENCLOSURE 30. 30. .1 .22 .22 -

.00006 .",8 .20 .30 11
GAIME COU.ERT, H 30. is. .01 .10 .10AR!

.02 .9p .25 .40 12
CLEARED AF4 30. 10. .01 .18 .19

r02 0 .35 1RESERVOW 17. .7. .01 .06 .02.03 .98 .1•0 .0 12 i;
"COIRRAL 10. 10. 1.5 .18 .19

.02 .91 .25 ,30 11
C
S ,RECOCNITION GROUP 9 - LARGE BUILDING

C LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT (HEXERS)C.ONCRETE BLDt, 40. 20. 9, .25 .25
.03 .75 .15 .15-

T,-,RGE, BUTTS, EARTH 50. 10. .1 .12 1
.8A ER. .30K A-J1
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RA HARE1Q 19D 2.2 9. 7.654 .19 .19

.02 .12 .15 .15 11SWOOD BLD6, 2 STORY 9. 20. 7.5 .21 .20

03 .A0 .15 .15 11FIFE DI!KCT CETE 1,s. 10o. 3. .14 .19
.3 .81 o30 .30 11

RAM x 15.3 9.5 4.5 .29 .18
.03 .82 .15 .15 11HCtid, TILE ROWF 15.3 9.5 4.5 .20 .21

.0. 6 .'9 105 .15 11
SHE, WAREOUSE 18.2 7.6 4. .is .19

.02 ,96 .15 15 51WO0MEN ADMIN BUG) 15.3 8.5 5.5 is9 .19
,03 .91 .15 .i5 11

C
4 FZCDZCTION GROUP 10 CAMOUFLAGE NET

C

HUPN CAMOTFLAGE NET 9. 95 .04 .10 .15
.00006 .85 .35 .30 12

CAMOUFLAGE NET 9.9 9.O .41 .10 .15
.0006 .85 .39 .30 12

CAMOUFLAGE 12.2 6 4.5 1 .20 .15
.00002 .85 .45 .5 12

C

DHTECTION GROUP 5 - 4.DIUM LAND OB6ECT
c

5 RECOGNITION GROUP 11 ?UIUM BUILDIN
C LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT (METERS)

l-THE, THATCHED ROOF 15.2 5.5 4. .18 .19
.02 .81 .15 .30 11

S%0D, THATCH) ROOF 15.2 5.5 4. is .19
.02 .81 .15 .30 11

PLASTER BLDG 12.2 6.1 4.5 .2A .28.03 .72 .15 .j5 11
W,,OOD SERVICE BU)G 12.2 6.1 4. .18 .119

.02 .81 .15 .15 11
HUT, THATCI.n ROOF 15.2 4.6 4. .18 ,19

.02 .81 ý15 .30 11
K ITC.}-IN, THTCH ROOF" 8. S. 4. .18 .12

32 .be . 15 .35 11
SHED), THATCHED ROOF" 12.2 4.6 4. .18 .19

.02 ,,81 .15 .30 11
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HUT, THATOO ROOF 12.2 4.6 4. .18 .19
.02 .81 .15 .30 11

"w'l, TIf RO" 7.6 6.1 4. .14 .15
.02 .05 .10 .15 11

HOOD HOUSE 7.6 6.1 4. .1 .19
.02 .81 .15 .15 11

LARGE, 1"M HUT 7.6 4.6 3.5 .18 .19
.02 .8! .15 .15 11

WOODEN DUG 6. 4.5 3.1 .18 .19
.02 .81 .15 .15 11

FEL STCRAGE TAN S. S. 2. .07 .07
.07 .93 .15 .10 11

C
5 REC.C'I'ITICU GROUP 12 ME1DIUMl BUILDING

ELECT S'13STATIOtI 10. 5. 4. .15 .is
.03 .85 .15 .10 11

C
5 RECOGNITION GROUP 13 MIMDIU1 BUILDIMG
C LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT !KITS)

WOOD RR STATION 6. 6. 3,1 .18 .19
.02 .81 .00 .00 11

C
5 RECC•"NITION GROUP 14 LARGE TOIER
c

STEEL RADIO TO,.R 8. 8. 75. .18 .19
.02 .81 .10 .00 11

STEEL CC?:MTL TOIr:R 6, 6. 15. .18 .19
.02 .81 .10 .10 11

POWER LI:E PYLON 5. 5. 18.5• .22 .22
.02 .78 .10 .00 11

C
5 RECCCNiTION GROUP 15 LARGE S.LF-PROP.LL-D WE"
C LENGTH WIDTH I*ZGHT (METERS)

4001M TPAC ?KCRT SP 20. 3.6 3.8 .*;2 .10
.3 .90 .15 .0 3

31Omf TRuC GUN, SP 16. 3.6 3.8 .12 .10
.3 .90 .15 .10 5

C
5 RECC"'NNITION GROUP 16 TRACKED VECHICLE
C

BRIDGE LYI2I TA"lK 12. 3.5 2.5 .14 .15

A-. .3 !.,



.1*7 I10 .09 4

•loo ,kT, GW sp .... 5] .... ,.. .. . .3 2. .12 .

.3 .90 .10 .25 4
122M ASLT GUN, SP 11.6 3.1 2.5 .12 .10

".3 .90 .10 .25 4
"HEAVY TANK 10. 3.6 2.6 .12 .10

.3 .90 .10 .08 4
1iE CLCARIG T,•K 8.5 4. 2.4 .12 .10S.3 .90 .10 .08 4

152I 1 ASLT GUN, SP 10.8 3.1 2.5 .12 .10
.3 .90 .10 .25 4

RO0•/,?• CHASSIS 10.5 7.1 3.2 .12 .10
.3 .90 .10 .10 4

AMPHl4IBIOUS TRACTOR 9.2 3.1 2." .12 .12
.3 .98 .10 .10 4

1EDIAT TANT 7.9 3.3 2.4 .12 .10
.3 .90 .12 .30 4
HVY ARTY TRACTOR 7. 3.1 2.9 .12 .12

.3 .89 .15 .35 4
TRAC DITCHING MACH 7. 3.1 4.2 .12 .12

.3 .88 .25 .30 4
TRACXED DOZER 6.6 3.2 2.1 .j7 .14

.3 .86 .25 .30 4
U-PHIBIOUS TAWK 7,0 3.1 2.2 .12 .10

".3 .90 .18 .20 4
TRACKEDAPC 6.7 3.1 1.9 .12 .10

.3 .90 .10 .20 4
TRPK•IK APC 7.2 2.8 2.2 .12 .11

.3 .90 .10 .20 4
TAU RECOVERY VE14 6.1 3. 2. .12 .10

.3 .90 .10 .15 4
•D ARTY, TRACTOR 5.9 2.6 2.6 .12 .12

.3 .88 .19 .25 457MM ASLT G;UN, SP 7. 2.1 1.7 .12 .10

.1 .90 .20 .30 4
A•R.C ARTY TRCTR 4.5 2.5 1.8 .12 J.2

.3 .88 .20 .30 4
LIWHT ARTY TRACTOR 5.1 2.2 2.1 .12 ,42

.3 .88 .20 .30 4
-'-62 TANK 6.1 3.3 .1 12 .10

.3 .90 .12 .30
PT-85 TAIK 6.7 3.1 2.2 .12 .10
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.3 .90 8. .12 .30 4
TRACTOR, AT-P 4.5 2.5 1.8 .12 .12

.3 .88 .20 .30 4
TRACTOR, AT-S 5.9 2.6 2.6 .12 .12

.3 .88 .19 .25 4
ATGN LNC)HR, SP 5.6 ?..1 1.6 .12 .13

.3 .87 .10 .10 7
FROG LU IR, SP 10.2 3.1 3.6 .12 .13

.3 .97 .10 .10 7

5 RECOGNITION GROUP 17 - EELED VECHICLES
C LENGTH WIDTH W(IGHT (IETERS)

40-TOIJ DUMP TRUCK 10.6 3.4 3.7 .12 .14
.3 .86 .12 .15 3
LOW BOY TRAILER 12ý6 2.7 1.7 .12 .14

.3 .96 '12 .20 3
MISSILE TRAILER 10. 3.2 3. .12 .14

.3 .96 .19 .25 3
TRCTR TRK, SEIITRLR 11.4 2.7 3.6 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .20 3
25-TON DUMP TRUCK 8.3 3.2 3.7 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .19 3
12-TON TRUCK 9.7 2.7 2.6 .12 .14

.3 .96 .12 .15 3
280MM RKT/LNCHR SP 9. 2.7 4. .12 .12

.3 .88 .10 .10 5
2 1/2,-T APHIB TRK 9.5 2.5 2.7 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .20 3
"7-Ti'A; TRUCK 8.5 2.7 2.9 .lz .14

.3 .86 .12 .15 3
10-TON DUMP TRUCK 892 2.7 2.8 ,•2 14

.3 .86 .12 .15 3
TRCTR TRK, SEMITRLR 8.8 2.3 3.4 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .15 3
7 1/2-TON TRUCK 7.2 2.6 2.6 .12 .14

.3 .96 .12 .15 3
GRADER 7.5 2.3 2.9 .17 .14

,3 .96 .15 .25
SHWR DECON TRUCK 6.8 2.5 2.5 .12 .14

.3 .86 .20 .352 3
BUS 7. 2,4 5 .11
.•.89 . 12 . 19 3
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4- TM 6.7 2.5 2.3 .12 .14
.3 ,. ,12 .15 3

co0wT TmRK 6.7 2.4 2.5 .13 .14
.3 .86 is .20 3

MUNAATER TAW ~TR 7. 2.3 2.7 .13 .14
.3 .96 .10 .15 3

FUEL TANK TRUCK 6.7 2.4 2.5 .13 .14
".3 .86 .10 .15 3

S-TON TR 6.4 2.5 2.V .12 .14
.3 .8 .12 .15 3
.3 .90AP 6.9 2.3 2.1 .12 .10

.3 .90 .18 .25 3
240Ml IT/-, IOHR SP 5.9 2.6 3.5 .12 .12

.3 .88 .10 .10 3
"7-TON DL1P TRUCK 5.7 2.6 2.5 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .15 3
TRK, COMICA VAN 6.1 2.3 2.9 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .15 3
3 1/2-TON DUMP TRK 6. 2.3 2.2 .12 .14.3 .,6 .12 .15 3
2 1/2-40N TRUCK 5.7 2.3 2.1 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .15 :
TRACTOR TRUCK 5.5 2., 2.4 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .l6 3
301•M•A GUN, SP 5.8 ?.1 2.9 .12 .12.I .98 .15 .25 3
MILITARY AMBULANCE 5.5 2.2 2.1 .12 .14

.3 .66 .12 .1z 3
140MM RKT/L.NCHR SP 5.5 2.2 2.2 .12 .12

.3 .88 .10 .1C 3
57M AT GLN, SP 7.8 1.5 1.7 J1 .11

.1 .89 .20 .30 3
TRACTOR TRUCK 5. 2.2 2.2 .12 .14

.3 .86 .12 .15 3
2 1/2-TON nUl1P TR 5.2 ,. 2.1 .12 ,14

.3 .86 .12 .20 3
GI--PURPS TRA• LR 4.3 2.2 2. .12 4

.3 .86 .12 .15 3
HATES TRA ILE.R 4,2 2.1 1.4 .12 .14

.3 .86 12 .15 '
BADM-RECON VEH 1. 6 2.2 1.9 •2 • Q

.3 .9M .12 .15 3
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SAM LNCNR, SP 11.3 3.1 3.7 .12 .13
.3 . .10 .10 7

WEAPON CARRIAGE 4.3 2.2 2.0 oQ2 .14
.3 .86 .12 .15 3

MISSILE TRANSP, SP 6.7 3.1 2.8 .15 .14
.3 .86 .12 .15 3

MISSLE TRAILER 10. 3.2 3. .12 .14
.3 .86 .19 .25 3

C
5 RECOGiTION CROUP 18 - MISSILE
C

SS GUIDED MISSILE 21. 1.8 1.8 .12 .14
.3 .96 .10 .35 7

SURFACE-TO-AIR MSL 11.3 .5 .5 .12 .14.3 .86 .10 .35 7

5 RECOGNITION GROUP 19 - CRANE
C LENG1J4 WIDTH H~EIGHT (METERS)

10-TON CRANE TRUCK ~ 9.6 2.7 3.4 .12 .12
.3 as .15 .29 3
3-TON CRANE TRUCK 6.9 7.3 4.7 .12 .12

3 .88 .14 .?5 3

C5 RE:COGNITION GROUP 20 -LA.RGE• RADAR

LARGE RADAR 7.6 2.4 7.6 .12 .11
.3 .89 .10 .30 11

MEDIUM RADAR 4.5 2.4 3.5 .12 .11
.3 .89 .10 .35 11

C
DETECTION GROUP 6 - SMALL LAM. 02 IECT

C
6 RECOGNITION GROUP 21 TOWED VECHICLE
C LENGTH WIDTH HEIGOT (METERS)

203MM GUN/HOW T014 11.7 2.5 7.6 .12 .12
.3 .FQ .19 .40 5

13O0M AA GUN TOWED 11. 2.6 7. .12 .12
.3 .98 .18 .40 5

1 OOMM AA GUN TOWED 8.1 2.1 5.2 .12 .12
.3 . ,8 .18 .40 5
95"M AT GUN, SP 9.8 1,7 3. .12 .11

.1 .89 .18 .35 5
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130I FLD GUN TOI 9.2 1.8 5.6 .12 .11
.1 .89 .18 .40 5
57MN AA GUN, TWO 7. 2.1 4.8 .12 .12

.3 .98 s18 .40 5
lOQ' f FLDGUN TOI1 B. o.8 4.3 .12 .11

.1 .99 .18 .40 5
1221t FL GUN TOtW) 8. 1.9ý 4.9 .12 .11

.1 .89 .19 .40 G
152M GUN/NOW TOWD 7,4 1.9 4.5 .12 .11

.1 .89 .18 .40 5
24CmM MORTAR, TOWED 5.3 2,5 3.8 .11 .11

.3 .89 .25 .45 5
122M KIT,•;T TOW,,D 5.8 1.7 2. .12 .'11

.1 .99 .1 .40 50
12016 MORTAR, TONED 4. 2. 3.1.1 .11Jt .99 .25 .45 5
14.5MM A,. H.G, QUAD 3.6 1.8 2.8 .11 .10

.1 .90 .30 .40 5
107"M RECOILSS GUN 1:. 1.3 1.4 .10 .10

.00006 .90 .30 .3 5120MM MORRTAR, TONED• 2. 1 . 1.4 .10 .10

.00006 .90 .25 .45 5
C
6 RECOGNITION GROUP 22 - SMALL VECHICLE
C

CIVILIAN SEDAN 5.3 1.9 1.6 .20 .11
.3 .89 .19 .30, 2

WRE.ED SEDAN 5. 1.9 1._2• .20
.3 .80 .19 .20 2

3/4-TON TRvCK 4.4 2.1 2.1 .12 .14
.3 .96 .1~ .35 2

"1-TON TRUCK 4.4 2.1 2. .12 .14
.3 .96 .18 .35 2

1/2-TON TRUCK 4.5 1.9 2. .12 .14
.3 .66 .18 .35 2

I/ZT CANYS-TOP TRX 3.9 1.9 2. .09 .13
.3 .87 .18 .5 2

1/4 TON TRUCK 3.4 1.7 1.7 .09 .13
.3 .87 .l6 .35 2

C
6 P, ECocTloN 4GROUP 23 - SMALL SHELTER
C LENCTH WIDTH HEIGHT (METERS)
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HUT, THATCHED ROOF 4.6 3.5 3. .18 .19
.02 .81 .20 .z II
LRG CANVAS SHELTER 4.6 3.5 3. .10 .14

.02 .96 .20 .35 11
SMALL ;41 HUT 4.6 3.1 3.5 .18 .19

.02 .81 .20 .35 11
HUT, THATCHED ROOF 3. 3. 2. .18 .19

.02 .$1 .20 .35 11
METAL STORAG Bl'-S 3. 3. 3. .27 .27

,.• .3 .73 .25 .30 11

SANDBAG E N 3. 3. 1.8 .19 .29
.03 .81 .30 .40 1,
MEDIUM TENT 3. 2.8 2. .10 .14

.02 .86 .20 .30 11
ADOBE HUT 2.5 2.5 2.8 .18 .i8

.02 .8" .25 .35 11
BOXES ON PALLETS 3.7 1.2 1. .15 .19

.05 .81 .30 .40 11
PUP TEN" 2.1 1.5 1. .10 .14

.02 .86 .35 .40 11
PnODEN OUTHOUSE 1.5 1.5 2. .i8 .19

.02 .81 .35 .45 11

6 K.COG;NITION GROUP 24 -SKU.L TOWER:'
C

SPIRE TOWER 3. 3. 45. .15 .25

.03 .75 .20 .15 11
W IIV, PUMP 2. 2. 4.5 .1i .19

.02 .81 .15 .10 11
WOOD OS TOWER 1.8 1.9 10. .18 .19

.02 .81 .15 .15 11
WOODEN TOWER 1.5 1.5 3. .21 .20

.02 .9Q .20 .15 1
C
6 RECOGNITION GROUP 25 - WEAPON EMPLACE'Tr
C LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT (,4TJn)

CIRCULAR EMPLACEIM 5. 5. .01 .15 .15
°03 .95 .10 .2 5

A.AMG VIPLACEMENT 3. 3. .6 J14 .14
.03 .86 .1c .30 5
81MM MORT l'1PLAC..:. 2.4 2.4 .7 .14 .14

.0 3 l. .15 .35 5
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60MMW TDILACEI 1.8 1.8 .6 .14 .14
.03 .6 .15 m 5C"

DETECTION GR•IP 7 - VERY SMALL LAND OWECT

7 RECOGNITION GROUP 26 E EXCAVATION
S20. 1. .8 .14 .14

.0a .8 .25 .i0 15
Ss. 2.5 .3 .14 .14

.o3 .81 .30 .35 1sLOG/ERTHm BUNKR 215 2. .7 isl .19

FOHOE1. 1.5 .01 .14 .14
.02 .81 .45 .30 15Ttm" 2.w 2•. 1•.2 •is .19

.03 .97 .45 .20 Is
TUNNEL MNTAKE 1.5 1.5 .01 .03 .03
FOXHOLE .9 .9 .01 .14 .14

.03 .86 .45 .25 I5
C
7 RECOGNITION GROUP 27 MEDIUM ARMS
C LENGTH WIIDTH HEIGHT C ETERS)

14.SI1 AA WIG, ThIN 2.1 1• ?. .10 .10
.00006 .90 .30 .20 5
82 RECOILSS GUN 2. .5 .5 .10 •10.0000o3 .90 .3o 25
57M RECL.S lRIFLE 2. .5 .5 .10 o.10

.00403 90 .30 .25 5
12. 7M AAM% 2. .5 1. .10 .10

.00006 .90 .40 .45 5
82M MORTAR i.3 .8 .5 .10 .10

.•1(003 .90 .30 .40 5
7.62M iHY MG 1. .5 .5 .1 .10

.00006 .90 .40 .45 5
607M MORTAR 1. . .5 .10 .10

.00003 .90 .30 .40 5

RECOGNITION GROUP 2 - SW. PtC:
C

7.63"t LIGhi ? . .3 .10 .10
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• 0C0• .90 .40 ,46 6
RECOILSS AT LNCIR 1.2 .13 .13 .IU .10

.00003 .90 .5 .30 6
762MM RIFL E. 06 .1 .10 .10

.00006 .90 .48 .50 6C
7 RECOGNITION GROUP 79 - LARGE ANIMAL
C LENGTH WIDTH IEIGHT (MUM)

CAMEL 3. 1. 2.2 .08 .13
.3 .87 .10 .40 13
CATTLE 2.5 1. 1.5 .15 .15

.3 .95 .10 .i0 13
WATER BUFFALO 2.5 1, 1.5 .22 .22

.3 .79 .15 .20 13
HORSE 2.3 .9 2. .15 .15

.3 .85 .10 .4" 13
C
7 RECOGNITION GROUP 30 - PERSONNEL
C

DONKTY 2. .8 1.7 .10 .10
.3 .90 .15 .19 13

PRONE lM-, EUROPE 1.76 .6.i .16 .14 .11
.5 .89 .20 .10 1
PRONE MAN, SE ASIA 1.66 .44 .15 .14 .11

.5 .89 .20 .10 1
GOAT 1.. .6 1. .15 .15

.5 .85 .50 .25 13
0NEELNG M, EUROPE .95 .53 .88 .14 .11.5 .89 .25 V; 1
KNEELNG hAN, SEASIA .88 .44 .93 .14 .11

.5 .89 25 .'5 1
SEP .9 . .6 .15 .15

c5 .85 30 .25 13
MIL PRSNL, EUROPt, .33 .55 1.76 .14 .11

.5 .89 .35 .*0 1
CIV PRSNL, EUROPr .32 .,IA 1.61 .16

.5 .89 .35 .30
CHOGI BEARER •3 .5 1.5 .16 .11

.5 .89 .40 .25 1
M1 t1 PR5tt, SE ASIA .32 .44 1.66 .14 .11

.5 .89 .40 .25 1
DOG .7 .2 .4 .20 .20
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.• .,0 .30 .30 13
C CX IV Fg , SE ASIA .31 .40 1 M5 .16 .11

4-3• .09 .40 .25 1

¢ ~LE;TH MIDTH HEIG;HT 0,V•ERS)

S.00003 M8 .25 .20 11
CART' 4. 1.b 1.5 .09 .11

S.3 .99 .20 .10 2
IYENV VT, 2. 2. .. 37 .07

DL*W~ TRGE1 1.68 1.8 2.5 .09 .20
.02 .80 .25 .30 '11= W CA 4. Is 1.8 .13 13.1 .30 .05 11
BICYCLE 1.8 1.1 .46 .09 .1,1

TAGT•D BAXCKSTOP 31 .5 2. .09 .09

S7 RECOGNITION4 •ROUP 31 MSCELLA OUSC OBJ•EOU CTS

.00006 .91 is5 .16 11

3RVrO . 1. 2. .12 .16

.000 41. .10 .05 11

MAC'E, ADR FR .6 .6 .3 .I0 .03

.3 .97 .20 .10 21

I"LrTTI VOATS 2. 2. 1. .20 .074M I TRAP ~ 1.8 1.1 .46 .02 .1!

.00006 .89 .35 .25 12
SMALLCRADAR .6 .5 2.5 .09 .09

.3 .91 .30 .20 11

GROU 327 So~1 .10 11

SPIDE~ RA 1. . .01 .12 .14

.,0030 6 .10 .25 12

SLMALLCASE .7 b 1.5 .08 .07
.3 .0~ .30 .20 11
COOKING FIREf .. 6 01 .103 .01.

.03 ,8' 4 .05 12

F14U RADIO .06 Is f. .05 .10
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.000v. .90 .30 .20 11
WOODEN BOX .6 .3 .3 .14 .19

.05 .81 .30 .20 11METAL BOX .5 .3 .6 .07 .10

.3 .90 .20 11
FIELD RDIO .66 .e .'4 .05 .10

.00003 .90 .30 .20 11
FIELD RADIO .34 .17 .37 .05 .10

.00003 .90 .30 .20 i1FIEL.D 1TLEP'4ONE .3 .1 .1 .03 .05

.00006 .95 .40 .30 11
DEMOLITION CHARGE .2 .06 .06 .09 .10

.00006 .90 .45 .45 11C
7 RECOGNITION ;ROUP 33 - POLES
C LENGTH I4DTH HEIGHT (METERS)

ANTI-ELO STAKES .1 .1 1.7 .22 .24
.00006 .78 .25 .05 12
DRYING POLES .1 .1 1.2 .22 .22

.00006 .78 .2"5 405 12
DETECTION GROUP 8 - AIRCRAFT

C8 RECOG;NITION CR(.vr' 34 - N•..ICOPTER--

TRANSPORT IELO 16.8 21. 5.2 .12 '41--
.02 .86 .10 .05 9

8 RECOGNITION GROUP 35 - FIXED WING AIRCRAFTic LENGTH WIDTH ýEIGHT (METERS)
JET MDIUM SOMBER 36.5 33.5 40.8 .18 e9

.02 .81 .03 .01 10
"TRANSPORT A/C 31. 28. 10. .18 19

•02 .1i .03 .01 10
JET LIGHT BOMBER 18.9 20.8 6.7 .18 .19

.02 .01 .03 .01 10
JET FIGHTER 31. 28. 10. 18 .19

.02 .81 .03 .01 10
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Table A3

BAcxaRouND cHARACTiRISTiCs

Reflectivities
Background VIsual IR Radar Maissivity

Trees

dense fo.est or Jungle .08 .05 .06 .95

S.lleried forest .0 .02 .06 .98

timbered savanna .10 .12 .06 .88

clear forest .10 .02 .06 .98

coniferous winter forest .03 .03 .09 .97
(no snow)

coniferous wint.r forest .55 .56 .06 .44
(snow)

conifera; su r forest .09 .09 .09 .91
,nd dry meadows

deciduous su:er forest .10 .12 c09 .89
and luph grass

deciduous autumn forest and .19 .19 .09 .81
ripe field crops

evergreens .06 .03 .09 .97

rubber trees .09 .09 .07 .91

Palms .10 .10 .07 .90

brushwood .07 .14 .10 .86

pine .08 .02 Ao- .98
nips; mangrove .09 .07 .07 .93

orchard ýOe .18 .0,3 .82

Grass and Shrubs

grassy clearing in Jungle .09 .11 .08 ,89

bamboo .08 .12 .06 .88

grass sav.• nna .09 .13 .03 .87

shrnib and grass savanna .08 .1t3 .03 .87
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Table A3 (Continued)

Reflect~vitles
Background

Visual IP Radar lissivity

Grass and Shrubs (continued)

dry meadow 08 .15 .04 .85
green meadow .05 .10 .09 .90

Plants and Crops

plantation .•. 15 .02 .85
tea .02 .04 .06 .98

coffee .02 .02 .06 .98
rice .04 .04 .05 .96
cultivated field .08 .12 .03 ,88
gardei f06 .03 .03 .97
alfalfa .04 .04 .04 .96
wheat .04 .04 .04 .96

Water

canal or ditch .us .02 .03 .98
lake or pond .06 .02 .03 .98
swamp .14 .02 .05 .98
rice paddy .14 .02 .05 .98
river .13 .04 .03 .96

Snow

snow, fresh fallen .77 .80 .003 .20
snow covered with ice film .74 .75 .003 .25

Rock

gravel .2? .24 .02 .76
granite .18 .21 .02 .79
bare rock .20 .22 .03 .78
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Table A3 (Concluded)

Del*ctivities

Vialal IR Radar

Bead .24 .20 .01 .80

sand dwum .25 .27 .03 .73

2ailt-ug Area

built-up area, city .15 .16 .02 .84

-illage .15 .13 .02 .87

Roa~d, Trail

concrete road .25 .28 .01 .72

aaphalt road .05 .09 .06 .91

cobblestone street .24 .26 .03 .74

dirt road .10 .10 .04 .90

trail .12 .12 .10 .88

Miscel l_.eous

railroad tracks .15 .10 .03 .90

nalt evaporator .74 .74 .01 .26

clear area .18 .19 .03 .81

hsd packed dirt .10 .10 .03 .90
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Appendix B

SENSOR MODELS

This appendix presents a deacription and data flo-w diagram

for each of the sensors in the CRFSS-A and CRESS-3 .:.uiputer pro-

I grams. These models were developed is conjtmction with Honeyrell,

Inc., Vianeapolis during the SRI participation in the U.S. ArmyI study 'TAP9-75," in 1966, rand in the SRI study "Systems Analysis

4 of Advanced Target Acquisition Systeis r JU)," do.e for the U.S.

Marine Corps i., 1967.

im'oidels developed in these studies were designed for

independent simulation of the performarce o! the sen-,rs iin an

aý:craAt, or observat.ion # CRESS is designed to simulate

the combined pcformsnce of the group of ser.sors in ..i airp!Lne,

or observation post. However, the capab.lity to simulate the

sensors independently also remains in CRESS. The t.zlculations

to simulate the numbers of objects sighted ar& F,4 a iing'e sub-'

routine in CRESS instead of each sensor subroutine.
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I PHOTOGRAPIIC SENSOR MODIL

The analytical model developed for photographic sensors

includes as inputs mission variables (altitude, distance front

flight path), atmospheric conditions, sensor parameters, and

target element characteristics. Model outputs include probabili-

ties of target element detection, recognition, and identifica-

tion.

The photographic sensor model is shown in block dia-

gram form in Figs. B-1 through B-3, and is based on an ap-

proximation to the MTF (modulation transfer furmctic•-) ap-

proach to computing system resolution. Results obtained from

the simplified approach should be sufficiently accurate to simu-

late tacticai photo-r -onnaissance missions. Simulations of very-

high-resoluttiom strategic reconnalss&.nce systems, however,

:night require that MTF techniques be used in the computer model.

Iigh-contrast resolution (R " is obtained from an ,ptimun.
max

balance of lens, film, afnl image motion, as shown in Fig. B-I,

for postjlaý;ed systems. To simulate photographic systems aor

which actitai, operational data are available, only the ope,'ational

value of highlcontrest resolution (R ) iZ necessary.
max

Figure B-I illu3trates the computation of systeat operational

resolution. Operatioaal resolution (R) is related to high-

contrast r.3o lutiJo (11 ) as a function of apparent target-
Tnax

contrast i.odiilation CN a,. As shown Ln Fig. B.-2, intri.ns'c tar-a

•,et coitrast is -1irst determined as the ratio of .tighlight to
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lowlight reflectance. If the target reflectance is greater than

the background reflectance, target reflectance will be used for

the highlight. Should the background have a higher reflectance

than the target, its value is entered for highlight reflectance

and the target reflectance is taken as the lowlight value. In-

trinsic ccutrast is reduced by the effects of haze, samoke, or

rain. Contrast reduction is assumed to vary exponentially with

the ratio of slant range (S ) to visibility range (V ). The
r r

visibility range (or meteorological range) is delined as that

range aL which target contrast is reduced to 2 percent of its

initial value (Ref. 1).

The g,. Aetry of the photographic model is shown in Fig. B-3.

Targets are assumed to have sufficient height so that they sub-

tend the saww angle when viewed obliquely as when viewed verti-

cally. Thus, ground-resolved distance (D) varies only as a
g

function of scale (S) and system operational resolution (R).

Photographic b-ýýle is computed for four camera types:

1. Vertical frame

2. Forward oblique

3. side oblique

4. PRnorariic (vertical. or forward oblique).

A cond'.tional probabilltv 1f detection is next determInad

as a function of the ratio of target area to gro.und-resolved

2
distance, (D . D /D N ). The d o,,ectlon probability ot,

tX ' ty g p
tanned (P d) is conditional on the evnt that line-of-sight andd[
the decisions on whether :.t exists or not are made external to
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I _.....I

the photographic model, Howevuz, the probability of decection

printed on the Control Copy incorporates the line-of-sight pro-

babilfty.

The detection, recognition, and identification probability

curves (Table B-I) included Ln the photo model were estimatedMI
from the limited data a-ailable in Refs. 2, 3, and 4; therefore,

initial results of the simule÷i-ns were reviewed by SRI and

military personnel exp,'rienced in reconnaissance missions to

-uoure that the probability curves yielded realistic target

detections, recognitions, and iden 'ficati3ns.

The effect of photo-interpreter performance is approximated

by having the probability curves approach some value less than

unity for N >i. For example, if the photo-interoreters are
p

assumed to detect 50 percent of the unmasked targets, then Pd

will approach O0. as N grows larger,
p

The mdJel is called on twice for each target element, once

to obtain tf.e probability of detecting the element, Pd, sa.,d
de'

once to calculate the probability of detecting the element's

shadow, Pd . The probability of detecting that type of target

element is then calculate4 as P = 1_-i-P )(l-Pds in the •'allirg
d de ds

program.
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Table I

HOTCOGRAPHIC SENSOR NODEL--VARIAZIZS AND DIMENSIONS

A. Mission Variables

H - Aircraft altitude, feet

Y Laterpl distance of target from flight path, meters

I - Horizontal plane illuminance. foot- candles

V - Platfoia grjund-track relocity, knntsg

B. atmospheric Variables

B - Atmospheric luminance, foot-I ,"berts
a

C - nrcent cloud c rerage/.LO

T - Atmosphleric transmissiona

V Visibillty range kiloratersr

C. -amera Parameters

A - Relative aperture (f-number)

F - Filter factor

f - Pocal l].ýgth, i-ches

K - Fiil.-,ýsolution co-efficient, atm -(deter-candle-r seconds),--45

NY - Lev�, ýfficiency, percent diff, ... ic.,~imited/lO00

p - I.,rcent IMC error/lO0

-- Lens transmission

R Mx Hig!',,-contrtast operational resolution (if appli-
*nax cable), ip/imin

w - Resiu'al platform rate, radians/second

- ?oryard obliquc depression angle, degrees
'f
Z - S1.1 ' oblique d. pressi.n angle, degrees

Caaera
type - Forward (oblique, side oblique, vertl,:al frame,

panorami c
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Table b-1 (Continued)

PUOTOGRAPOIIC SE73OR NODL--VARIABIAS AND DIDMNS!IJN6 4
0. T'irgit Characteristics

Dty - Target dimension in crosstrack direction, meters

D - Target dimension in flight direction, meters
tx

Rh - HiLrhlight reflectance (target or background,
whichever is la-ever)

R - Lowlight reflectance (target or background, which-
over Is smaller)

E. Ccnstants

x K1 - 1003 nm/meter, metvr/kilumeter

K2 - J.3048 metir/fcot

K - 12 inches/foot
5

F. Variables Interna! to thr Model. Only

C - Apparent target crnztra•L. (with atmospheric loss)a

t -•intrinsic target cc•zt*-ast (nu atmosphertc lcis)

D Ground-resolveL distance, meters

I, iovw••gh. illurunance, meter-candles

x4 A.-;paro~nt. contrtst Yr-.~..ationa

N - Ratio of target arza to rczo]vod distance-squaredp
P - Probability oi Detection

P - Prubability of Identification

F Probability of recognitico.

S- •ffecJ. -•operational rosolution, lp/uvm

R - ens-oniv rt.olutlon (bk&ci-contrast), ip/mm

R - High-contrai resolution, 1p/mi

S - Forward-ob-ique scale factcr
f

S - Pano;'amic scale factor
p

U-i2
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Table B-I (Continued)

PHOTOGRAPHIC SENSOR MODFL--VARIABLES AND DIlENS1ON6

S - Slant range, meters

S - 'Side-oblique scale factor

S - Vertical-frame scale factor
v
T - Optim~zeC exp~osure~ timre, seconds

V - Image velocity, mm/second

ii

ti-I 1
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II INFRARED SENSOR MODEL

The infrared eensor model simulates scanning-type infrared

system whose imagery is recorded line-by-line on photographic

film in a manaer 3o-•ewhat azaloious to the photographic strip I
camera. SRI's infrared sensor model operates cccord.n. to the

4 block diagram presented in Figs. B-' t'rough B-6.

The geometric characteristics o! the infrar-d scanner are i

shown in Fig. B-4 The sensor angular resolutions in tl- flight

(a) and crosstrack (a) directions are combined with slant

range (S) to yield a -esolution cell on the ground (A). ThegI
target area included withiu the resolution cell (A ) is cal-

te

culated ajong with any backgrornd area (A ) within the cell.

The number of target elemeats resolved (N ) is also determined

x•e shown in Fig. B-,,.

The infrared energy radiated from the actual resolution

cell as well as the eaergy radiated from a referenca cell as-

sumed tV contain only buckg-ound is attenuated by atmospheric

absorption and scattering. The absorption coefficient (r)
a

zaed scattering coefficient (r) are computed for one of eight

infrared "windows" as out]ined in Fig. B-5. Thc particular

window for whicn the absorption coefficient is calculated is

that window whose w.avelengih interval of maximum transmission •

correspo:.ý!q to the -wavelength interval of peak IR detector

response. The quantitative values for determining scattering

B-14



and absorption are taken directly from Ref. 5. The altitude

correction term, AW(H), was obtained by fitting a third-order

polynomial to an altitude correction curve also given in

Ref. 5. Atmospheric losses, lens effect.ve area, and range-

i*quared loss are combineJ for convenience of notation as R in

Fig. B-5.

I The power received at the infrared 4etector is found

t (Fig. B-6) by integrating Planck's equation over tne wavelength

intervzl of detector responze for both the actual resolution

cell containing target and surrounding background (P') as well
t

as the reference cell containing only background (PW). Both
b

P' and P' are then compared with the noife-equitslent-paver
b t

(NEP) of the detector. If elther of these power components is

less than the NEP, the actuil power value is replaced with AEP

for cRlcilating 'he signal-to-noise ratiz (S/N). To tllustrate,

assume that P' > NEP 1'ut P' < NEP. The effective target power
t b

will then be set equal to the actual target power received

(Pt -" Pt), but the background power will be clamped to its

minimum effective level, Pb NiOP, thus yielding a smaller

(and more realistic) value of signal-tU.-noise ratio.

Th( conditional probatility of detection (P I 4s calculated

as a function if signal-to-noise ratio. As is the case with

pnoto and radar models, the probability of detection is condi-

tioned on the existence of line-of-sight between the sensor end

target. The effect of IR vegetation cover (C ) is combined

with the conditional probability of detection to yield the pro-

bability of detection (P ) printed or the Control Copy.
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j I

Interpreter perforimnce is included on a percentage per-

f. formnce basis by having the probability curves approach c

value less then uwity as N becomes very large.t

Table B I lists the infrared mcdel variables and their

diver sions.
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I
Table B-II

IXFRARID SENSOR MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENSIONS

r A. Mlision Variables

C - Percent effective IR vegetation coverage/!ad
vi

H - AircraZt altitude, faet

Y - Lateral distance of target from flight path, meters

Terrain

type - Smooth, rollirig, or rough

B. Atmospheric Variables

C - Percent cloud coverage/100
c

RH - Percent relative hwnidity/lO0

0 0
T - Absolute ground air temperature, C + 273.2 =K

g
V - Visibility range, kilometers

r

C. Infrared Sensor Parameters

S* 2
A - Effective lens aperture, meter
le

NEP - Noise equivalent power of detector, watts

a - Net angular resolution In flight direction, radians

x

a Net angular resolution in crosstrack direction,
Y

radians

SA - Lower wavelength limit of detector, microns

A - Upper wavelength limit of detector, microns

Effective aperture (physical aperture) x (system trans-

mission)

B-21



Table B-I (Continued)

INhRARED SENSOR MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENSIONS

D. Target Characteristics

D - Target dimension in flight direction, meters

D - Target dimension in crosstrack direction, metersty0

Tb - Absolute backgrotLid temperature, C + 273.2 K
0 0

T - Absolute target temperature, C + 273.2 = K
t

fb - Background emissivity

f - Target emissivity
t

E. Cnnstants

K - 10001

K -- 0.3048 meter/foot2
8. 4 2

K - 1.19076 x 10 micron -watts/meter
3

K - 1.43870 x 104 mcron- K
4

P1 - 19.83

P - 4969 K
2

a0 - 1.0000

a - 4,245 x 10 (feet)
-11-

b 2  
3.62 x 10 (feet)

2

a - 5 x I0 17 (feet) 3

i th
- Mid-wavelength of i window, microns (1 1 to 8)

i w - Pr~ecipitable water constant of 1. th window, nun

ith wA - Absorption constant of i window, mmi th

B -. Absorp'•:ion constant of i window

k - Absorption constant of i window
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Tsble B-TI (Continued)

INFRARED SENSOR MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENS'ONS

F. Variables InternRl to the Model

A - Elfective background area, meters
be

2A - Ground-resolved area, meters
g 2

A - Target area, meters

2
A - Effective target grea, meters

L te
D - Ground-resoived distance in flight direction,S~gx ,

gx meters

D - Groun6-resolved distance in crosstrack directizn,
gy meters

N - Number of target elements resolved
t

P - Effective power received from reference resolution
b

cell, watts

- Power received from reference resolution cell con-
tain:ng background only, watts

D Probability of detection
d

P Probability of ic>'-ntification

P - Probability of recognitionS~r
P - Effective power received from actual resolution
t

cell, watts

Tot.l power received from resolut4•n cell contain-t
ing target and surroundinr background, watts

P - Power received from blL. 6ru, aur-:ounting target
tb

within rusolution cell, eat:'

P F Power received from target within resotution cell,
tt

watts

q ~Visibility coefficiLent



il-~

I

Table 3-I1 (Cortinund)
INFRARED SENSOR MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENSIONS

I'. Variables internal to the Model (Contd.)

P
o - Intermediate ":ari-.ble f r conven!ence only,

mlcron4-wa•ts/meter
2

S r Slant range, meters
r

S/N - Sign-l-to-nolse ratio

w - Precipitable water, M

X - X ,:mens4on of target ly~ng %rithin resolutionte
cell, meters

Y - Y dimension of target lying within resoluti.on
te

cell, meters

Aý - Altitude correction term for absorption

r - Attenuation coefficient due to atmc,•.pheri.c ab-
a

sorpt ion

r - A{ttequation coefficient due to attucrnheric scat-
S
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III RADAR SENSO NODRJ L

The side-looking-Lairborne-radAr (SLAR) sensor model ea-

ploycd hy SRI ts taken directly from the Minneapolis-fioneywell

radar model (Refs. 5 and 7). The description of the radar

madel tbct lollows deslp principally with ,he minor &odifica-

tic-n made to the Honeywell moa1l to aimplify it.

'De sd!fied Hsn,-ywell radar model employed by SRT is 3ut-

lined :.n the block diagrams shown in Figs, B-7 thronigh B-12,

Figuzre B-7 describes the computation of antenne gain, terget

and background radar cross-sect .on, nd the radar cross-se-tioo

of n refer-•nce call azu.mwd to :ontai% only background. The

methods shown in Li.o L-7 ;z.,.) identicac to the Honeywell sp-

proach, with t 'ir. ei•epttor that targ-it lateral distance from

the aircraft •_c ,xd trP-- is foad i.nto the model rather than

being comr t-l vt part of tl " model.

T7-ae poxA,-:- resulting from raiu bcckscatter (P .)

is o*tain'i a,, - 'r '7.%g. B-3 along with the attenuation

coefficJ.snt (.r ccosed hy e•t•ospneric and rair absorption.S~r '
.Horeywei11 'q a',el uses a layercd atmosphere for scveral pLW-

poses, inc],idting the cfmput.tion of rain backscatter; SRI's

t model assumez an aexerage rain r.ndior utnzr.heric .aensity biAt*eek

the sensor and grouna, T':o SRI model also as!unes that all

radar systems employed have L ccoecant-squared antenne gain

pattern receiviqg uiPiform power from the ground scene iidepen-

dent of tn!..get depression angle. This charrctD•3-stic of Ce-

j-2



sacant-equist.d" antennas ask" Pookiible a simp~lifiedi "ýlcuila.

tion of avergag power density on the rain Tell (Fig. B-8) with-

out having to compute thlw a-ecif ic viAristioii in antenna gain

along the rain cell by slicing the cell iato layers.

Figure B-9 showa the aitepa reqjuired for ronputing the

-power r"eceive4 from the target (P ) and background (P ) with-
tt tb

in the resolution cell a,,, weli as the power from the reference

cell (P ) containing a~tly background. The procedure showni in
rb

Fig. B-e is identical to that Gf lioneywill for coherent radare.

Iloncoherent and scanning radar signal anhancement (pulse irte-

&ration) is computed 99 shnwa in Fig. B-12. The effective num-

ber ot pulse~s integrsited iq assumed to equal the squaro'rao'L

of the nuaO~er of pi'lses received, as suggested by Ref, 8 for

post-detection pclse integration~ and an operator monituring a

display scope.

The procedt~es for calcolqting mapping and MTI signal-to-

ncize ratios presented in Fig, B-10 are '1,.3 ide-tica1 -ao the

Honeywell approach. At this point, the SRi aaii WHneywel-I models

diverge, with the Hoveywidl model usim'g ti~e sigr.31-to-noise

ratitios at the recal,,rer pluB a radar disolay-qso'o moo'el. to

arri~ve at a binary (yeR or nr:d0 ~aon L e C E

moode assumes th'it the e~u~pla; rcc ce is 1nxclici.!d it, he pulse-

Integration effec~t 1 enoss And that the rcrxcrdJ'ng tilhi places

an upper limit on resolutian. The SRI model. then cilculates a

dntecti-an piuabliity bdse.o cki t:e MT! c- um-p~in6 s16flal-tA)-

noise ratios,
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The decision processem for UTI deteztion and for detectioam

recognition, and idoutification in the mpping mode are shom

in Fig. B-i1.

Table B-IlI presents the radar model variable& and thour

diinensiocis.
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Table B-III

SLA!R SENSOR MOY)EL--VARIABLES AND DNS IONS

A, Mission Variabeos

0 - Perccnt affective radat vegetation coveragc/lO0•• I
h - Aircraft altitude, feet

V - Aircraft velocity, knotsg
Y - Minimum lateral rada2 range, meters

Y - Maximum leceral radar range, mters

Terrain

type - Smooth, rolling, rough

B. Atmnspheric Vai iables I

A - Atmospharic abscrption less, dB/kilometer
a

Ar - Rain absorption loss, dB/kilometer

3
F - Rain -eflecti-'lty factor, me-ersr

C, SiAR Sensor Parameters

2
A - Film-liniteu -3solved area, -.eters
If

D - Elfective jinear -zimuthal resolution of synthetic
x

aptenra, meters

G - Mayimum arftenria ga-n, a.6'ts/watt

L - Rari.b rcsolutlon = CT/chiip-ratio, meters

V - Minimurm detectabie velocity (WTI), knots
-i

PRF - Pulse repetition frequency, seconds

P - Radar electronic noise power, watts

P - Transmitted pulse power, wdtts
x

B -,!;-
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Tible B-1l1 (Coatinued)

SJ.AR SENSORt WtiCDL--VARIABLES AND DIUMENONS

C. SL•,h Se _--.. Parameters (Contd.).

/3 Mirlinum deipression angle, rp."!sna

S - Percent MTI blind speed tolerance/l00

A - Radar waiv-,lenth, meters

F u - Attenuation coefficient due to transmitter pl~mb-

r - AtteriiPtioa coefficient due to receiver plfiuxlng
Z loss and signal liltering

r - Attenuation coefficient due to receiver lumbiang
P loss and rain-clutter filtering

i/i - Horizontal beamwidth, radians

w - Scan rate of scanning radar radians/second

D, Target Characteristics

D - Target dimension in flight direction, meters

tx
D - Target dimension in crosstrack direction, metersS~ty
V - Target velocity component normal to flight track,

SY knots

Y - Target lateral distance from flight track, meters

F" - Background radar reflectance
b

F - Target radar reflectatce
t

E. Constants

K - 0.3048 meters/foot
2

K 2.302,9 x 10 = (0.1 log 10) x 10
6 e

K - 0.5144 (meter/second)/"knot
7
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Table B-111 (Continued)

~i~- ISIAR ?S8OiR MWOD~j--VAR1ABLS MWD DIMENSIONS

~.Variabli&, Internsiil to the Model

2jArb - Effective background area, m~eters
2.

A - Resolved area, meters
2

A - Ground-resolved area, meters

ra 2
it - Tar~et area, meters
rt

A - Effective target area, meters
D MTý detection decision, yes = 1, no =0

Dprc Average power density on rain cell, watts/meter~

prr

ae

P -Probability of identification
i

P - Total noise powver, wiatts
n
P - Radar aoise power due to rain backscatter, watts
rib
P -. Probability of detection 'MTI
da

P* - Conditional probatility of detection (MITT)

P - Probability of recognitian

P - Re~ference background signal. power, watts
rb

P -' Rain backscattered povier, watts
rr
P tb Background iir~nai1 power, watts

P -t Target signal power, wstts

P -Receiver background power, watts
abtL
P -Receiver reference background power, watts
arb
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Table B-11 (Continued)

SLAR SENSOR MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENSIONS

F. Variables Internal to the Model (Contd.)

P - Receiver target power, wattsat t

Pbce - Effective reference cell power, watts

P - MTI signal power, wattset i

P - Reference background reflected power, wattsrrb

P - Target reflected power, wattsrtt

P - Total power from target ceill watts
tc

P - Effective target cell power, wattstce

PD - Transmitted power density, watts/meter0

td - Recognition decision, yes = 1, no = 0

S - Slant range, meters

S - Rain radar cross-section per unit volume, meters2/
pv meter3

SN - Signal-to-noise ratio (mapping)r

SN - Signal-to-noise ratio (MTI)mti
V - MTI blind velocity, knots

U
X - Target X - dimension within resolution cell,

meters 4
Yrte - Target Y - dimension within resolution cell,3 meters

B- Depression angle, degrees

22
S - Rain radar cross-section, meters .

2
o' - Target radar cross-section, meters

t
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Table B-Ill (Continued)

SLAR SU5OR MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENSIONS

F. Variables Internal to the Model (Contd.)

%t - Sackground radar cross-section, meters

r - Radar attenuation coefficient due to absorptionre
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IV VI$UA?4 SNZOO MOVEM

The aerial veiaua sensor model :.a a direct adaptation of

the Franklin Whit tenburg vinual mi'1&d Reference 9 presents a

detailed description of the. model. Figure B-l3 is a flow chart

of the model. A modification to allow the simulation of bino-

culars was made by multiplying the apparent size of the target

element (SA) by the magnification. The model is caled on

twice for edch target element type, once to obtain the probabili-

ty of detecting the element, P e, and once to calculate the pro-

bability of detecting the element's shadow, P * The probability

of detecting that type of element is then calculated as P
d

(1- - P M( - P ) in the calling program.

The ground visual sensor model is a direct adaptation of

the aerial model depicted in Fig. B-13. The altltud2e, H~, is

taken as 0 and the effective time, T , is set ta 1.

Table B-1V presents the visual model variables and thu;!.

dimensions.
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Tab.Ls B-IV

VISUAL MODEL--VARIABL'S AND DIMENSIONS

A. Mission Variables

H - Aircraft altitude, faee

V - Aircraft ground speed, knots
g

Y - Lateral distance from target to flight path, meters

B. Atmospheric Variables

HZ - Haze factor

H - 95 percent haze altitude, feet
0

V - Visual range; kilomt-ers

C. Target Characteristics

D - Target dimension, meters
tx

D - Target dimension, meters
ty

R - Highlight reflectance (TGT or BKGND, whichever is
higher)

R - Lowlight reflectance (TGT or BKGND, whichever is
lower)

D. Sensor Characteristics

M - Magnificati'.ýn

E. Constants

K2 - .3048 meter/feet

K - 1.0936 yards/meter
7
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V LASER SENSOR MODEL

The laser model was developed at SRI during the Advanced

Target Acquisition Study for the U.S. Marine Corps (Ref. 10).

This model (see Figs. B-15, B-16, and B-17) assumes that a laser

operating in the iK spectrum, probably at 10.6 microns, will

be used to illuminate the target area and that a receiver

similar to the IR line scanners will be used to process the

reflected energy.

Table B.-V presents the laser model variables and their

dimensions.
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Table B-V

LASEP. SENSOR MODEL--VARIABLES AND DINUSIONS

A. Mission Variables

C - Percent effective vegetation coverage/1iG
vi

H - Aircraft as.titudaa, feet

Y - Lateral distance of target from flight path,
IF.-teve

Terrain
type - Smooth, rolling or r3ug'

B. Ats s_•eric Variables

RH Percent relative humidity/iO0

E - cattering area ratio of particle

T - Absolute ground air temperature, OKg

E - Absorption area ratio of particle

Number o! we er droplets in the atmosphere,
particlesiicd

r. Radius of wat5yi droplets in the atmosphere, emi
C. Laser S_-,say Par.-ters

NAP - NWise equivalent power of detector, vazs

D - Net angular scrn resolution in fl, ht directionm,

o -Y•et angulor scan resoic~tion in (.rosstr'ack diren•-
V tion, radian.9

IA Average powe. from CW 1.,ser, wattz

D Diameter 02' receiving optics, meters

K Cptical efficiericy of transmitter optics includig
scanner
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Table B-V (Continued)

LASER SISOR MODEL--VARtABI9S AND DIMENSIONS

C. Loser Sensor Pari.aeters (Contd.)

KR - Optical efficiency of receiving aperture including
filter

- Target reflectivity

L - Background reflectivity

W - TransmItter beamwidth, steradians

N - Number of receiver resointton cells

6 - Aagle between nadir and target for air system

tb
W - Precipitable water co.stant of i window, mm

th -
A - Absorption constant of i window, mm

th
B - Absorptiion constant of i window

i
th

K - Absorption constant of i window
i

D. Target Characteristics

D - Target dimension in vertical direction, meters

D - Target diwension in flight direction, meters
tx

D - Terget dimension in crosstrack directiorn, metersty

t • Target refiectivity

- Background rpfleetivity

E. Constants

K - !000

K - 0.3048 meter/foot2

K - 100
3
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Table B-V (Continued)

LASER SENSOR MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIME.ISIONS

E. Constrants (Contd.)

P - 19.83

P2 - 4969 K

a0 - 1.000

a - 4.245 x 1.0 (feet)
-11 fe-2

1a - 3.62 x 10 fee4)

a - 5 x 10-17 (feet)"3
3

F. Variables Internal to the Model

A - Effective background are&, meters2

be 2

A - Ground-resolved area, meters

At - Target area, meters

A - Effective target area, meters

D - Ground-resolved distance in flight direction,
gx meters

D - Ground-resolved distance in X-track direction, -

gy meters

- Ground-resolved distance in vertical direction,
gz aeters

NT - Number of target elements resolved
t
P b Effective power received from reference resolution
b. cell, watts

- Power received from reference resolutioi cell con-

ta."ning background .,nly, watts

P - Prnbiability of detection

B-,5 1
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T.,ble B-V (Cont'tnued)

AI5ER 83!WC 1ODEL--VARIABLES AND DIUENSIONS

V. Variables Internal to the Model (Contd.)

,P - Probability of recognition
r

P - Effective power received from actual resolution

cell, watts

PO - Total power received from resolution cell con-
t

taining target and surrounding background, watts

Ptb - Power received from background surrounding target

within resolution cell, watts

P - Power received from target within resolution cell,
H

watts

R - Measured sensor to target range for ground system

use, meters

S - Slant range, meters
r

S/N - Signal-to-noise ratio

W - Precipitable water, -m

X - X dimension of target lying within resolution cell,
te

neters

Y - Y dimension if target lying within resolution cell,
te

meters

2 - Z dimersion of tax at lying within resolution cell,

te
meters

LA(H) Altitude correction term for absorptior.

A - Moleculpr absorption coefficient
ax-

- Particle scvttering coceficient (cm-1

/3X- Particle absorption coefficient (cw)

- Total particle attenuation coefficieket (cui L)
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VI LLLTV SENSOR MODEL

The LLLTV sensor model is shown schematically in Fig. B-18

and represents the general performance characteristics of an

image intensifier-SEC vidicon tube. Resolution (in TV lines)

is assumed to be a function of photocathode illuminance (I )pc

and apparent contrast modulation at the photocathode (M ).a

The functions approximating tube resolution were determined

heuristically for photocathode illminance in the range

10-7 1p_10 < 1 las

N 73 IPC 0.234T

=M
max a

and

5

N =N' log I
m&x max • a PC

where

a = 0.999736 a = 0.0311491
03I 0.0198410 a 4 0.0C524140

a = 0.0725046 a 0.0002776772 5

Photocathode illuminance is determlned by scene Jliuminance

(I ) target reflectance (R ), atmospheric transmission co-
S t

efficient (F), lens transmission coefficient (Fl), and the

relative aperture, or f-number, of the lens. Contrast ratio
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of the target against its background (Ct) it calculated and
t

then attenuated by the atmosphere to obtain the apparent con-

trast odulation at the photocathode (M ). The modulation
a

transfer function of the objective lens is assumed to be unity

for the relatively low spatial frequencies (<50 line-pairs/ia)

resolvable by TV system. Apparent contrast modulation fnd

photocathode Illuminance are then used to compute the effective

operational resolution of the TV system (N) acccrding to the

equations listed above.

"he number of target area elements resolved (N ) is then
t

calculated by dividing the target cross-sectional area, W x H
t t

(or width times length for an airborne TV system), by the target

resolved distance (D ). D is obtained from lens focal length
t t

(f), operational resolution (N), target slant range (S 1, andr

a constant (K9 ), as shown in Fig. B-18.

The detection probability (P depends on the number of
d

target elements resolved (Nt) an. viewer efficiency (Pv)" Re-
t V

cognitin cannot occur unless the target is first letected,

and identification cannot occur unless the target has been both

detected and recognized. Note, however, that the printed pro-

babilities of recognition and identification can have higher

numerical values than thb probabilit.y of dckection. Thi-s can

occur because detection probability is conditional upon line

of sight and viewer eff.'2iency. Once a target is detected, it

is assumed that the viewer will also recognize and identify it

if sufficient resolution exists ti make recognition or identifi-
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cation possible. Furthermore, if detection occurs, then line

of sight must exist. Recognition or identification probabili-

ties are, therefore, not conditional upon line of sight and

viewer efficiency.

Table B-V! lists the LLLTV model variables and their di-

mens ions.

IIi
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Table B-VI

TILSVISION MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENSIONS

A. Mission Varias,:as

I - Horizontal plane illuminance, foot-candles

E: - Altitude, feet

Y - Lateral distance of target from flight path,
meters

B. Atopheric Variables

V - Visibility range, kilometersr

T - Atmospheric transmissia-4 coefficienta

C. TV Parameters

- Focal length, inches

f- - Relative aperture

number

S - Photocathode .i•d-response wavelength, microns
PC

T - Lens transmission coefficient

P - Viewer efficiencyv

N' - Maximum possible resilution, TV lines
max

D. Target Characteristics

H - Target neight, meterst

P - Probability of line of sight

R - Highligt- raflectance (target or background,h
whichever is larer)

R - Lowlight reflectance (target or background,I
-vtchever is smaller,
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Table B-VI (Continued)

TELEVISION MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENSIONS

D. Target Characteristics (Contd.)

K - Target reflectancet

W - Target width, eters

E. Variables Internal to the TV Model

C a - Apparent target contrast (with atmospheric loss)

Ct - IntriLsic target contrast (no atmospheric loss)
t

D - Target resolved distance, meters
t

I - Photocathode illuminance, foot-candles
PC

W - Apparent cGntrast modulitiona

N - Effective operational resolution, TV lines

N - Maximum resolution (100 perc-nt modulation atmax I ), TV lines
pc

N - Number of target elements resolved
t

P - Probability of detection
d

P - Probability of identificationi

P - Probability of recognitio9'r

q - '.Visibility coefficient

F. Constants

K 1 - 1000 n•ters/kilome~er1

K - 0.3048 metets/ioot
2

K - 4 inches (2 TV lines/line-pair x 2-inch screen
width)
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VI! PASGIVS NIC".7-VISION DEVICE (FIND) SENSOR MODEL

j Tiz- passive night-vision device (PNVD) model is shown in

Fig. B-19. Contrast at the target is first calculated and then

atteauatcu' by the atmosphere in a manner similar to the photo

model. 'Rote, however, that the target %nd backgrouzd reflec-

tance values must be those as viewed by the photocathode usd,

rather than panchromatic film or the eye. Th4' i6 necessary

because the spectral response range oi many photocathodes dif-

fers fro3s that of the eye or panchromv tic film.

After apparent target contrast is obtained, the resulting

Scontrast• odulation is uied to determine the intensifier-

resolution ratio, R•/R . T-, maximuan o7' high-cAitrast. resolu-

tion, R o of the intensifier is itself a function of photo-

Scathode illu•.inance. Thesoe functions ara

R= (R.33, + 0,,67(i - EXP(-20M ))Y

and

i -.7 -3R =-R' (iog )1 , 10 -. 1 10-
max 14ax j j PC

I 20.37'19 i):4 = 0°2102

b 2 b5= 0.00900726
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Piotocathod* illuminance is determined by scene illuminance

(Us), target refloctaace (R ), lens transmission coefficient
a t

(r ), and the lens relative Pperture (f-number) as shown in

Fig. B-19. Th6 photocathode illulminance, intensifier maximum

resolution, and resolution ratio are then combined to yield the

Ph'k operational resolution, R. Target resolved distance (Dt)
t

it computcd by dividing the target scale (slant ran'e/focal

length) by the PNVD operational resolution.

The detection probability (P ) is dependent on the number
d

of target elements resolved (N ) and viewer efficiency (Pv)"
t v

Recognition cannot occur unless the target is first de-

tected, and identification cannot occw, unless the target has

been both detected and recognized. ýt should be noted, howev;..,

that the printed probabilities of rec.gnition and identifica-

tion can have higher numerical values than the probability of

detection. This can occur because the printed detection pro-

bability is conditional upon line-of-sight and viewer effi-

ciency. Once a target is detected, it is assumed that the

viewer will also recognize and identify it if sufficient resolu-

tion exists to make rEcognition or identification possible.

Table B-VII lists the NVVD model variables and their di-

mens ions.

The NV sensors are generally assumed to be ground-based

only. The recent introduction of image-stzbilization techniques

(Rcf. 10), however, should make PNVt)s feasible and desirable

for vehicle and airborne employment early in 1969.
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Table B-VII

PNVD MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENEIONS

A. Mission Variables

I - Horizontal plane illus nance, foot-candles
S

B. At_.spheric Variables

V - Visibility range, kilometersr

C. PTIVD Parameters

f - Pocal length, inches

f- - Relative aperture

number

S- Photocathode mid-response wavelength, micronsPC

- Lens transmission coefficient

P v - Viewer efficiency

R' - Maximum resolution of image-intensifier, 1W/•max

D. Target Characteristics

H - Target height, meters
t

P - Probability of line-of-sight
log

R - Highlight reflectanc, (target or background,
h whichever is larger)

R - Lowlight reflectance (target or bazkgro:ird,

whichever is smaller)

W - Tirget width, meters

E. Var'iables Internal to the PNVD Model

C - Apparent target contrast (with armospheric oss)
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Table B-VII (Continued)

RID MODEL--VARIABLES AND DIMENSIONS

I, Variables Internal to the P.VD Model (Contd.)

Ct - Intrineir target contrast (no atmospheric loss)

D - Target resolved distance, meters
t

I - Photocathode illuminance, foot-candles
PC

* - Apparent contrqt modulation
a

N - Number of target elements resolved
t

P - Probability of detection
d

P - Probability of identification
i

P - Probability of recognition
r

q - Yisibility coefficient

R - Effective operational resolution, lines/mm

R - Target rei1ectat~ce
t

R - High-contrast resolut'on at operational photo-matx
cathode illuminance, llnes/mm

Constants

K - ]O(0O iAri.'ter

K - 39,37 inch/meter
8
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VIII GROUND BASED MOVING TARGET INDICATOR %MTI) RIIDAR MODEL

SRI's simulation of the ground-based MTI radars utilize

a model developed by Honeywell (Ref. 11). A flow chart of the

ground-bared MTI radar model is shown in Fig. B-20. A pro-

bability of detection conditional upon line of sight (P*) was
d

first determined by compar!ng target slant range (S ) to ther

specific range capability of the radar set employed. Range

capability against either personnel .S ) or vehicles (S )Ep my

was considered. Overall detection probability (P d) was next

computed as the prouct of P*, a weak.her-degradation factor
d

(Kw), and the MTI velocity-threshold factor (Kv) . The velocity-

threshold factor was obtained by comparing the target velocity

(V ) with the radar-threshold velocity, (Vn). Target velo-
t min

city had t.. equal or exceed the MTI radar threshold velocity

before detecti.•t was possible.

If an object is detected by a ground surveillance radar

(GSR), it is assumed th; t the recognition class of the object

can also be determined. Hence, the model sets P = P . Iden-
r

tification is considered impossible by a GSR, so that Pi = 0.

B6
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IX PROBABILITY CURVES

The mathematical model for each of the sensor types re-

quires a set of curves for the probabilities of detection,

recognition, and identification. With the exception of the

visual models (both aerial and ground) and +he ground surve±llance

radar model, these curves are given in empirical form, rather

than as an equation. Table B-VIII lists the curves in digital

form. The sensor .- >del descriptions contain the definitions

of the variables (axes) used for these curves. Table B-VIII

also presents the probability of line-of-sight associated with

terrain masking for smooth (IS), rolling (PNO), and -ugh

(PMR) type terrains. These probabilities are given as a func-

tion of distance from the target (YY) and altitude of the air--

craft (HH).

Tht e curves, g±ver4 in digital form, were produced direc-

tly onto mats for reTproduction >y comptiter processes. Table

B-VI1 comprises the .iext 4 pages
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Table B-.I.

PRBILITY CUM2 FOR DETECTIONoCOGNITION. IDETIFICATIONsM
TERRAIN I1ASKING

0.000 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 1.00t 1.100
1.Z00 1.300 1.400 1.500 1.600 1.700 2.500 2.750 3.000
3.200 3.400 3.600 4.400 4.600 4.800 5.000 5.200 5.400
5.600 5.800 6.000 6.200 6.400 6.600 7.400 7.600 7.800
8.000 8.200 8.400 8.600

0.000 0.013 0.033 0.066 0.114 0.190 0.290 0.720 0.793
0.838 0.68M 0 985 0.894 0.898 0.900 0.903 0.900 0.900
0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.)00 0.900
0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900
0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900

pppi

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 00 0.000 0.000 0000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 p.%,04 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 0.000
0.007 0.013 0.030 0.065 u.119 0.200 0.700 0.780 0.830
0.870 0.883 0.900 0.900

FPPR

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.OO0 0.000
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I OBSTRUCTION CLEARANCE ALTITUDE

"This appendix develops the general expression used in sub-

routine OBST for the computation of the corrected line-of-sight

clearance height (H in meters) for the two obstacles in the

path card input data. 'f HI is posit .ve the path is line-of-

sight and if H is negati'c, the path is non-line--of-sight. If

there are 'iwo owstacles, both computed to be non-line-of-sight,

this is classified as a multiple obstacle path for the mi crowave

attpnuation calculations.

Figure C-i shows a diagram of the geometry (not to acale)

assumed for the expressions to follow. In the real world environ-

ment, the path of a radio wave will be refracted in a curved

path over a curved earth. However, for purposes of simpliflca-

tion, this model assumes tv-t the radio wave actually travels

in a straight line and that the earth radius (Ro) is adjusted to
0

correct for refraction effects by the constant K (generally

assvzumed to be 4/3).

It will be recalled that all obstruction data entered on

the path cards give the obstruction distance from the sensor

site and its elevation (h 3 , in meters). In addition, the alti-

tudes of the emit::'r aud sensor antennas are read in meters

aboce sea level,

The depression distqnr (AB) is the effec.ive depressioa 'of

the obstruction d:2e to rei'qction effects caused by the change

in effecr.ve earth rndiu• which is modeled to intersect Ohe

true .?urface at the sensor and emitter site, As the maxiaium

path length in this CRZSS-S program is 500 kmn, a carrection fac-

tor for the compression ii the obstacle height di-mension (h )

I,
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is not made. It amoun. 3 to a small fraction of a meter for

typical terrain data.

Given: hi . h2 , ho, d, do, K, R°

Calculate: HI = H+AB = OC - R -h +AB

h1 = Sexusor antenna altitude, meters, ASL
0 • •1 a 30 km

b Emitter antenna altitudc, meters, ASL
0 • h 30 km

2h3 = Terrain obsLrcrion altitude, meters, ASL
0 "-h3 30 km

d S-asor/emLtter distance, km 4

0 < d < 500 kmt

d = Obstruction/serzsor distanct, km
0 < d < 500 km

0

K = Earth r-dius correction factor, (K = 4/3 nominal)

3R = Earth radius = 6.37 x 10 km
0

H = Spherical earth LOS clearance height, km

AB = Liie-c°-sight correction for refraction, km

H = Modified LOS clearance height, km
(where H = *, LOS;

H = -,NILOS)

d S- radians2 R
0

d

0
o...radians

Referring to Fig, C-2, consider the triangle Oh1 h 2 , he side

2 2 2 W, hh (Oil
2 1 2

C-3
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using the sine rule of triangles, the angle y between the sides

Vh*h) and (h O) ia solved.

r 1
(*) Sin Y kO) (2)

S i n 2' s i J h

The angle P between the sides h C and OC is equal to
2

[180-Y-(2&-G)] using th., sine rule

(oh,)k (C)
Sin p = Sin y

Therefore, (OC) Si p (3)

Sin p np(3

H = OC - R h unmodified clearance height (4b)0 3

0H = H + AD modified clearance height (4b)

Vic distance, AB, is ub-ý.aned by solving for the coordinat-,s

B(x,y) and for the coordinate:9 A (xo VYO ) obtained by 'he i;t~ter-

section of the circle, with rhe earth center as the origin,

2 2) = (K 2x 0+ (yo-0a = ( ) (5a)

with the straight line

Y 'ran IC-G+•/2) (5b)

C-4



and the circle

2 2 2 y2 R)x ÷y - R 5c
0

with the straight ltne

y = x Tan (oi-e+•,/2) (5d)

Then

AB \(x-:') (Y-y) 2  (6)

In order to solve for a, use the 'aw -f c, Ines (t:-arigle

'K 2 2 2
K R + a _ 2R 1Cos(it-C-K (7)

PRarranging and solving for a,

a = l cos(r-1) +K (8I)

Thtý 6eomet:'y inr -"te' that Ne should chouse ,ie plus sign;

theretor:, eq. 8d 2duces to:

a R 0 + fs2(-)K2-l (8b)

The ditiance A-, is caiculated•s ollows. Substituting eq, 5b

into 5a we obtain



Y2 cot 2(Of-GOj/2) + (y +~ a) 2 (IR 2 (9a)
0 0

Xquation 9& is *quivelorit to

YO _~n2)+ 1,] _0 'Oy0 + a2 (KR) 0 0 (9b)

Solving eq. 6b for .we obtain

-2a -i V4' 7To'a- /2) + 1) 2 (KR 2

0O 2

(1Oa)

r-om the geometry of the probl.em - choos%-, the plus sir;n; further

simplificaticn results

-a + V-8 - [csc 2(cV-@+Tt/2)] [a2 -(KR )2

yo ~~~~sc2 (01-9+g/2) - lb

x = cutCU\-6+ :/2)

I JL csc, 'Y-d+-r/2)

-6



Substituting eq. 5d into eq. 5c, we obtain

2 22
y [cot (01-8+ic/2) + 1] = R 0  ý12)

Solving for y and simplifying

y = R sin('a-G+i/2) (13)
0

x y cot(oa-e+i/2) (14a)

-R sin(CY-O+Tc/2')(cot('Y-t+y/2)) (14b)

-R c".s(Oe-9%it/2) (140)
0

Recal'ing eq. 6,

=j [(x-x + (Y-Y)

where

x R osae&)(14c)
[_2 (K 2,

[ 1 1-8 V/a L csc (Cr-O+1x/2)]HJL KR

cot ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ cc (c -+i/2 j-~- ______ --

(11b)

(1Y3



a ( clic (Ct-G./2)Jfa~ (KR) 2  lb
I I. - csc (oa-O+ir/2)

*R csna 4 V~o9(t=YBK (8b)

00

d

8 0
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II PROBABILIIT OF DETECTION

The propagation equations and antenna characteristics ire

used in the calculation of uearability; namely, whether the

signal chat ; given emitter located at A produces in a given

receiver located at B is sufficiently greater than the back-

ground noise to be detectab'.e. This section considers the fac-

tors that determine the probability that a hearable sign3l is

actually detected in the situation under study. These factors

are derived from the activity pattern of the emitter and the

operating procedures of the receiver.

The emitter activity pattern is a description of how oftern

and for how long the emitter is active ("up") during the tine

period being considered. In this model that activity pattern is

sunmnarized in a single activity factor, •, that is the fraction

of the time period, T, during which the emtitter is up. The

total emitter up time, pT, is composed of an unknown number o-

transmissions distributed randomly. In the case of communications

emitters, activity factors are usually doternined ic- the nets

in which the emitters operate rather than for the indiviaual

racios: emitter activity factors can then be based on specified

knowledge of fhe net activity pattern, or on the aesumption

that the net up time is shared equally among the emitters.

The procedure used by the receivez in seaurching for 3ignals

is assumed to consist of a series of n periodic checks on fre-

quencies known to be used by the signals of itnterest. If q it

the fraction of time that the receiver listens on the emitter'

frequency, eacih listening int-ýrval has a duration of qT/n (see

C-9



Fig. C-2). Detection occurs whenever a listening period over-

laps an emitting period, even by an infinitesimal amount.

During each of the n sub-intervals containing a listening

intervalm :he expected duration of signal transmsasicn is assumed

to be pT/n, and the probability of detection during the . -at of

these sub-intervals in th- range of possible position3 of this
expected signal duration for which detectionl (overlcp) occurs,
divided by .he to* -. range of possib'.e pos~tions before the sig-

nal and listr•ing phase relations repeat. Because the listening

intervr.*, occur regudcrly with jeriod T/n while che transmissions

occur r.ndomly, the phase relatinnas -,-peat in TAn, and detection

occurs for in interval that ie th6 sun of the listen and signal

Intervals; hen.e,

Sp T/n + q T/n
DI T/n a P q

Since the emitter has bw"n assumed to be active in a random

pattern, the vrobabilitý of detecting it on any check is indepen-

dent of the results of the other checka; hence, the probability

of at least one detection in n checks is P = 1 - (1 - p - q)n
D

A key assumption in the preceding analysis is that the

emitter activity pattern is such that the expected total duration

of the signal transmissions is the same in each sub-interval.

If this assumption is believed too stringent in a particular

situation under study, the following more general analysis may

be used, A aingle tran6mission interval of expected duration

pT occurring anywbere in T is considered, and the total range of

its possible positions is T. During the first sub-interval the

probability of detection Is

P pT + + q/n

C-10
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1A

I-•Rw of possible positions fot

which detection occurs

FIG. C-2 ACTIVIT" DIAGRAM FOR MULTIPLE TRANSMICSION MODEL

Rect-veI
n( + q)

Tranintt

interva? effectively searched irn the first check

Pia. 3 ACT'VITY DIAGRAM FOP, SINGLE TRANSMISSION MODEL
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The probability of a miss is P - I - PDI Si"uce a miss on the
Ul Dl

first check implivta that the signal was not up for an interval

(p + q/n) T, the range of possible signal locationj for the second

zheck ts less than the full interval T by that imount (see Fig.

C-3). Bence, during the second sub-interval, the prbability of

detection given a miss in the first cd.eck is

p+ qin
D2Ml I (p 1 + q/n) 1 -M21m

The probability of a miss on both the first 1wo checke is

M p + q/n (p +q/n)]

KIM2~ -2MI ) (p + q/n

Similarly the probability of at least one detection in T is one

minus the probability of n successive misses, or

(K-1)(p + q/fl [I I (K-1)p+-/
LEIF f T~+~7n3 = 1-K=l+ j

np+ q

While either of these expressions carn be used as deemed

appropriate for the situation, the first has been implemented in

the model. To implement the second would require only a minor

change in the program. Both sbcw that while the probability of

detecting u specific emitter at a particular time may be low, it

increases with the number of independent chceks made. T1]e multi-

ple transmission model shows that the probability of detect-io

ts unity for q 1 - p, while tMe single transmission model

C-12



requires q k 1 - np for this limit; these limiting cases provide

some guidance for intercept #ystem design.

In the case of emitters that transmit at regular intervals,

such as most radars, synchronization between the activity pattern

and a periodic receiver search pattern can occur. In the pre-

ceding models we assume that the receiver checks each frequency

long enough each time so that this efitect is eliminated.

It should be noted that in a particular scenario under

study, specifying the number of emitters or nets to op monitored

and the fracti,'ial coverage of each determines the auwr9er of

receivers (monitoring positions) needed. This number must be
compatible with realistic TOE limits for the situation and time

frame considered.

In using either of the aodels described above, the necessary

factors are specified by the user for each emitter and the -ro-

bability of detection is calculated. This value is compared wito

a random number selected from a group of iuiiformly distributed

random numbers, and if the probability of detection is less than

the random number drawn, this emitter is judged detected in the

simulation if it is bearable at the receiver in question.

This effect is analyzed in detail in. several publications,
including P. H. Enslow, Jr., 'Some Techniques for the Analysis

of Intercept Probability in Intercept Receivers," TR No. 516-1,
Stanford Electronics Laboratories, Stanford, Cnlif., 4 June 1959,
UNCLASSIFIED.
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III ANTENNA PATTERN CHIkRACTERISTICS

The CRESS-S progran' dcvelops a generic antenna radiation

pattern which is used for generating all the sensoj and emitter

antenna patterns in the array. The detailed antenna descriptions

are obtained from SIGINT sensor and target input data descriptions.

in addition there is an antenna file where 11 generic type

antennas are described. In this manner emitter and sensor

antennas, W through microwave, from whips to dishes can be sim-

ply modeled.

Figure C-4 shows the generic antenna pattern and defines

the various antenna parameters. The plan view of the generic

radiation pattern includes the scan angle (for the case of a

sector scan rntenna) as well as the compass bearing of the antenna

mean scan angle. In this pr-gram, it is assumed that in the verti-

cal plane the elevation angle of the main, side, and back lobes

are 90 degrees, stnrting from the surface.

For the case of W antennas, the antenna parameters generally

assume the horizontal beamwidth as Z degrees, thus removing

bac~lobe, sidelobe, scan angle, and antenna bearing angles.

For the microwave antennas operating in the sector surveil-

lance mode, it is tacitly assumed that the search time of the

sensor is much longer than the scan rate of the emitter; thus

the effect is to increase the horizontal beamwidth of the antenna

by summing the scan angle. For the case of a microwave antenna

scanning 360 degrees (such as a sensor antenna), the radiation

pattern is assumed to be a hemisphere with antenna gain equal

to the m~inlobe gain, with the sidelobe and backlooes eliminated.
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Inputs from three decks v.f cards define the antenna charac-

teristics for a given sensor/emitter path Ealculation. These

are: emitter cards, sensor cards, and target cards.

IC
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IV PROPAGATION EQUATIONS

A. General

The electromagnetic propagation model used in this program

is essentially the same model used in the ACCESS program (ABA

Computer Controlled Environi~ental Simulation Systew) developed

b,. HRB-Singer, Inc. and reported in Ref. 1. The propagation

model is designed to provide rapid estimates of basic trPnsmission

loss referred to free space isotropic transmitting and receiving

antennas. The radio frequency range of the model lies between

0.1 MHz and 40,OCO MHz; transmission loss i. computed for propa-

gation path lengths up to 500 km and for stationary antenna

altitudes up to 100,000 feet.

Because of differences between dominant propagation mechanisms

at different radio frequencies and path lengths, the model has

been divided into five frequency-distance (F-D) domaine. Since

the freqiency boundaries selected for these five domains are con-

stant values, this chapter has been divided into three m, ajor fre-

quency regions on the basiF of general propagation mechenisms.

Within these frequency regions, the models are further divided

and discussed according to additional frequency criteria 9nd

path length or distance criteria.

The five frequency-distance (F-D) domains are labeled below*.

Domain I Near-shadow and Ij"-l-f-sight
region 0.1 to 60 MHz

Domain II Transition shadow regiuI, 0.1 tL 30 MHz

Domain III Far-shadow region 0.1 :o 60 Mh•z

Domain IV Skywave region to 30 Mii;

Domain V Microwave region 60 to 40,000 MHz

C- 19



Figure C-5 is a graphtc representation of the five frequency-

distance (F-D) domains used for groundwave and obstacle diffrac-

tion modes of propagation, whill the doaidn used for the iono-

spheric rkywave mode of propagation is shown between the broken

lines. The various model domains are labeled with roman

numerals and are discussed below to indicate the assumed propa-

gation mode of each F-D domain. j

B. Ground Wave ?ropagation in the 0.1 to 60 MHz Band

1. Free Space Basic 'ransmisaion Loss

The free space lces, L in dB, referred to loss less

isotropic tranamitting and- recc-leing antenna gains can be written:

Lbf 32.43 + 20 logoF + 20,1og D (1)

where

Le re• ree space loss in DB

F = Yrequency in Mz

D = Path lengt*- in km.

2. Domain I, Lie•e-f-3•tht and the Near-Shadow Regicj

In the fIj'st frequency-distance domain, the frequern ,es

bet••ecn the constant values, o,1 MHz • F S 60 M:-. Propa . ,:,

p Ah lengths are in the line-of-sight and near-shfdow regi,,ns

from the transmirtttr between zero and a variable maximum distance
o,/3

dzpc~ndng on frequency, 0 km • Dr'; SO/F• km. The mode of pro-

Dngation in d.-matn I i3 the grouadwave, which is composed of two

space iaves--one direct and one ground reflectod -Dlus tp.,ý Norton

(Feis, 2--7) surface w ve, Th'C equations adopted for this and

the remamniag two groundwave domains q!I, III) are general with

respect to the oonductivity and dielectric coastant, wave pro-

pertieE of a smiooth earth, while the rel.tive mnagnetic permeabilty

o! the earth is assuned to be unity,
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Sa antenuss my be carried by airborms platforas: there-

foe, th uppeNr liat of antenna heights, b, In all domins has

been fixed at 100,009 feet, or expressed in tersi of meters,

0 'S h ! 30,480 meters. Since antesna heigbts my rejc' this

order of magnitude, the possibility alao etists that a modified

dietance forwula different from D < SO/F13 ctin be applied to

fibtd the maximum rangn of applicability for the loss equattons

used in domain I. The additional critersa Is radio horizon dis-

tance. Since radiio h-rr'zon distance is not frequency dependent,

this geight-dependent limit cannot be rIaced on Fig. C-5 in the

fora of a single line depicting I.Ie gerneral case. Such date

would eppear as a feaaly of lines, ea,,h I1ne representing a

specific combination of transeitter ard receiver antennh heights.

Nevertheless, the new general distance range can bt• restated to

acccmnt for the dual criteria of frequency and antenna heights

as follows:

(' /2 kaoaim +

where

k = 4/3, earth radius correctie'. f-. or tv icciuxit

for refractive bending of radio rays ir. the
lower atmosphere

a = aoj,•nal earth radius, (6,3760,000 rwtersl

h- zi height of transMitting F~tenna above ground (meters)
J

n2 = height of receiving aateanne af"," gr'iund (metqrR"

No~te thaL the present simulation model includes elevated

antemans, but playa them in stationsaj entters and/3:•" sensors.
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D a distance between transmitter and receiver antennas
(kW,)

F a frequency (MHz)

The line-of-sight region is treated in the conventitial

marnne, with the smooth spherical earth being modeled by a plane

earth having tbe same conductivity and dielectric constant.

Ho,*ever, the magnitude of the plene earth losses is obtatned

from a new simple empirical relationship in a real variable.

Thi- new function reproduces within necessary engineering accu-

racy the magnitude of the classical theoretical function (within

about I dB). The theoretical function which has been raplaced

is the well-known flat earth loss function

f(P,B) = 1+ j f e du

Pe-J

where the parnmeters are defined following eq. 5.

For the region of the near shadow, which lies beyond the

radio horizon but extends only to a classical range of D = O/

k,. from the transmitter, the propagation model uses only the mag-

nitude of the Norton surface wave expression. ;- before, the

new empirical relationship for the magnitude of these plane earth

losses is used in place of the more complicated theoretical

expression.

The basic transmission loss over a plane finitely conducting

earth is calculated as follows:

a. The basic plane earth losses, L in dB, are found
bp

by adding to the basic free space losf, Lbf, the plane earth

C-23
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lost In exces of free apace loss, L That Is,

Lpe --20 l• 
13

£p aue Pnane earth lonne
.+ a xeso

\lodss re free apsle*n

- Lbf + L (2)

where

I -20 log 
(3)

S - Plane earth signal intensity

f u Free space signal intensity

3

2 1 +J Re- + (1  R) f(P, B)~ (4)

where

h - Complex reflection coefficient

R I/ u (ttjx)8jn *~ + TlT3  polarizationl

x - 60 0.

4 Grazing angle

RE a Reflected field iatrength,

The present simulation treata all .,missions for domaino I, II,
and III as being from a vertically polarized electromagnetic
wave. This limitation also exists in the ACCE8SS model.
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Incident field sirength

o Spatial phase load of im relative to 7L at the

point of incidence on the boundary surface.

e C5 Dielectric coastant of the earth

a - Conductivity of the earth in mho/mter

b. For normal plane earth geonetry

J =1,
4nhh d2

14 2 hi +1h2 h -12- 3 .

when d/3

a n d 
1 1 + 1/

h1 ÷ 2

tan 
1 2

d

c. Modified spherical earth geometry for long jaths

and high antennas.

e 1

2 did
+ 12

kad tan 4

h + h .
when .. . . > .01778

d F1/3

dX

and tart. = tan
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d 2 d"2 d 2 d2

d d d• dP ka + 2 ha 2~ k h 2 2k
tan ~ 1  2. 2 2. 1 2.2 kd d dd12

S(".+ h2)- (d 1 2 +
i d

where Fig. C-8 shows the normal plane earth Ceometry, while

Fig. C-7 shows the modified geometry ot *', d1 and d for'the
1 2

long distance high aný.enns combinations.

h Transmitter antenna height in meters

- Receiver antenna height in asters

a Free space wavelength in meters

d - Path length In moters, D a path length in km

f(P, B) - Plane earth surface wave attenuation function

.793 1 1.10609
f(P,BS) I

P. 0.,474 .96
- [p.274 L[ + 1.5446 916 (P f B)

where

1 - 2 BJ .p 4771J [1 + 3.179 T O.1721 (f (P, B) = . 717 (5b)
.67171 + .003013 P2.9778]

S~and + 1

4pjb

P - - ' = Relative surface
(1- R)2  wave field
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01---0

p m10. 4'2 --

L" i L

12 2

I
L 2

A 1)2 X

b uTanl

Th ab ye expressions are Zmpoyed Zor the estimation

I of apvane earth losses when the line-of-sight between

transmitter and receiver is unobstructed by the bulge of the

smooth spherical earth or by rough terrain. That is:

D • 4.122 ( + )1 2

The term average is used here in the sense of an average taken
over a spatial selection of points in the vicinity of the
receiver.
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and
D2

H' <- = unobstructed line-of-sight
17

I

where H is thez corrected line-of-sight clearance altitude. The

(terivation of H is covered in Sec. II of this appendix.

Within this line-of-sight region of domain 1, the term

J becomes less than unity only for large distances combined with

large heights. J accounts for the added divergence of rays re-

flected from a sphere, compared with rays reflected from a plane.

For the same large height-distance combinations,

42
h + h -

1 2 > .01778
d F1/3

4 i- used in place of * to accovit for the difference in grazing

angle between the spherical earth and the plane model.

When the pAth length lies beyond the radio horizon dis-

tance, out less than 80/F1/3 (km), the plane earth l10s function

simplifies considerably into the near-shadow function. Thum,

in this range of distai1 vs,

-- r--8

4.122( /h + h) < D (km)
il 2 F1/3

and 2

17

one finds that L pe L = plane earth surface wave loss in excesspe ps

of free space. Since th, lirect Pnd ground reflected rays Rre
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blocked by• the bulge of the earth, eq. 4 reduces in the new case
1to a snle srfae wave term.

R a -1, Pe jb a pe jb

and the phase angle 0 can be diarerarded. Thus,

L M -20 log --
p 10 1 Ef

E sa Field intensity of the
Plane surface wave

E

- 2 f (p,b) (6)

1 1t6

b W74 1 + 1.5446p 9 1 6 8 - f (p,b)

Wlkere

f (rb) is defined functionally by 5b

1

%here p mnd b are given with eq. 5. That is, eq. 7 is given for
a zero-height ante~ma system, h, a h2 = 0. In order that thig

same zero-height relation can be used to estimate loeses for

near-shadow heights, i < 0, a height-gain factor, f(q), is useU

for each antenna and is multiplied into the zero-height value

obtained from eq. 7. Therefore, the basic near-shadow loss be-

comes:
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( MNear / Free\ r
Bh~OWExcess offree-space)/od (~a shadow loss0I saw) \loss

EI
L = L - 20 Olog (
bn bf10 Ef

where E = Plane earth approximation of the near-shadow loss.
pn

E
p__ f(pb) [f(q,)] [f(q,)]

where

f(q) q q +2 (10)

where q = 2ith/XL; b and L are definfed in eq. 5.

3. Domain II Transition-Shndow Region

The second frequency-distance domain liec between the wave

frequency limits 0.1 MAfz - F S 60 MHz. Propagation path lengths

lie between limits maximum

[4.122(11 4- VI) 80/F 1  < D 557 3/ F31 ' 2 U

(kin) where •o lies between limits .681 • o 1.607 depending

on F, 0, and e, and is defined in more detail lnteL. The propa-

gation mode ef domain IT is the groundvave and is composed of

the Norton surface wave. This domain is commonly called the

transition-shadow region. This name has foundations Ln the

mathematics of the theoretical solution. That is, the transiti-.1-
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aiiadow regic-4 *",tends over the range of distances where no simple

th*rretical 3xjpression has yet been found to yield numerical

"r~sult8 with n mirvum of calculation effort. It ext.,,ds bet-

ween the two regions (near and far shaoow) wher; simplar asymp-

totic solutions do exist.

The transit on-shadow region is treated by a new empirical

relatioti that W.ovides numerical results for a zero-height antenna

system compatible with the accuracy of Norton's (Ref. 2) classic

S•ephical method of 1941.

The basic transmission loss for the spherical earth is cal-

culated as follows:

a. As shadow dietance increases beyond the useful range

of the plane earth approximation, the region of the transition-

shadow and of the far-shadow are found. In the transition-

shado, region a smooth empirical function is used to find the

sspherical earth loss.

b. fhe form of th- basic transition-shadow loss is

L =L +L (1
bt bf at

is• = spherical earth tiansition-shadow
loss in excess of fre" space

L t = -20 logO s

1.26111

(;_.24 P
(12)
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where

I n -aB

.9168 + 110609flp,)

ma.0274 +
1 + 1.5446po'0168 - f (Po,b)

.6 2 ,- 29777 .75p1.399"1
0 1

-
0 0 6 026p° 2.977 7656p 1° 9

0 = - - .4771o 2.9777 1. 39931+.00d3013po 1+3.179p°

f 1 (pob) is defined functionally in eq. 5b.

.26487
PO 2K2

S+ 1+ 21 l
b = arc tan [ +

x+ (F 2)((-)

P - c where L -(s.',q. 19)

K = (See eq. 18)
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% .53.1905

PO - (am. eq. 17)

- 8..247Pe4.1908 6.3U1

S• (390 eq. 16)

I' ~ O I ,0274 i
L"0  1 , 1.5445 po 9168 - po,b)

f(q) - (See eq. 10)

t. Dkomgn III, Far-Shadow Region

a. The third F-D domain lies between the frequenL2y

Itmits 0.1 MHz • F < 60 MWz. Propagation path lengths lie beyond

the limit

D > 557.3/0 f

0

(kN) wher• o lies between the limits .681 t 0 1.607, depending

upon F, 7, and e, and in defined in more detail later.

b. Thr propagation mode of domain III is the ground-

wave which, in thia region, is composed of the Norton surface

wave. The asymptotic, exponential form lor field ?trengtl in this

fr--shadow region is used to calecuate the basquc syatem loss.

The form of the boxic deep-shadow (far-shadow) loss is

L L + L (13)bd bf ad

L = Spherical earth deep-ahadow
ad

loss in excess of free space
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gad

L 0log10 E~ (14)Lad =-20 E4

Ea-dd= .7S ' -. 0066220 I3
E3 1/2a 0 DD- e o D [f(ql)][f (q

where the terms y and 0 originate from the classical theoretical
0

solution involving the sum of the Watson residue series. How-

ever, sip-"e empirical relations hive been found for these

parameters in the variable 9, neglecting their small dependence

upon b, as follows:

.07618K2S• = (16)

If + 19.05K6 . 5 7 8 "3040

.3517
(1 .60 7 )L1 + 2.253K2 4 3  (17)

[1 + 47.74K3 . 4 6 1 1.2889

while

3-
K / - (L) 01778L (18)

"" + 2 (19)r 2

1)2 c x
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5. Terrain Obstacle Losses for Oroundwave Domains I, II,

and III

a. A mechanism for estimating system loss over rough

earth (Refs. 12-20) has been incorporated in the propagation

model. When the path line-of-sigat is obstructed by terrain, a

simple obstacle loss term is added to the plane earth loss func-

tion as an estimate of total losses. This obstacle loss term is

proportional to the half-power of the electrical height, 2n H /,

of the obstacle above line-of-sight level. When H > D 2/17, the

program will select the obstacle path formula, whic" yields

generally greater losses at the shorter path lengths, and lesser

lossi 7,fonqr path lengths than would be estimated by the

spherical earth formulas discussed earlier. This is 'ue because

the obstacle path formula is composed of the free sp ce lose plus

the plane eerth loss plus the obstacle loss. There ore, at some

point in the transition region and beyond, it ih .ipected that

upbbrical earth losses would generally exceeu the obstacle loss

plW* the plane earth loss, and the model would thus favor the
a 2obstacle formula when Ho > D /17. This H ý-D limit would override

the normal shift from plane to earth to transition or shadow

spherical eartL formulas at the usual F-D limits discussed "arlier,

b. The basic transmission loss for the plane earth

'ath dAth a terrain obstacle is calculated as follows. When the

height of the terrain exceeds the height of the line-of-sight ray

by an emount P which is larger than twice the bulge height of

the smooth sp-erical earth, the path is classified as a plane

earth path with a terrain obstacle. That is, the condition

a D2

17
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where H' is in meters and D is in kn, defines the H -D domain of

the terrain obstacle path for the 0.1 M ' F ! 60 Ms.

The basic transmission loss for this type of path, like

the near-shadow path, is much simpler than for the line-of-sight

region. The total basic loss for the obstacle path becomes the

basic free space loss Lbf, plus the plane earth loss, L i, plus

the terrain obstacle loss Lto.

(Total 1  ,Free . . Plane fTerrain
|basic = |sAce ÷ earh + batacle

\loss0 / (loss \lossg \ loss

Lbo L bf + Lpe + Lto ,(20)

However, since the line-of-sight path is obstructed, both the

direct and ground reflected rays are eliminated from eq. 4. In

addition, even the surface wave term can be further simplified

by setting R = -1, P = p, B = u, -A• by disregarding the phase

angle e. Therefore,

L L = Plane surface wave loss
Spe ps in excess of free space

E
L -20 log Ef
Ps 10 E

f

E Plane surface wave field
PS intensity

E
- -- 2 f(p,b) (21)
Ef
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mI

[-..02741 1 + 1.5446 p.91"- f (p~b) 0

(22)

where f (pb) is defined functionally in eq. 5b. The terrain

obstacle lost becomes

Lto .75S"F (23)

where HO is the terrain height (in meters) in excess of the

height of the line-of-sight ray as derived in Sec. II, of this

appendix.

6. Folige Losses for Groundwave Domains I, II,.and III

Foliage losses are treated by a simple empirical function

relating the attenuation per meter of screen thickness resulting

from the propagation of radio waves through a wooded screen path

lying between the receiver and transmitter. The information

yielding this relationship has been compiled from various litere-

ture sources (Refs. 8-12).

An examination of the literature on the proble- of foliage

loss has yielded a useful exponential r-lation for expressing

the foliage loss in excess of free space and other independent

factors, as a function of frequency and distance.

Lfl - .O0139dF 76 7  (24)

where F is the frequency in MHz and d is the sum of the path
length* in meters through the foliage screen between a giver,

emitter/mensor path. The sum d is obtained at the same time

manual map work is being performed to record the terrain
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4

obstruction data which is to be used for line-of-sight calcula-

tions elsewhere in the program. These input data are recorded

Liz the path card deck.

7. 1W Ionospheric Skywave Propa~ation, Domain IV

The fourth F-D domain of the propagation model lies between

the 2requency limits of 3 MHz and 30 MHz. However, it sl, ulc be

pointed out that these limits could be extended from 2 MHz to 50

MHz as the mathematice used are sufficiently accurate for this

simulaticn to operate between these wider limits, if desirable.

The mode of propagatlon in this domain is the ionospheric sky-

wave. The methods for estimating skywave path loss over distance

ranges to 500 km have been taken from the latest empirical methods

used in modern computer routines (Refs. 13,14). Because of the

shorter distances and time durations normally encountered in

tactical warfare and therefore desired for the present program,

new and sinpler relations could be adopted in -lace of the more

general relations used in these references. This simplification

can be studied in subsequent follow-on simulation studies. In

general, either a single-hop E-layer or a single-hop F-layer mode

is possible from the routine.

Basic methods for graphically determining the probable path

losses for HF ionospheric transmission paths have been well known

for many years (Refs. 15, 16), but these methods are not suitable

for direct utilization in a computer simulation program. Numerical

methods for predicting these path losses have been de¢cloped

recently; two somewhat similar computer schemes have been pro-

grammed to perform these computations (Refs. 13, 14). However,

both of these programs are, general purpose routines which include

provisions for computation of expected losses and other pertinent

parameters of world-wide, 24-hour, multi-hop paths. These
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pvqwin revwire a- eceEsive amwt of speie and computing time

per path to be lacorporated directly Into this simulation.

Tbere are two characteriaziaca of tuld. saimlation pro-

grain which permit a significant reduction in the ecmaplewity of

the W patb-loss routino. These are

(1) with few exceptions, all path terminal
points are located within a geographical
area with a maxi&m dimension of about
500 kn, and

(2) the time interval of interest for any
single simulation should not overlap the
sunzise/sunset transition interval. An
approximate two-hour inter%val should be
allowed for these transition ti-ms where
the simulation results will be of insuffi-
cient validity for ionospheric propagation
performance. This is not true for the other
four domains of propgatton in this simula-
tion.

With these limitations in geographical area and time

period, a number of parameters which normally are variables in

the path loss equations may be regarded As fixed parameters in

the main computing routine. These purameters nust be precomputed

or determined graphically, ar desired, for each geographical area

and time period and supplied as coefficients to the main simuls-

tion program.

To reduce the effects of fti.xng certain parameters, the

center of the geographical area has been designated as the control

point for all ionospheric paths between terminals within the

region. Further, the time has been -soigned as the mean tine of

the simulatt.on period. The coefficients, together with & brief

discussion of the probable effects c.• fi xing the vsl,;e for all
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paths within the area and time period of the simulation, ais

listed below:

o Sunspot Number (55N). Time variation only; nor-

mally predicted as average or nonimal values for monthly periods.

Short-term effects which might be significant for time periods

of several hours, such as solar flares, are not considered in the

present program.

o Sun Zenith Angle (t). Variation in time and geo-

graphical position, but effects are very small for an area and

time period such as employed in the present simulation.

o Gyro Frequency (FH). Maximum variation over

the time/area being considered is on the order of ±0.1 Wz, which

is within the probable error of prediction for future time periods.

* F-Layer Height (HF). Maximum variation over time/

area considered is normally less than about t25 kia, which is also

within the probable error in predictien. Effects on computed

path loss are on the order of 2 dB, maximum.

o F-Zero MUF (F2 0 ). Maximum variation for the areas

considered is on the order of ±0.5 MHz, but will be less for

many regions of the world. Ii. general, the variation over the

time/area of the simulation is within the probable error in pre-

diction for future time periods. Possible resu'ting errors in

oath loss are on the ordc: of 3 to 4 dB, maxiL.um, with a possible

error in the maxii\m propagated frequency of about 1.5 times the

error in F2 for the path lengths involved.

b. Path-Lcss Computing Procedures

(1) Basic Computing Procedures and Formulas

These were developed at NBS and the U.S. Army Signal

Propagation Agency (Refs. 13, 15; 16). A priori data required
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44.

for esch aLmulatia rma ad the formulas for path bloss compte-

tia ame listed in the followi•g paregrapkc.

(2) A Priori Data quirod

T-e following data must be obtained from external

emcee (e.g., I program or from R prediction charts) and

iLserted in the progrm for each simulation run:

(a) LAT. LAtitude of center of simulation area

in decreesr (-1.0 < LAT !r 90)

(b) L1M. Longi.tude of centar of simulation area

in degrees east of Greenwich meridian (0 'S Lo < 360)

(c) GIT. Mean time of siulaation ia GNT

(d) MRiO. Mouth of simulation (I ' N) ' 12)

(e) F2 . Zero distance F2 layer IL?, in MHz

(f) F2 30. F2 layer--3000 km NUT factor, or

F2 F2 layer--4000 km IMF, in MHz4000'

(g) fir. F2 layer virtual height, in km (if not

supplied is set to a nozinal value of 3UO ka)

(h) FH. Gyro frequency at 100 km height in MIfz

(if not supplied, is ret to a nominal value of 1.2 MHz)

(i) SSN. Sun spot number for date of simulation.

(3) Basic Path-Loss Formulae

(a) The total trmnsmir in loss (L) for a single-

hop path neglecting focusing effects, may be expressed by

L Ls -A -A + A + P (

J -T R
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where

L = Total path loss, antenna terminal to antenna
terminal, in dB

L = Basic free-space propagation loss, in d3
bf

ATAR = Transmitting and receiving antenna gains,
respectively, in dB reference isotropic

P = Loss, due to polarization, magneto-ionic
splitting, etc., in dB

A - Nondeviative D-region absorption loss, in dfi.

In the present program, an o effects, AT and A., are computed

in the main body program, and only operating frequency (F, in

MHz) and terminal-to-terminal ground distance (D, in kin) will be

supplied to the HF ionospheric path-loss subroutine. The total

transmission loss codputed in the subroutina will, therefore,

be given by

L = L + A + P (26)
bf

where symbols are as defined for eq. 27.

(b) When path length is specified in terms of

actual ray path distances (RDIST, in km) the basic free-spoce

propagation lops, Lbf, in dB, is given by eq. I where D now

becomes RDIST (eq. 39).

(c) Mean values of absorpotion plus polarization

and miscellaneous minor effects lopses may be comp'uted by use of

the following exprcssion:

1.3
A + P 615.5 sec(O)[1.0 + k0.0037)(SSN)](cos 0.881)1 + 8.9= 1.98

(F + F

(27)
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II

wvhere

A + P M Median value of sa4orptlon, polarization
Wan minor effect 1ossed in dB

m Angle between ray path and parpenxiular
to the earth at a 100 km height

aSN " Zurich sunspot runber

W Sun's xenlth angle at ioaiosphertc ref le-c-
tion point

F = Operating frequency, in MHz

F = Gyro freqvtency at 130 km height, in kHz.
H

The computed path loss between isotropic antennas is obtained

from eq. 26, employing the resnlts of eqs. I and 27. In the

actual program approximations are employed for some of the fac-

tors of eq. 27 in order to reduce the spFce and computing time

rp"qujred. •

(4, •iscellan)ous Formulae

(a) In addition to the path 1os•, th radiation

,ngle is also requires for evaluation of antenna g.Ans. Fermulas

for computing the cosine of this angle, coefficients required

for the evaluOt•_on of eq. 27 above, vnd the E- and F-luyer inter-

mediate diatace kUFs are listed below.

(b) The cosine of the sun's zenith gngle (f),

required !or eq. 2 is computed fkom:

cos " [sin (3LAT) sin (LAT) + Cos (SLAT) cos (LAT) xN

,cos (15 GMT - 180 - 1011)1 (28)

wr~ere

LAT Latitude of centex oA simulat~on area, in degrees

SLAT = Latitude of sun's 3ubsolar point (iupplled in
p,,paratory program aa table of coefficients--one
per fionthi
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LON - Longitude of center of simulation area, in degrees
east of Greenwich meridian

CU -= Time of simulation, GUT hours.

(c) Both E- and F2-layer propagation modes are

considered. If the Z-1ayer will support proparatiov At the fre-

quency-ground distance of the path, then the propagation Loss

and radiation angle for a single-hop E-layer path are computedi

and returcnee to the main body program. However, if the E-layer

pa.h is not available (frequency above E-MF), and the F2-layer

will support propagation, then the loss and radiation angle for

the single-hop F2-!ayer path are computed and returned. Formulas

for computing E- Lnd F2->vyer MWFs are as follows!

EMF E, EW (29)

where

EMUF = E-layer MUF, in MHz

M_ = WUE factor for E-layer

E 200= 2000 km E-layer MUF, in MHz

ond

= 0.2085 + 0,12126481E-3(D) + 0.9761871]ý-Ii(D1) -

0.60495454E-14(D ) (30)

where

D = Ground terminal-to-terminal distance, in km

E= E2000 = 3.345996 + 37.677361(I)-52,41i917fI ) +

39.261511(1') - 10.66485(l ) (31)
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~L. '

* where

I Absorption Index

(1.0 + 0.0037S3) (cos 0.1)0 1.3 (32)

- 0 for I CosO. 88lI* 9go

(se eq. 27 for symbol definitions).

(W) A similar set of factors is employed ter

computing the F2-layer WN for interpedipte distances:

ri a MNF2o (33)

where

FkWF = F2-layer M•F, Mz

1 -= F2 MUF factor

wt= 1.0 + (F /2F2o) (1.0 - n) + i (F23000 - 1.0) (34)

St with

.1 in m = 0.21615813E - 5(D) + 0.15387001L-6 (D )
0.38728093E - 10(D3 ) (35)

where

SD Ground terminal-to-termiral distance, in km.

(See eq. 31 for other sy=bol defijnitions.)

(e) When the P2 UP is supplied in lieu of the

P2 factor, the latter is derivad from

F2 = (F 0 MUF)/(l.1 F2 ) (36)
3000 4000 0
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(f) The cosine of the radiation angle (A; see

Fig. C-8) and other factors roquired for eq. 28 are determined

from the following expressions:

2 sin2 (D/2r)cos (6) 2 (37)
1.0 +R -_ cos (D/2r)

1.0
sec (0) = . (38)

(1.0 R cos W)

RDIST = 2[h 2 + 2r (h + r)(1.0 - cos (D/2r))]l/2 (39)

where

R = r/(r+ h)

RDIST = Ray-path distance, in km.

(Other symbols as in Fig. C-8.)

8. Microwave Region, Domain V

a. The fifth F-D domain of the propagation model lies

between the frequency limits of 60 MHz ! F ' 10,500 kHz. Thr*..

possible types of propagation paths exist in this part of the

model. The equations used to estimate path loss in this micro-

wave region have been tsken from an HRB-Singer, Inc., ORef. 17)

and were also used in the ACCESS simulation. In this study,

empi.rical loss expressions derived from numerous sets of signal

measuremerat data are presented. The three kinds of paths modeled

are called
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FIG. C-8 GEOMETRY OF IONOSPHERIC RAY PATH
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(1) Essentially Line-of-Sight Paths. Defined as
line-of-sight except for possible small obstruc-
tions near the transmitter antenna location
(see Fig. C-9).

(2) Single-Obstacle Paths. As depicted in Fig. C-9.

(3) Multiple-Obstacle Paths. An depicted in Fig.

C-9.

b. The bat;ic transmission loss functions for the

various kinds of paths are:

(1) Line-if-sight path

Lb = Basic line-of-sight path loss (dB)

b 9 = 23.0 + 30 log 10 F + 20 log 1 0 D (40)

(2) Single obstacle path

L = Basic single obstacle path loss (dB)so

Let

A = 46.2 + 1070( - 7500(!! + .00268 (F) + 28.34 1ogl0 (F)

SD

B = .879D -, .00378D
2

s

C = .879 (3.50) - .00378 (150)2 + 26 logl0+ 26 og1 0 (D/150)s 1

Then

A + B ,D !s- 150 km

L (2

o A + r P > 150 km

(3) Multiple-obstacle path

L = Basic multiple path loss (dB)mo

Let
i • 2

A 119.9 + 287( )- 11000(0) + .00425(F) + 14.98 log1 o(F)
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FIG. C-9 Z'¶ASSIFICATION 0O- PROPAGATION PATI
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B = .541D- .00159 (D2)
U

C - .541 (150) - .00159(150)2 + 26 log1 0 (D/150)

Then

A + ,B , D 150 km
L (42)o A + C D > 150 km

where

L = Total b~iic transmission loss in dB

F = Wave frequeacy in MHz

D = Path length in km

H = Maximum obstacle height in km above 4/3 earth
radius curve joining path terminals (see Sec. II
of this appendix).

It should be noticed that for both the single anJ
multiple obstacle equations that the last several terms are
altered and added to for the crossover range of 150 km.

the determination of ltne-of-sight or number of obstacles

in the path is made elsewhere in the simuiation and is discussed

in Sec. II of this appendix.
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